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ABSTRACT
Back pain associated with degeneration of the intervertebral disc (IVD) is a major
public health problem in Western industrialized societies. Degeneration of the IVD
changes the osmotic and nutrient environment in the extracellular matrix (ECM) which
affects cell behaviors, including: cell proliferation, cell energy metabolism, and matrix
synthesis.

In addition, a thin layer of hyaline cartilaginous end-plate (CEP) at the

superior/inferior disc-vertebral interface was found to play an important role in nutrient
supply as well as load distribution in the IVD. Therefore, our general hypothesis is that
the CEP regulates the ECM osmotic and nutrient environment which further affects IVD
cell energy metabolism and homeostasis.
First, based on the triphasic theory, we developed a multiphasic model that
considered the IVD tissue as a mixture with four phases: solid phase with fixed charges,
interstitial water phase, ion phase with two monovalent species (e.g., Na+ and Cl‾), and
an uncharged nutrient solute phase. Our numerical results showed calcification of the
CEP significantly reduced the nutrient levels in the human IVD. In cell based therapies
for IVD regeneration, excessive amounts of injected cells may cause further deterioration
of the nutrient environment in the degenerated disc. To address the lack of experimental
data on CEP tissue, the regional biomechanical and biochemical characterization of the
bovine CEP was conducted. We found that the lateral endplate was much stiffer than the
central endplate and might share a greater portion of loading. Our results also indicated
that the CEP could block rapid solute convection and allowed pressurization of the
interstitial fluid in response to loading. The energy metabolism properties of human IVD
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cells in different extracellular nutrient environments were also outlined. We found that
human IVD cells prefer a more prevalent glycolytic pathway for energy needs under
harsh

nutrient

environmental conditions

and

may

switch

towards oxidative

phosphorylation once the glucose and oxygen levels increase.
In order to further analyze the effect of the extracellular environment on cell
homeostasis, IVD cells were defined as a fluid-filled membrane using mixture theory.
The active ion transport process, which imparts momentum to solutes or solvent, was also
incorporated in a supply term as it appears in the conservation of linear momentum.
Meanwhile, the trans-membrane transport parameters (i.e hydraulic permeability and ion
conductance) were experimentally determined from the measurements of passive cell
volume response and trans-membrane ion transport using the differential interference
contrast (DIC) and patch clamp techniques. This novel single cell model could help to
further illuminate the mechanisms affecting IVD cell homeostasis. The objective of this
project was to develop a multi-scale analytical model by incorporating experimentally
determined IVD tissue and cell properties to predict the ECM environment and further
analyzing its effect on cell energy metabolism and homeostasis. This work provided new
insights into IVD degeneration mechanisms and cell based IVD regeneration therapies
for low back pain.
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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Back pain is a major public health problem in Western industrialized societies. It
causes suffering and distress to patients and their families, and affects a large number of
the population. Approximately 40.5 million people in the United States visiting hospitals
and physician’s offices had low back pain as the first diagnosis (NIH 2005). Low back
pain primarily occurs in patients between 30 and 50 years of age, and affects men and
women equally. It is the most common cause of work-related disability in people under
45 and is the most expensive disability, in terms of workers’ compensation and medical
expenses [1]. Its total cost, including direct medical costs, insurance, loss of production
and disability benefits, is estimated at 85.9 billion in US, £12 billion per annum in the
UK and 1.7% of the gross national product in the Netherlands [2, 3].
Back pain is strongly associated with degeneration of the intervertebral disc[4].
Although it is asymptomatic in many cases, disc degeneration [5] is also associated with
sciatica and disc herniation or prolapse. Disc height changes the mechanics of the spinal
column. Behavior of other spinal structures such as muscles and ligaments is likely to be
negatively adversely affected. Moreover, compared with other musculoskeletal tissues,
discs degenerate much earlier. In the age group of 11-16 years, the first unequivocal
indication of degeneration in the lumbar discs was found [6]. About 20% of people in
their teens have discs with mild signs of degeneration. Degeneration increases steeply
with age, particularly in males, so that around 10% of 50-year-old discs and 60% of 70year-old discs are severely degenerated [7]. Degeneration of the intervertebral disc will
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cause biochemical change of ECM components. Proteoglycan content drops dramatically
with degeneration, causing associated changes in swelling propensity, osmotic pressure
gradients, and electrochemical effects such as streaming potentials and streaming currents
[8, 9]. Potent regulators of cellular biosynthesis and remodeling [10, 11] will therefore
be affected. Another factor related with IVD degeneration is nutrient environment. A
fall in nutrient supply leads to a lowering of oxygen tension, glucose concentration,
change in pH (due to increased lactic acid concentrations) which could affect cell
viability, proliferation rate, energy metabolism and the ability to synthesize and maintain
the disc’s extracellular matrix. It may ultimately result in disc degeneration.
The IVD is the largest avascular structure in the human body. The nutrients that
disc cells require for maintaining disc health are supplied by blood vessels at the margins
of the disc. There are two possible pathways for nutrient transport into IVD, one route is
through the CEP and the other is through the periannular [12]. Transport of fluid and
solutes (including ions) in tissue is mainly governed by transport properties such as
hydraulic permeability and solute diffusivities [13, 14], which are all mechanical strain
dependent. Although many studies have been done to determine the mechanical and
transport properties of annulus fibrosus (AF) and nucleus pulposus (NP), data for CEP is
still rare. Consequently, the CEP properties were investigated in this research.
The balance between the rate of nutrient transport through the matrix and the rate
of consumption by disc cells determines the local nutrient concentration gradient within
the IVD. The nutrient consumption is related to cell energy metabolism. Although there
are a few studies on articular cartilage chondrocytes and IVD cells in animal models [15-
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18], to our knowledge, there is no study examining human disc cell energy metabolism.
Based on previous studies, porcine and bovine IVD cells obtain their energy primarily
through glycolysis, even in the presence of oxygen. Nevertheless, IVD cells, as well as
chondrocytes, require oxygen to function [16-18]. The pathways of oxygen utilization by
chondrocytes and IVD cells remain obscure. The rates at which chondrocytes and IVD
cells metabolize glucose and consume oxygen depend on the local concentration of
nutrients. Our studies addressed this by measuring the energy metabolism properties of
human IVD cells under various nutrient environments.
Since the in vivo biomechanical response, transport of solutes and cellular
activities in human IVD are difficult to determine, numerical simulation using finite
element model (FEM) became an essential tool to help understand the biomechanical and
nutrient environment in the IVD. Earlier studies have been limited to analyzing the
nutrient solutes diffusion inside the disc and which did not include biomechanical loading
[19, 20]. Recently, some investigators have developed finite element models based on
mixture theory to analyze the effects of static and dynamic loading on solute transport
inside the disc [21-24]. However, to our knowledge, effects of cartilage endplate on
nutrient transport (diffusion and convection) inside human IVD under physiological
loading condition were not clear. Furthermore, injection of IVD cells/stem cells in the
NP region was proposed for IVD regeneration in cell based therapy for low back pain
treatment [25-27]. Deteriorated ECM nutrient environment in the degenerated disc could
be further changed due to the increase of cellular nutrient metabolism, therefore
accelerating the process of degeneration. Until now, effect of nutrient concentration
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gradient on this therapy was still not investigated. In this research, we further developed
a multiphasic finite element model to analyze the effects CEP and NP cell injection on
extracellular nutrient environment inside the human IVD.
Changes in both the extracellular osmotic and nutrient environment in tissue level
may be transduced into cellular level therefore affect various cell behaviors. As a signal
for cell proliferation and matrix synthesis [28], cell homeostasis (volume regulation
process) was found to be very sensitive to the ECM environment [29-31]. In previous
studies, both passive and active cell volume responses of articular chondrocytes were
analyzed under various osmotic loading conditions [28, 32-36]. Recently, cell membrane
properties (hydraulic permeability and diffusivity of neutral solutes) in bovine articular
chondrocytes were calculated by curve fitting real time cell volume data using Boylevan’t Hoff and Kedem & Katchalsky equations [37]. Compared to articular chondrocytes,
different cell volume responses were observed in porcine IVD cells which may indicate
different cell volume regulation mechanisms [35, 38]. However until now, there is no
further research about cell homeostasis mechanisms in IVD cells. In this research, in
order to quantitatively analyze the transport of fluid and solutes in relation to the
mechanism of cell volume regulation, cell membrane modulus (hydraulic permeability,
ion conductivity, etc.) were measured.
Previously, Boyle-van’t Hoff and Kedem & Katchalsky equations [39] were used
to simulate passive trans-membrane water and ion transport under various osmotic
conditions. However, mechanical effects such as the cell membrane tension force or
physicochemical factors such as the solute partition effect could not be considered. A
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more general mixture theory approach [40] was developed to incorporate these factors.
Fundamental governing relationships for mechano-electrochemical transduction effects
such as streaming potential, streaming current, diffusion (membrane) potential, and
electro-osmosis could be deduced using this mixture theory. Specifically, stress, strain,
and fluid velocity fields through a membrane during a one-dimensional steady diffusion
process was simulated using this theory.

Exchange of Na+ and Ca2+ through the

membrane were also analyzed [14]. Recently, several types of cell models were used to
simulate passive cell volume response of articular chondrocytes and IVD cells by
defining the cell as fluid-filled membrane or hydrogel/perfect osmometer like cytoplasm
plus fluid filled membrane using the mixture theory [41, 42]. However, until now, there
is no single cell model for trans-membrane ion transport coupled with water transport and
membrane tension under cell homeostasis. Based on multiphasic theory, we developed a
single cell model which could model the interactions of solid, fluid, and solutes (ions and
neutral solutes) constituents in the cell membrane.
1.2 Objective and Specific Aims
The ultimate goal of this project is to fill the gap by incorporating experimentally
determined IVD tissue and cell properties into a multi-scale analytical model capable of
predicting the ECM environment and further analyzing its effect on cell energy
metabolism and homeostasis. Our general hypothesis is that the CEP regulates the ECM
osmotic and nutrient environment which further regulate IVD cell energy metabolism and
homeostasis. Since the IVD is the largest avascular structure in the human body. The
nutrients that disc cells require for maintaining disc health are supplied by blood vessels
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at the margins of the disc. A thin layer of hyaline cartilaginous end-plate (CEP) at the
superior/inferior disc-vertebral interface, plays an important role in nutrient transport as
well as load distribution in the IVD [43]. Recent studies have shown that the levels of
oxygen and glucose significantly affect cell proliferation, cell energy metabolism, and
matrix synthesis of bovine and porcine IVD disc cells in vitro [15-18, 44, 45]. This
suggests that the transport of nutrients through the CEP and extracellular matrix (ECM)
plays a key role in maintaining the physiological concentration of nutrients as well as the
IVD cell energy metabolism and homeostasis.

Deviations from physiological levels

imply the initiation of tissue remodeling and matrix degradation. Therefore, we studied
mechanical and transport properties of CEP and predicted ECM environment of human
IVD with a multiphasic finite element model by incorporating experimentally determined
tissue and cell properties.

The resulting changes in cell energy metabolism and

homeostasis were then studied to better understand the biological consequence. In order
to achieve these goals, we propose the following specific aims.
Aim 1: Develop a multiphasic mechano-electrochemical finite element model
of the IVD. Based on our previous studies of constitutive modeling of hydrated soft
tissues, the IVD tissue will be modeled as a charged, fluid-saturated, inhomogeneous
poroelastic medium consisting of solid, fluid, ions, and nutrients. Specifically, we will:
1a) further develop a 3D mechano-electrochemical finite element model of human IVD
by incorporating the CEP and the source terms for cell energy metabolism; 1b) study the
effect of calcification of the CEP and cell injection in cell based therapies for low back
pain in the human IVD ECM environment.
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Aim 2: Characterize mechanical and transport properties of the CEP.
Knowledge of mechanical and transport properties of the CEP and its relationship with
tissue composition is crucial for elucidating the mechanical function of the CEP and
studying its effect on fluid and nutrient transport inside the IVD. Therefore, we will: 2a)
determine compressive aggregate modulus of the CEP using confined creep compression
test; 2b) determine biochemical properties of CEP and correlate with its mechanical and
transport properties.
Aim 3: Determine IVD cell nutrient metabolic rates in relation to local
nutrient levels. The nutrient gradients within IVD are dependent on the balance between
diffusion transport rates through the tissue and consumption/production rates of disc
cells. We will determine oxygen consumption rates (OCR) and glucose consumption
rates (GCR) of IVD cells in different regions under various nutrient levels.
Aim 4: Develop a multiphasic single cell model to simulate the transmembrane water, ions and neutral solute transport under homeostasis. Based on
previous studies, IVD cells could be modeled as a water-filled membrane using the
triphasic theory. The cell membrane was considered as a multiphasic mixture which
includes a solid phase (cytoskeleton), a fluid phase (interstitial fluid), and solute phases
(ions and neutral solutes).

We will: 4a) further develop a single cell model by

incorporating membrane tension and ions transport; 4b) study the trans-membrane water,
neutral solute and ion transport under homeostasis.
Aim 5: Characterize the trans-membrane water and ion transport properties
of IVD cells. IVD cells maintain homeostasis under different ECM osmotic and nutrient
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environment by adjusting water and ion transport through its membrane. We will: 5a)
determine hydraulic permeability of IVD cells from cell volume experiments; 5b)
determine ion conductance of IVD cells using patch clamp technique.
1.3 Organization of Dissertation
The following manuscript is organized in chapters of related studies that combine
to form the overall aims of this project. In Chapter 2 we presented a comprehensive
overview of physiology (anatomy, biochemistry, and function) and pathophysiology (disc
degeneration) of human IVD. The homeostasis of articular chondrocytes and IVD cells
were also outlined. This chapter also described previous single cell modeling methods
about cellular mechanical environment and trans-membrane water and ion transport. In
Chapter 3, a multiphasic mechano-electrochemical finite element model of IVD was
developed based on triphasic theory. Detailed formulation of the specialized triphasic
theory for charged IVD tissue was presented. The IVD tissue was modeled as a mixture
with four phases: solid phase with fixed charges, interstitial water phase, ion phase with
two monovalent species (e.g., Na+ and Cl‾), and an uncharged nutrient solute phase. In
this chapter, fundamental governing equations for the mixture, such as electro-neutrality
condition, continuity equations, linear momentum equations and constitutive equations
were given. In Chapter 4, the weak form formulation of mixture model developed in
Chapter 2 was used for finite element analysis of physical signals and nutrient solute
transport inside human IVD.

The numerical results of this study showed that

calcification of the cartilage endplate could significantly reduce the nutrient levels in
human IVD. It also showed that in cell based therapy for IVD regeneration, excessive
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numbers of injected cells may cause further deterioration of the nutrient environment in
the degenerated disc.

In Chapter 5, the biphasic mechanical properties of cartilage

endplate were measured to characterize its mechanical and transport behaviors which
were also correlated with its histological and biochemical properties. The results of this
study showed that cartilage endplate could block rapid solute convection, which allowed
pressurization of the interstitial fluid and played a significant role in nutrient supply in
response to loading. The study indicated that the cartilage endplate was unique in regards
to its structure and function. In Chapter 6, the oxygen consumption rates of human IVD
cells were measured under different glucose environmental conditions.

Meanwhile,

glucose consumption rates and lactate production rate of human IVD cells were measured
under different oxygen conditions. These studies showed that energy metabolism rates of
human IVD cells were significantly dependent on nutrient environment. In Chapter 7, a
multiphasic single cell model was developed to simulate the trans-membrane water and
ion transport based on multiphasic theory. The IVD cells were modeled as a water-filled
membrane with solid phase, water phase, ion phase and neutral solute phase. This is the
first single cell model for cell homeostasis which is capable of simulating the interaction
of mechanical tension force and ion transport. Furthermore, active ion transport during
cell homeostasis was also incorporated in the model by adding a unique source term in
the momentum equations based on classical non-equilibrium thermodynamics [46-48].
In Chapter 8, trans-membrane water and ion transport during cell homeostasis was
characterized by passive cell volume response and patch clamp experiments. Hydraulic
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permeability and ion conductance for IVD cells were measured. Chapter 9 outlined the
overall conclusions of this project and identified future directions of this work.
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Physiology and Pathophysiology of Human IVD
2.1.1 Anatomy of Human IVD
The IVD is the largest avascular cartilaginous structure in the human body. It lies
between the vertebral bodies, linking them together (Figure 2.1). They are the main
joints of the spinal column and occupy one-third of its height. Their major role is
mechanical, as they constantly transmit loads arising from body weight and muscle
activity through the spinal column. They provide flexibility, allowing bending, flexion
and torsion. They are approximately 7–10mm thick and 4 cm in diameter (anterior–
posterior plane) in the lumbar region of the spine [49, 50]. The intervertebral discs are
complex structures that consist of a centrally-located NP surrounded peripherally by AF.
At each end of the disc, where the IVD meets the vertebre, there is a thin hyaline
cartilage layer called the endplate.

Figure 2.1 Anatomy of human IVD [51].
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Nucleus Pulposus
The central nucleus pulposus matrix contains type II collagen and proteoglycan,
mainly aggrecan [50]. Collagen fibers in the central nucleus pulposus are organized
randomly [52] and elastin fibers (sometimes up to 150 mm in length) are arranged
radially [53] (Figure 2.2). These fibers are embedded in a highly hydrated aggrecan gel.
Cells in the NP are chondrocyte-like cells with a low density (approximately 5000/mm3)
[54]. The type II collagen fibers are not believed to give the same level of order to the
structure or the same degree of mechanical stability to the matrix as in articular cartilage.
The proteoglycans are hydrophilic, which could cause the NP to swell. The swelling
pressure of the NP proteoglycans is constrained by the end-plates above and below as
well as the annulus fibrosus around the periphery.
Annulus Fibrosus
The boundary between the NP and AF becomes distinct in young individuals (<10
years). AF is made up of a series of 15 to 25 concentric rings, or lamellae [49] (Figure
2.2). Collagen fibers lie parallel within each lamella. There are also elastin fibers lying
between the lamellae. They help the disc to return to its original arrangement after
bending by flexion or extension. They may also bind the lamellae together [53]. The
annulus cells, particularly in the outer region are elongated, thin, fibroblast-like and are
aligned parallel to the collagen fibers. However, the cells in the inner annulus are more
oval. Both AF and NP cells can have several long, thin cytoplasmic projections, which
may be more than 30 mm long [55, 56]. These features are not observed in articular
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chondrocytes. These may act as sensors and communicators of mechanical strain within
the disc [55].
Cartilage Endplate
The third morphologically distinct region is the cartilage endplate. This structure
consists of a layer of cartilage that covers the central parts of the inferior and superior
cortical bone surfaces of the vertebral bodies. This serves as an interface between the
disc and the vertebral body. The endplate ranges in thickness from 0.1 to 1.6 mm with a
mean value of 0.62±0.29 mm [57, 58]. The collagen fibers within it run horizontal and
parallel to the vertebral bodies, with the fibers continuing into the disc [57]. Numerous
cells interspersed among the matrix tend to be aligned along the fibers. The collagen
fibers from the disc appear to continue into the endplate, turning through approximately
120 degree from the lamellae of the outer annulus and 90 degree from the nucleus at the
disc-endplate interface.
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Figure 2.2 Morphology of human IVD [52]. a: Cross-section and sagittal sections
through adult human discs. b: Schematic view of the collagen network of the disc.
2.1.2 Biochemical Composition of IVD and Function
Water
Quantitatively, the major component of the disc is water that contains ions which
is governed by the matrix glycosaminoglycans (GAGs).

The nutrients essential for

cellular survival and the cellular metabolites are transported in the water phase. The
interstitial water also contains bioactive molecules such as growth factors from the blood,
soluble factors produced by cells, and degraded extracellular matrix fragments. The
concentrations of all these molecules are all very low. The concentration of water varies
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with position in the disc and age [57]. In general, the nucleus pulposus in the central
region of the disc is the most hydrated. The water content of the nucleus in an infant can
reach 90%, and falls to around 80% in the non-degenerated disc of a young adult [59].
Comparatively, the water content of the annulus is lower than that of the nucleus. It falls
to around 65% in the outer annulus in adult humans. Water content also varies with load.
In the lumbar discs, mechanical forces cause a diurnal change in hydration. Loads on the
disc are imposed by body weight but more importantly by muscle activity and ligament
tensions. They undergo a diurnal cycle [60] with pressures generated inside the disc.
Forces are lowest at night during rest and increase dramatically during the day time.
Loads are also higher when sitting than when standing. Water is lost during the day due
to increases in load on the disc and is regained at night when the load is removed. About
25% of the disc’s water is lost and regained during this diurnal cycle in young highlyhydrated lumbar discs [61]. This diurnal water cycle results in changes in height of the
disc and total body height of up to 2.5 cm [62]. Most highly hydrated disc can be turgid
which will also affects the disc’s mechanical properties [63].
Collagen
Collagen is the main macromolecular component of the disc [64].

Highly

organized collagen fibrils form the framework of the disc. These anchor to the bone and
provide tensile strength. The lamellae of the annulus are formed from collagen bundles
which are firmly anchored to the adjacent vertebral bodies. These run at an oblique angle
to the axis of the spine, while the angle is reversed in adjacent lamellae [52]. The
collagen content of the disc is highest in the outer annulus which is as much as 70% by
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dry weight. It falls to around 20% to 30% of the dry weight in the nucleus of adult
human lumbar discs [65]. Collagen content is very low in the nucleus of infant discs
which is highly hydrated. The major molecular species of the fibrils are Type I (found in
ligament, skin, and tendon) and Type II collagens (found in hyaline cartilages). Type I
content is highest in the outer annulus, decreasing radially toward the nucleus region.
Type II collagen follows the reverse radial gradient [65].
Aggrecan
Aggrecan is the major proteoglycan of the disc [62], and is responsible for
maintaining tissue hydration through osmotic pressure due to its constituent chondroitin
and keratan sulfate chains [62]. The proteoglycan in the nucleus is around 15% of the
wet weight while it is approximately 5% of the wet weight in the annulus. Aggrecan is a
very large molecule which consists of a protein core and around 100 GAG side-chains are
attached to the core.

Many aggrecan molecules attach to hyaluronan chains via a

globular region (G1 domain) at one end of the protein core which form large aggregates
(hence the name “aggrecan”).

These aggregates are trapped in the disc by the

surrounding collagen network. The GAGs maintain tissue hydration and determine the
ionic composition of the interstitial fluid. They contain anionic groups (SO3– and COO–),
which impart a net negative charge to the matrix. The interstitial water contains an
excess of cations and a deficit of anions in order to maintain electro-neutrality. The
concentrations of negatively charged solutes, particularly anions such as Cl– are therefore
lower than in the plasma, while those of positively-charged species are higher. The major
cation in the disc is Na+ and its concentration is directly related to concentrations of fixed
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negative charge related to GAG concentration. Na+ is highest in the nucleus and lowest
in the outer annulus and is affected by load-induced changes in hydration and changes in
GAG concentration. This high concentration of Na+ imparts a high osmotic pressure to
the tissue, which consequently tends to gain water.

The ionic osmotic pressure is

functionally important for the disc, as it governs the swelling pressure and the ability of
the disc to maintain hydration and turgidity under loading condition [66]. Moreover, the
ECM of all three structures (NP, AF and CEP) is highly regulated by continuous matrix
breakdown and synthesis which are controlled by the cells in the matrix.
Other Macromolecules
The disc also contains a large number of other macromolecules in addition to
collagens I, II and aggrecan. The concentrations are much lower, but they are important
for maintaining disc matrix integrity and function [67]. Some of these appear to be
important structurally and biomechanically, such as elastin and elastic microfibrils and
collagen IX [64]. Others, such as the small proteoglycans decorin, fibromodulin, the
cartilage oligomeric matrix protein (COMP), are involved with matrix assembly and
organization. Proteins such as cartilage intermediate layer protein (CILP) may bind
growth factors [68]. Some polymorphisms of these molecules even appear to predispose
to premature disc degeneration [69].
Relation of IVD and Cartilage Tissue
The intervertebral disc is often likened to articular cartilage, and does resemble it
in many ways, particularly in regard to biochemical components. However, there are
significant differences between the two tissues. One of these is the composition and
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structure of aggrecan. IVD aggrecan is more highly composed with keratan sulphate than
that found in the deep zone of articular cartilage. In addition, the aggrecan molecules are
less aggregated (30%) and more heterogeneous in the disc compared with articular
cartilage (80% aggregated) from the same individual [53]. Disc proteoglycans become
increasingly difficult to extract from the matrix with increasing age [62]. The reason may
be extensive cross-linking, which appears to occur more within the disc matrix than in
other connective tissues.
2.1.3 IVD Cells Morphology and Phenotype
NP Cells
In the early embryo, the cells of the nucleus are notochordal cells, with cell
clumps joined by gap junctions.

Meanwhile, the matrix is highly hydrated and

translucent while macromolecules in the matrix differ from those of mature human discs
[70, 71].

By early adulthood in the human, the nucleus becomes populated by

chondrocyte-like cells that may migrate from the adjacent endplate or inner annulus
fibrosus regions [72]. In adulthood, the cell population varies with species. In some
cases, such as those of the rabbit, rat, pig, and dogs, notochordal cells persist well into
adult life, whereas in cattle, notochordal cells have virtually disappeared by birth. In
humans, notochordal cells are present in infancy, but disappeared by 4 to 10 years of age
[73]. They are replaced by chondrocyte-like cells, which may be closely packed, and
contain smaller and more densely packed nuclei. Cells in the mature nucleus pulposus
may extend small cytoplasmic processes [74, 75] similar to those reported for bovine
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nucleus pulposus cells [76]. These same cells stain intensely for vimentin intermediate
filaments, F-actin and cytokeratins which are similar to chondrocytes (Figure 2.3).
AF Cells
Cells of the annulus fibrosus originate from the mesenchyme and exhibit many
characteristics of fibroblasts and chondrocytes [77] such as synthesis of types I and II
collagen and aggregating proteoglycans [78]. For the most part, these cells have an
ellipsoidal morphology, with long axes that align with the oriented collagen fibers within
lamellas, and aspect ratios of long to short axes (i.e., R1:R2) between 2 to 7 [55, 79]
(Figure 2.3). Cells within the inner annulus fibrosus regions are more rounded, sparsely
distributed, and may be surrounded by a pericellular matrix region rich in types III and VI
collagen, which is termed as chondron [80]. Recent studies have revealed the existence
of a population of “interlamellar” cells, with a more flattened, “disc-shaped” morphology
[56] that may reflect their existence within a different biochemical and structural
environment. Cells of the annulus fibrosus exhibit staining for F-actin (Figure 2.3).
Annulus fibrosus cells also display thin cytoplasmic projections that stain for both actin
microfilaments and vimentin intermediate filaments [55, 74]. In some regions of the
annulus fibrosus, cell processes may elongate or branch out within single lamellas or may
branch in multiple directions, as observed for the “stellate” cells of the interlamellar
regions. These cell projections have been observed in human, bovine, rat, and porcine
IVDs with varying frequency. However their mechanical role remains unknown.
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Figure 2.3 Morphology of IVD cells in different regions [81, 82]. a: Inner AF cells. b:
Outer AF cells within an immature porcine IVD stained for F-actin using fluorescent
phalloidin. Outer cells are dual-labeled with cytoplasmic stain. c: Nucleus pulposus cells
within the rat lumbar IVD stained with calcein-AM to label cytosol.
2.1.4 Disc Degeneration
Changes in Tissue Composition and Structure
The most significant biochemical change to occur during disc degeneration is loss
of proteoglycan which parallels the degeneration grade [83] (Figure 2.4). The aggrecan
molecules become degraded, with smaller fragments being able to leach from the tissue
more readily than larger portions. This results in loss of glycosaminoglycans which is
responsible for the fall in the osmotic pressure of the disc matrix and a loss of hydration.
However, even in degenerated discs, the disc cells can retain the ability to synthesize
large aggrecan molecules, with intact hyaluronan-binding regions, which have the
potential to form aggregates [84].

Less is known of how the small proteoglycan

population changes with disc degeneration, although there is some evidence that the
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amount of decorin, and more particularly biglycan, is elevated in degenerated human
discs as compared with normal ones [85].

Figure 2.4 Fall in GAG concentration with increase in degeneration grade [83].
Although the collagen population of the disc also changes with degeneration of
the matrix, the changes are not as obvious as those for proteoglycans. The absolute
quantity of collagen changes slightly but the types and distribution of collagens can alter
significantly. For example, there may be a shift in proportions of types of collagens
found and their distribution within the matrix. In addition, the fibrillar collagens, such as
type II collagen, become more denatured due to enzymic activity. As with proteoglycans,
the triple helices of the collagens are more denatured and ruptured than those found in
articular cartilage from the same individual. The amount of denatured type II collagen
increases with degeneration [59]. However, collagen cross-link studies indicate that new
collagen molecules may be synthesized at early stage of disc degeneration in an attempt
to repair the damage [86].
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Other components can change in disc degeneration and disease in either quantity
or distribution. For example, fibronectin content increases with increasing degeneration
and becomes more fragmented [87]. These elevated levels of fibronectin could reflect the
response of the cell to an altered environment. The formation of fibronectin fragments
can then feed into the degenerative cascade because they have been shown to down
regulate aggrecan synthesis but to upregulate the production of some matrix
metalloproteinases (MMPs) in vitro systems.
Changes in Disc Cells
Little is known about changes in cell morphology specific to IVD degeneration.
Decreases in cell density and the incidence of necrotic cells have been commonly
reported for aged nucleus pulposus [6], but may not be specifically linked to IVD
degeneration. Clusters of proliferating cells are a commonly observed but not consistent
feature of IVD degeneration [88]. A study by Johnson and Roberts (2003) suggests that
the prevalence of cell cytoplasmic projections may be greater in the scoliotic IVD.
Another important feature of IVD degeneration is an increased presence of other cell
types including nerve fibers, Schwann cells, endothelial cells, and fibroblasts associated
with increased vasculature [6].

Finally, the glycosaminoglycan content changes

dramatically with degeneration, with associated changes in swelling propensity, osmotic
pressure gradients, and electrochemical effects such as streaming potentials and
streaming currents [10, 11]. Incorporation of osmotic pressure and electrokinetic effects
will be critical in future work to evaluate the effects of changes in these factors on
micromechanical stimuli, specifically cell volume change which may occur with
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degeneration in the IVD. It will also be important in evaluating the related effects on
IVD mechanotransduction.
2.1.5 Nutrient Environment and Disc Degeneration
Nutrient Transport
The disc is large and avascular and the cells depend on blood vessels at their
margins to supply nutrients and remove metabolic waste. The pathway from the blood
supply to the nucleus cells is precarious because these cells are supplied virtually entirely
by capillaries that originate in the vertebral bodies.

The capillaries penetrate the

subchondral plate and terminate just above the cartilaginous endplate [89]. Nutrients
must then diffuse from the capillaries through the cartilaginous endplate and the dense
extracellular matrix of the nucleus to the cells. The distance could be as far as 8 mm
from the capillary bed (Figure 2.5). There are several factors that could significantly
affect the blood supply to the vertebral body such as atherosclerosis, sickle cell anemia,
Caisson disease, and Gaucher’s disease [90]. All of these factors appear to lead to a
significant increase in disc degeneration. Long-term exercise or lack of it appears to have
an effect on movement of nutrients into the disc, and thus on their concentration in the
tissue [91]. The mechanism is not known but it has been suggested that exercise affects
the architecture of the capillary bed at the disc–bone interface. Finally, even if the blood
supply remains undisturbed, nutrients may not reach the disc cells if the cartilaginous
endplate calcifies [92]. Intense calcification of the endplate is frequently observed in
scoliotic discs.
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Figure 2.5 Pathways for nutrient supply to the disc cells [93]. a: The avascular nature of
the disc compared with the vertebral body and ligaments.

b: Schematic showing

transport between the blood supply and the disc.
Cell Metabolism
One of the primary causes of disc degeneration is thought to be failure of the
nutrient supply to the disc cells [12]. Like all cell types, the cells of the disc require
nutrients such as glucose and oxygen to remain alive and active. For the disc cells to
remain viable, the levels of extracellular nutrients and pH must remain above critical
values. Because disc cells obtain adenosine triphosphate (ATP) primarily by glycolysis,
glucose is a critical nutrient. Cells start to die within twenty-four hours if the glucose
concentration falls below 0.2 mM, and at this concentration, the efficiency of glucose
transport into the cell is likely reduced [94]. The rate of cell death increases when pH
levels are acidic; cell viability is reduced even with adequate glucose at pH 6.0 [15]
(Figure 2.6).

Although necessary for maintaining matrix synthesis, oxygen is not

required for maintaining disc cell viability. Disc cells can remain viable for many days
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with no oxygen present [15, 44]. It supports the findings that these cells produce ATP
primarily through glycolysis (Figure 2.6). Thus, it appears that local nutrient and pH
levels must be maintained within certain limits to allow optimal cell activity. However it
is still not well defined. Moreover, if these nutrient levels fall below the critical value,
disc cells will die. However whether death occurs by apoptosis or necrosis is unknown.

Figure 2.6 Effect of nutrient-metabolite concentrations on survival of disc cells [15]. a:
Cells were cultured at 0% oxygen for 24 hours. b: Cells were cultured at 0% oxygen for
6 days.
Disc cell energy metabolism also is regulated by extracellular oxygen
concentrations and extracellular pH. The rates at which disc cells metabolize glucose,
consume oxygen and produce ATP depend on the local acidity and concentration of
nutrients [95]. However, the effect of oxygen concentration on metabolism rates is still
unclear.

In some studies, low oxygen has been observed to diminish the rate of

glycolysis which is known as negative Pasteur Effect.

However, the opposite

phenomenon has been found in other studies. Glycolysis rates rising during low oxygen
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is known as a positive Pasteur Effect [95, 96]. The reasons for these differences are still
unclear. Moreover, all studies have found that an acidic pH level significantly reduces
the rates of glycolysis and the rate of oxygen uptake, and hence the production of ATP
[95, 97]. Other factors such as growth factors, changes in the stresses in the surrounding
matrix, and the osmotic environment also have been observed to influence the energy
production rates [98].
Matrix Synthesis
During in vitro studies, the activity of disc cells is very sensitive to extracellular
oxygen and pH, with matrix synthesis rates significantly affected by nutrient
environment. Synthesis rates appear to be highest at around 5% oxygen [96]. However,
once oxygen tension falls below 5%, synthesis is inhibited significantly in an oxygentension-dependent manner. Sulfate incorporation rates at 1% oxygen are only one-fifth
of the rates at 5% oxygen. In other cell types, gene expression was affected by low
oxygen [99], but there is little information on disc cells. Extracellular pH also has a
significant effect on the synthesis rates of matrix components; rates at pH 7.0 were 40%
higher than at pH 7.4. However synthesis fell steeply once the environment became
acidic [97]. By contrast, extracellular matrix degradation appears less sensitive to pH.
Thus, acidic pH levels may increase the rate of matrix breakdown by inhibiting synthesis
but not degradation. In conclusion, a fall in nutrient supply that leads to a lowering of
oxygen tension or pH could therefore affect the ability of disc cells to synthesize and
maintain the disc’s extracellular matrix and could ultimately lead to disc degeneration.
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2.2 Homeostasis of Articular Chondrocytes and IVD Cells
Total number of cellular osmolytes will be changed due to the shift of metabolism
toward either anabolism (synthesis) or catabolism (degradation).

It will thus cause

osmotic perturbation. It is found that hormones regulate metabolism in liver cells which
cause cell volume changes [100]. Membrane transport activities will induce changes of
intracellular osmolarity thus inducing cell volume changes.

Therefore, cell volume

regulation even happens in an “isotonic” milieu due to cell activity-associated osmotic
perturbation. Regulatory volume increase (RVI) and regulatory volume decrease (RVD)
are used by many animal cell types to cope with cell shrinkage and swelling due to
osmotic shock. The mechanism of RVI is that NaCl or some organic solutes transport
into the cytoplasm against the chemical potential gradient through the cell membrane.
The mechanism of RVD is that KCl or some organic solutes transport out of cytoplasm.
The ion transport readjusts the intracellular and extracellular osmotic environment thus
leading to water flux through the cell membrane. The cell volume finally could reach
equilibrium.

When the osmolarity of extracellular solution is changed back to

physiological level from the hypertonic and hypotonic conditions, the cell could have
isotonic induced second RVD or RVI. These phenomena are termed as post-RVI RVD
or post-RVD RVI (Figure 2.7). Most of the cell could have second RVD or RVI even
some of them could not have primary RVD or RVI.
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Figure 2.7 Non steady-state cell volume regulation under anisotonic conditions [31].
2.2.1 Passive Volume Regulation of Articular Chondrocytes
Effect of Extracellular Matrix (ECM)
Passive volume response of chondrocytes under hypotonic and hypertonic
environment was analyzed by blocking the ion channels. Either inhibitors such as
Benzenemethanol (REV 5901) or Bumetanide can be used [33].

Decreasing the

temperature (4 °C) has also proved to be an alternative option [101]. Volume change of
in situ chondrocytes was found to be similar with the isolated chondrocytes over 180 to
380 mOsm in bovine articular cartilage. Specifically, chondrocytes in mid zone (MZ)
behaved following Boyle-van’t Hoff law as a perfect osmometer. It means extracellular
matrix will not restrict volume response of chondrocytes under these ranges of osmolarity
change. However, rapid cell lysis was found for isolated chondrocytes under 180 mOsm
while no further significant volume change occurred for in situ chondrocytes. Another
interesting phenomena is that chondrocytes from the superficial zone (SZ) appear more
sensitive to reduced osmolarity compared with MZ or DZ chondrocytes [33].
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Effect of Cartilage Degeneration
Cartilage degeneration could affect PG content in the matrix thus affecting the
ECM ion environment. It could change extracellular osmolarity [102, 103]. Based on
Gibbs–Donnan equilibrium conditions, extracellular osmolarity in degenerated cartilage
could be calculated. Over a wide range of extracellular osmolarity, the passive volume
response of chondrocytes in human articular cartilage is not significantly different in nondegenerate or degenerate cartilage of the tibial plateau, or isolated from the ECM.
However, at very low osmolarity, the swelling of chondrocytes within relatively nondegenerate cartilage was restricted, but was less so for in situ cells in degenerate cartilage
and hardly at all for chondrocytes isolated from the ECM [101].

The most likely

explanation is that the PG-rich chondron surrounding the chondrocyte could restrain
further cell swelling at low osmolarity [104]. As for degenerated cartilage, the chondron
surrounding chondrocytes was mechanically weaker thus has less restriction effect on
chondrocyte swelling.

Initial volume difference was also found in normal and

degenerated articular cartilage. Chondrocyte volume within superficial and mid-zones,
but not of deep zone cells was found to increase significantly with degree of
degeneration. There was a 90% increase in the volume of MZ chondrocytes between
grades 0 and 3 cartilage.

However, there was not a linear relationship between

chondrocyte volume and degree of cartilage degeneration, since the largest increase
occurred between grades 1 and 2 [105].
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Effect of Osmotic Loading Types
Significant different volume change response to static loading (4 min) and
dynamic osmotic loading (0.0125 Hz, 4 min) were found in bovine articular chondrocytes
[106]. For both types of loading, the average values of volume change (Δv) and time
constant (τ) were significantly greater during the swelling response than the shrinking.
Differences between Δv and τ observed during swelling and shrinking appear to be less
evident at higher frequencies of osmotic loading compared to static osmotic loading
experiments. The possible reason is that cell properties under absolute cell shrinking and
swelling may be more similar at higher frequencies osmotic loading. Bovine articular
chondrocytes also exhibited a trend of increasing changes in cell size with decreasing
loading frequency. However, direct measurements of physiologic osmotic change in situ
due to cartilage deformation are difficult [11,12].

The frequencies investigated in

previous studies may represent those at the lower end of the physiologic range. All the
studies may suggest the general phenomena that cell properties at static statue are
different from transient statue.

It may also reflect cell size-dependent, non-linear

behavior of the cell properties in swelling and shrinking.
Effect of Long Term Culture
Cell volume of chondrocytes cultured in alginate beads for 12 days was found to
vary with the extracellular osmolarity. The volume of cultured chondrocytes was highest
at 280 mOsm, and lowest at 550 mOsm at both the interface and deep zones of alginate
beads. Cell volumes at day 5 were similar to those at day 12 under all conditions tested
implying adaptation to prevailing osmolarity over this culture period. No significant
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difference to change of osmolarity was found for cells from the interface zone and deep
zone [28]. It is different from the explants result in which cells from the interface zone
are more sensitive to the change of osmolarity [103, 107, 108]. Possible reasons for
different cell volume response to osmolarity in isolated and in situ chondrocytes may
include zonal variation in composition and fixed charge density (FCD) in native tissue,
enzyme treatment when isolating the cells.

Another interesting phenomena is that

differences in initial cell volume in different regions in cartilage are reported to disappear
in culture [109].
Effect of Solute Partition Coefficients
Intracellular partitioning of membrane-permeant solutes (glycerol, urea and other
neutral solutes) could cause a partial volume recovery in response to osmotic loading
based on prior theoretical and biomimetic experimental studies on articular chondrocytes
[37, 110]. Osmotic loading with membrane-permeant glycerol (92 Da) and urea (60 Da)
are observed to produce partial volume recoveries, whereas loading with 1,2-propanediol
(76 Da) produces complete volume recovery. By curve fitting experimental results of
partial volume recovery using standard Kedem-Katchalsky equations or triphasic theory,
values for hydraulic permeability, water content, solute permeability and partition
coefficient could be measured as shown in Table 2.1 [37]. For glycerol, the partition
coefficient increases with osmolarity while urea exhibits no such dependence.
Furthermore, a positive correlation between solute membrane permeability and the
intracellular partition coefficient is observed.

It was suggested that a solute’s

cytoplasmic partition coefficient increases with increasing hydrophobicity [37].
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Table 2.1 Curve-fitted material parameters from cell volume response experiments [37].

Measuring Techniques of Cell Volume Regulation
In order to capture the isolated or in situ cell images, label based methods such as
fluorescent microscopy [105, 111] and label free methods such as phase contrast (PhC) or
differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy [112] could be used. As for label
based methods, cells were stained with calcein-AM and z-stack confocal microscopy was
used to record the cell image layer by layer. 3D reconstruction technique was used in
calculating cell volume.

However, fluorescent dyes have disadvantages, including

potential cytotoxicity, the tendency to photobleach, and particularly for this case, a
potential influence on the cell’s response to osmotic changes. As for label free methods,
2D cell image captured using PhC or DIC technique was also used to calculate the cell
volume.

The sphere assumption was also needed.

Normally, calibration using 3D

fluorescent cell images by confocal microscopy is used for this method. The advantage
of PhC or DIC technique is that it could capture the cell image in a short time and thus
well record the process of cell volume response which is just several minutes [32, 35, 38,
113]. However, these methods require manually adjusting the focus plane during the cell
volume change which potentially distorts the transient data. Recently, a new technique,
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quantitative phase analysis by wide-field digital interferometry (WFDI) is found to be
useful for quantitatively recording cell volume response.

Transient change of cell

volume, area and dry mass could be recorded based on real time visualization of phase
profile [114].
In order to analyze the passive volume response, ion channels have to be blocked
to prevent regulated volume response. Benzenemethanol (REV5901) which blocks the
osmolyte channel and Bumetanide (an inhibitor of the chondrocyte Na+\K+\2Clcotransporter) could be used to inhibit ion channels [33]. Another method to inhibit ion
channels is to keep the solution at low temperature (4 °C) since most of the ion channels
only work properly at 37 °C [101]. NaCl was frequently used to adjust osmolarity in the
saline solution. However it may change the ion environment thus affecting certain ion
channel and cell function. Sucrose is commonly used now to change osmolarity of the
saline solution. However it could change the nutrient environment thus affecting cell
function.
2.2.2 Active Volume Regulation of Articular Chondrocytes
The ability of chondrocytes to regulate their volume under osmotic perturbation
was proven by cell volume measurement. Regulated volume decrease of bovine articular
chondrocytes was recorded using confocal microscope to visualize fluorescently-labelled
cells. No significant RVD rate difference was found between SZ, MZ and DZ. No
significantly different volume regulation rate was found between in situ chondrocytes and
isolated chondrocytes [32, 34, 113]. It is possible that the signaling pathway involved in
RVD remained intact after chondrocyte isolation and thus there is no role of cell-matrix
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interaction in mediating RVD.

The measurements also confirmed that at the lower

temperature, RVD was slower and more manageable analytically than at the
‘physiological’ temperature [32, 115].
The ability of regulate volume increase was proven using in situ and isolated
chondrocytes which were loaded with calcein or fura-2. Following a 42% hyperosmotic
challenge, chondrocytes rapidly shrunk, however, only 6% of the in situ or freshly
isolated chondrocytes demonstrated RVI. This contrasted with 2D-cultured chondrocytes
where 54% of the cells exhibited RVI. The rate of RVI was the same for all preparations.
During the ‘post-RVD/RVI protocol’, 60% of the in situ and freshly isolated
chondrocytes demonstrated RVD, but only 5% showed RVI [113]. The different RVD
phenomena between in situ chondrocytes and isolated chondrocytes suggest that
cytoskeletal integrity may play a role in regulating RVI activity. Another interesting
phenomena is that no regulatory volume response was found in chondrocytes which is
long term cultured in alginate bead. By day 5 and 12, around 20% swelling and 15%
shrinkage were observed when the cells were cultured at 280 and 550 mOsm comparing
to the cell volume at 380 mOsm [28].
2.2.2.1 Mechanism of Regulated Volume Decrease (RVD)
Taurine
In bovine chondrocytes, the increase in taurine flux following cell swelling was
rapid both at normal (37 °C) and reduced (21 °C) temperature with no evidence of a lag
phase at either temperature. The rate of taurine loss was significantly less at the later
time points compared with those immediately following hypotonic shock. At comparable
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time points, the loss of taurine expressed as a percentage of total intracellular taurine at
the initial time point was about two times greater at 37 °C than at the lower temperature
[116, 117].
There was no marked difference in the sensitivity of the taurine transport pathway
between in situ and isolated bovine articular chondrocytes exposed to similar osmotic
challenges.

Longer incubation of cartilage in anisotonic media has no subsequent

response on the taurine transport pathway. For in situ and isolated chondrocytes, the
point at which swelling-activated taurine efflux was stimulated (the “set-point”)
corresponded closely to the osmolarity of the incubation medium (180, 280 or 380
mOsmol/l). However, the volume of chondrocytes isolated into these media and
measured by confocal microscopy was not different [117]. The data show that despite
chronic exposure of chondrocytes to anisotonic media, the cells maintain a predetermined volume that is the ‘set-point’ for the activation of the taurine transport
pathway following acute hypotonic shock.

The role of the pathway in RVD was

determined in isolated calcein-loaded chondrocytes using fluorescence imaging. RVD
was observed and inhibited by REV5901 (50 μM) and by NDGA (75 μM) [117].
However, the addition of compounds involved in activating RVD in other cell types (i.e.
leukotrienes and lipoxins [118, 119]) directly to chondrocytes had no effect on the taurine
transport pathway either in isotonic or hypotonic media. It suggests that the taurine
pathway appears to play a role in chondrocyte RVD, but its activation does not involve
metabolites of the arachidonic acid cascade[117].
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Ca2+ and Actin
All cells showed an increase in Ca2+ at 250 mOsm and 96.9% of these cells
demonstrated oscillations. When Ca2+ free medium was used to osmotically stimulate the
cells, only 2.7% responded with a Ca2+ transient [36]. The effect was inhibited by
thapsigargin which inhibit intracellular Ca2+ release or by removal of extracellular Ca2+,
indicating that the rise in Ca2+ reflects both influx from the extracellular medium and
release from intracellular stores [115, 120]. Inhibition of the response by neomycin
implicates activation of PLC and IP3 synthesis in the mobilization of Ca2+ from
intracellular stores [120]. Pre-exposure to IL-1 significantly inhibited regulatory volume
decrease (RVD) following hypo-osmotic swelling and reduced the change in cell volume
and the time to peak Ca2+ in response to hyper-osmotic stress, but did not affect the peak
magnitudes of Ca2+ [121, 122]. Insensitive to inhibitors of L-type voltage-activated Ca2+
channels (LVACC) or reverse mode Na+/Ca2+ exchange (NCE) but could be significantly
attenuated by ruthenium red, an inhibitor of transient receptor potential vanilloid (TRPV)
channels and by Gd3+, a blocker of stretch-activated cation (SAC) channels [120].
Recently, TRPV4 has been proved to be present in articular chondrocytes, and
chondrocyte response to hypo-osmotic stress is mediated by this channel, which involves
both an extracellular Ca2+ and intracellular Ca2+ release [122].
Actin organization destroyed in chondrocytes exposed to hypo-osmotic stress and
subsequently fixed also indicated a progressive disorganization followed by a gradual
reorganization. In the absence of extracellular Ca2+, no reorganization of F-actin was
observed. The correlation coefficient of actin restructuring and gelsolin was determined
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and found in all cases to be significant [36]. Latrunculin B effectively disrupted the Factin cytoskeleton of freshly isolated bovine articular chondrocytes. Passive swelling
was not significantly affected by disruption of the F-actin cytoskeleton. However, the
cytoskeleton has a restraining role on the RVD resulting from hypo-osmotic challenge,
which could be released to some extent by disruption of the cytoskeleton. The signal
transduction pathways and the membrane transporters/ion channels involved in the RVD
response may be substantially different due to highly unstable cytoskeletal modification
[36, 123].
K+ and ClWhen exposed to hyposmotic external solutions (approximately 5% or 32%
decrease in osmolarity), isolated rabbit articular chondrocytes exhibited hyposmotic cell
swelling, accompanied by the activation of the swelling activated Cl− current (ICl,

swell).

ICl, swell was practically time-independent at potentials negative to +50 mV but exhibited
rapid inactivation at more positive potentials. ICl, swell was potently inhibited by the Cl−
channel blockers 5-nitro-2-(3-phenylpropylamino) benzoic acid, glibenclamide, and
tamoxifen, but was little affected by pimozide. ICl, swell was practically time-independent
at potentials negative to +50 mV but exhibited rapid inactivation at more positive
potentials.

ICl,

swell

was potently inhibited by the Cl− channel blockers 5-nitro-2-(3-

phenylpropylamino) benzoic acid, glibenclamide, and tamoxifen, but was little affected
by pimozide [124].
Non-specific volume-sensitive osmolyte channel was found to lead the K+ flux
during RVD in bovine articular chondrocytes [125]. It is insensitive to the ouabain
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(inhibitor of Na+-K+ pump) and bumetanide (inhibitor of NKCC). This kind of channel
was also found in variety of cell types with some of the characteristics of an anion
channel [126-129]. However specific inhibitors are not found although some Cl- channel
blockers (NPPB [128, 130]), antiestrogens (tamoxifen [130]) and anticalmodulin agents
(pimozide [116, 131]) are effective in some cell types. In articular chondrocytes, the
channel is also sensitive to pimozide. Surprisingly, tamoxifen, NPPB and DIDS (all
inhibitors of volume-active anion channels) were rather poor inhibitors for the channel. It
may suggest the different sensitivities of these drugs between cell types which caused be
different potential targets either on the channel protein itself or on the regulatory subunit
[124]. There was no evidence for volume-sensitive K+ transporter mediated by the K+Cl- cotransporter. The absence of K+-Cl- cotransport under normal conditions is indicated
by the lack of effect of Cl- replacement by NO3- on volume-sensitive K+ flux. The lack of
Ca2+-sensitive K+ flux in Ca2+ and ionomycin-treated chondroctes also proved the lack of
Ca2+ activated K+ channel [125]. However, there has been a report of the presence of a
Ca2+-sensitive K+ channel in cultured sheep articular chondrocytes [132]. It is also found
that K+ channel activity of chondrocytes can be markedly influenced by culture
conditions (fetal calf serum, confluent vs. non confluent cells [133]). K+/H+ exchange
coupled to the Cl-/HCO3- anion exchanger which was shown in Amphiuma red blood
cells [131] also have not be found in articular chondrocytes [134].
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2.2.2.2 Mechanism of Regulated Volume Increase (RVI)
Ca2+-Actin-NKCC
In porcine articular chondrocytes, hyper-osmotic shock did not elicit an increase
in Ca2+ in the presence of Ca2+-free medium. It suggested that Ca2+ influx from the
extracellular space is essential for Ca2+ transients or oscillations to occur [34].
Gadolinium significantly inhibited the Ca2+ response under hyper-osmotic conditions, as
has been previously reported in other cell types, implicating mechano-sensitive channels
as a potential transduction mechanism.

It is also found that Ca2+ is released from

intracellular stores following exposure to hyper-osmotic stress. This mechanism was
examined using U73122 (a PLC inhibitor), thapsigargin (an inhibitor of Ca2+-ATPases on
endoplasmic reticulum), and low-molecular weight heparin (an inhibitor of IP3 sensitive
stores on the endoplasmic reticulum). All three of these inhibitors significantly reduced
the number of cells responding under all stimulation conditions [34]. Chondrocytes
exposed to PTX showed a significant decrease in the number of cells responding with
oscillations of Ca2+.

This finding suggests a role for heterotrimeric G-proteins in

regulating Ca2+ influx to the cytosol. In addition, the activation of G proteins has been
shown to lead to activation of the inositol phosphate pathway as well as store-operated
Ca2+ influx [34].
In avian chondrocytes, following an increase in extracellular osmolality, there was
a significant increase in cortical actin inhibited by the removal of extracellular calcium
EGTA or by the addition of 100 mmol/L gadolinium chloride [113, 135]. It suggests the
role of calcium-mediated polymerization of the actin cytoskeleton during RVI through
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stretch-activated calcium channels [34, 135] (Figure 2.8).

Inhibition of actin

polymerisation by removal of extracellular calcium and latrunculin was also found to
significantly increase the rate of volume recovery and it was found to be bumetanide
(inhibitor of NKCC) sensitive [113, 125, 135].

Thus Na+-K+-2Cl– (NKCC) co-

transporter regulated by the actin cytoskeleton is involved in RVI (Figure 2.8).
Furthermore, the increase in cortical actin inhibits the activation of the NKCC, potentially
by regulating the phosphorylation of the transporter [136].

Figure 2.8 Proposed model of avian articular chondrocyte RVI [135].
Na+-H+ Exchange
For cells at steady state pH, resuspension in hyper-osmotic solutions elicited an
alkalinization, which was significantly inhibited by removal of extracellular Na+ ions, or
treatment with amiloride (1 mM) or HOE-694 (10 mM), both inhibitors of Na+/H+
exchange. For cells acidified by ammonium rebound, recovery of pH towards resting
levels was significantly stimulated by exposure to hyperosmotic solutions, and the effect
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was again attenuated by inhibition of Na+/H+ exchange. Determination of the rate of acid
extrusion at different levels of acidification indicated that the affinity of acid extrusion
systems for H+ ions was increased by hypertonic shock. The response to hyperosmotic
media could be abolished by treatment of chondrocytes with the non-specific kinase
inhibitor staurosporine (10 nM), while the phosphatase inhibitor okadaic acid (1 mM)
was able to augment recovery rates to values similar to those measured under
hyperosmotic conditions. It is possible that these effects represent interference with the
phosphorylation of serine/threonine residues in the cytoplasmic tail of NHE, the target for
cytokine-induced stimulation of NHE [137]. The osmotic sensitivity of recovery was
unaffected by exposure to the protein kinase C inhibitor calphostin C, but was abolished
in cells treated with ML-7, a specific inhibitor of myosin light chain kinase. It means that
increased osmolarity can modulate the activity of Na+/H+ exchange, in this case by
altered patterns of phosphorylation of transporter-associated myosin [137].
2.2.3 IVD Cell Volume Regulation
2.2.3.1 Cell Volume Response and its Mechanism under Hypotonic Condition
Both passive and RVD were observed in porcine AF cells under hypo-osmotic
stress [38] (Figure 2.9). The time constant for cell swelling in response to hypo-osmotic
stress was small compared with volume recovery and was unaffected by either the
magnitude of applied stress or the disruption of F-actin. These results suggest that cell
swelling is a passive process which is mediated primarily by the permeability of the cell
membrane to water and is independent of changes in F-actin structure [38].
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In response to hypo-osmotic stress, AF cells swelled and disrupted F-actin, and
exhibited Ca2+ transients in proportion to the magnitude of the stress. The transient
disruption of F-actin was dependent on the presence of extracellular Ca2+ [38]. This
finding is consistent with the findings of previous studies on articular chondrocytes [36,
123].
After swelling, AF cells underwent RVD at all magnitudes of hypo-osmotic
stress. F-actin recovery towards baseline levels was also observed which is similar to
articular chondrocytes [36, 123]. The extent of RVD was significantly diminished by Factin breakdown using cytochalasin D or by the inhibition of swelling-induced F-actin
disruption by removing extracellular Ca2+ [38]. This finding is consistent with the fact
that a number of well characterized F-actin binding and severing proteins, such as
gelsolin are Ca2+ dependent and have been implicated in the cellular response to hypoosmotic stress [36]. Swelling-induced disruption of F-actin facilitated RVD, which was
evidenced by a more rapid volume recovery with increased F-actin breakdown by
increasing hypo-osmotic stress. The inhibition of F-actin breakdown in the absence of
extracellular Ca2+ may act to diminish regulatory volume decrease (RVD) by maintaining
a cortical barrier to the trans-membrane transport of small molecules and ions which are
important for volume regulation [138]. Inhibition of RVD in the presence of cytochalasin
D however, suggests a distinct mechanism whereby RVD may be attenuated by the
inability of the disrupted F-actin to undergo dynamic polymerization/depolymerization.
The interplay between these two distinct mechanisms is currently unclear and warrants
further study.
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Phalloidin treatment had no effect on the observed hypo-osmotically induced Ca2+
transients which suggests that AF cells respond to hypo- and hyper-osmotic stress by
distinct mechanisms. One explanation for this difference is that even a highly stabilized
F-actin network is unlikely to possess adequate stiffness to withstand the stresses
generated during cell swelling [139, 140]. As a result, the proposed barrier function of
cortical F-actin is not likely involved in the response to hypo-osmotic stress.

The

behavior of calcium signaling in AF cells is consistent with that seen in a number of other
cell types which show differential responses to hypo- and hyper-osmotic stress [34, 36].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9 Volume response of porcine IVD cells under osmotic pressure. a: Porcine
AF cells after the application of hypo-osmotic stress [38]. b: Porcine IVD cells after the
application of hyper-osmotic stress [35].
2.2.3.2 Cell Volume Response and its Mechanism under Hypertonic Condition
Cells from each of the three tissue zones decreased in volume significantly after
exposure to hyperosmotic stress, but exhibited no significant regulatory volume increase
over the time of testing either in the presence or absence of calcium transients [35]
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(Figure 2.9). This response differs from the response observed in articular chondrocytes,
in which the cells actively regulate their volume in a Ca2+ dependent manner and appear
to decrease in volume at a faster rate [34, 113, 135]. The differences between IVD cells
and articular chondrocytes are possibly due to intrinsic differences in cell properties or
differences in their in vivo environment.
Porcine IVD cells respond to hyperosmotic stress by increasing the concentration
of intracellular calcium through a mechanism involving F-actin.

In response to

hyperosmotic stress, control cells from all zones decreased in volume and cells from the
AF and TZ exhibited calcium transients, while cells from the NP did not [35]. This
response is in part dependent on the integrity and organization of the cytoskeleton, which
differs significantly between cells of the NP and those of the AF or TZ [141].
Extracellular Ca2+ was necessary to initiate intracellular calcium transients. Stabilization
of F-actin with phalloidin prevented the Ca2+ response in AF and TZ cells and decreased
the rate of volume change in cells from all zones, coupled with an increase in the elastic
moduli and apparent viscosity.

Conversely, actin breakdown with cytochalasin D

facilitated Ca2+ signaling while decreasing the elastic moduli and apparent viscosity of
the NP cells. With cytochalasin D treatment, NP cells exhibited significantly greater
decreases in volume than AF or TZ cells. Time constant for volume adaptation for NP
cells was significantly higher than those of AF and TZ cells and was decreased by
cytochalasin D treatment [35]. This response is in part dependent on the integrity and
organization of the cytoskeleton, which differs significantly between cells of the NP and
those of the AF or TZ [141].
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In summary, the cell volume response and its regulation mechanisms are
significantly different between articular chondrocytes and IVD cells as shown in Table
2.2.
Table 2.2 Volume regulation mechanisms in articular chondrocytes and IVD cells.
Possible Mechanism

Articular Chondrocytes

IVD cells





























Passive
Taurine
Ca2+
Actin
RVD
K+
ClKCC
Taurine
Ca2+
RVI
Actin
NKCC
NHE















2.2.4 Single Cell Modeling
Since it is difficult to observe the cell behaviors in vivo and in real time, finite
element models are a useful method to simulate the cell-PCM-ECM mechanical
environment, trans-membrane water or solute (ions or nutrient) transport and cell volume
response. The complex nature of the cell was simplified using a series of mathematical
models that attempt to predict cellular responses.

The IVD cells and articular

chondrocytes have been previously modeled with the elastic, biphasic theory and recently
the triphasic/multiphasic theory. Validation of numerical simulation can be achieved by
combining experimental testing with computational results to determine the accuracy of
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predictions. Characterization of the biomechanical and transport characteristics of the
cell must be well researched before a single cell model can be created to ensure that it
will accurately predict cellular behavior under changing conditions.
Accurate single cell models that are proven with validation help researchers
characterize the differences between normal and abnormal IVD cell behaviors. Models
could also track the behavior of the cells over time, allowing better understand of IVD
cell behaviors as a result of various loading and environmental changes.

These

predictions may help researchers to understand IVD cell etiology related with human
IVD degeneration and further develop possible therapeutic and regenerative treatments.
2.2.4.1 Biomechanical Response Simulation
IVD Cells
In order to simulate the biomechanical response of IVD cells, several types of
single cell models include one phase, biphasic and triphasic theory were used in previous
years. The IVD cell was considered as a single phase material such as a linear elastic and
transversely isotropic solid. The model predictions for strain, dilatation, and apparent
membrane stretch reflect cell-matrix interactions that are expected to occur at
equilibrium.

Both material properties of the extracellular matrix and geometric

parameters of the cell are found to be important factors in determining the cellular and
pericellular strain fields [142].

In contrast, changes in cellular morphology and

orientation in response to mechanical stimuli have also been observed by experimental
methods in a variety of other cell types [143-146].
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Using the biphasic theory, the flow-dependent viscoelasticity of IVD cells could
be described. A hyper-elastic constitutive law was used for the solid phase and the
material anisotropy was considered by including a fiber-reinforced continuum law in the
hyperelastic strain energy function for AF tissue [82]. Moreover, in situ geometry of
IVD cells was measured experimentally using laser scanning confocal microscopy and
three-dimensional reconstruction techniques [82, 147, 148] (Figure 2.10). Larger cellular
strains were predicted in the anisotropic annulus fibrosus and transition zone compared to
the isotropic nucleus pulposus under uni-axial tensile strain along the local collagen fiber
direction.

AF cells were predicted to experience approximately 3 times higher

volumetric strain at equilibrium, as compared to the PCM domains [147]. NP cells and
PCM regions were predicted to experience volumetric strains that were 1.9–3.7 and 1.4–
2.1 times greater than the extracellular matrix, respectively [148].

The strain

concentrations were generally found at the cell/PCM interface and stress concentration at
the PCM/ECM interface [147, 148]. Furthermore, geometry of IVD cells in situ was also
predicted to be an adaptation to reduce cellular strains during tissue loading[82].
Increased numbers of cells within a contiguous PCM was associated with an apparent
increase of strain levels and decreased rate of fluid pressurization in the cell, with
magnitudes dependent on the cell size, shape and relative position inside the PCM [147,
148].
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Figure 2.10 3D solid geometries in tetrahedron meshes in the nucleus pulposus. Models
include different cell–matrix unit (CMU) subgroups [148]. (1) and (2): 1 cell CMUs. (3)
and (4): 2 cell CMUs. (5) and (6): 3 or 4 cell CMUs.
Articular Chondrocytes
Biphasic theory was also used to simulate the biomechanical response of articular
chondrocytes under static and cyclic compressive loading conditions [149, 150]. The
microscale cartilage environment was represented as a three-zone biphasic region
consisting of a spherical chondrocyte with encapsulating pericellular matrix (PCM) that
was embedded in a cylindrical extracellular matrix (ECM). Strain/stress concentrations
was found at the cell matrix border under both static and cyclic loading conditions. A
nearly two-fold increase in strain and dilatation (volume change) at the cellular level was
found under static compression, as compared to the macroscopic level [149]. This result
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is similarly observed in IVD cells [82, 147, 148]. The pericellular matrix was found to
have a functional biomechanical role and work as a protective layer for articular
chondrocytes [149]. Axial strain was significantly amplified in the range of 0.01-1.0Hz,
with a decrease in amplification factor and frequency insensitivity at the higher
frequencies.

Matrix degradation due to osteoarthritis could significantly alter strain

amplification factors when the loss of matrix stiffness was exclusive to the PCM [149,
150].
Recently, effect of the cell membrane on water transport in chondrocytes was
considered by defining the cell as hydrogel like cytoplasm plus fluid filled membrane
using mixture theory [151]. Under mechanical loading of isolated chondrocytes, the
intracellular fluid pressure is on the order of tens of Pascals and the trans-membrane fluid
outflow is on the order of picometers per second. This response takes several days to
subside and consequently, the chondrocytes practically behaves as an incompressible
solid whenever the loading duration is on the order of minutes or hours. When embedded
in its extracellular matrix, the chondrocytes response is substantially different.
Mechanical loading of the tissue leads to a fluid pressure difference between intracellular
and extracellular compartments on the order of tens of kilopascals and the transmembrane outflow is on the order of a nanometer per second. This response subsides in
approximately one hour. The interstitial fluid flow in the extracellular matrix is directed
around the cell, with peak values on the order of tens of nanometers per second [151].
The viscous fluid shear stress acting on the cell surface is orders of magnitude smaller
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than the solid matrix shear stresses resulting from the extracellular matrix deformation
[152].
However, more accurate boundary conditions, such as displacement and fluid
pressure in the near cell region, and physical assumptions representing loading and
material properties appropriate to non-degenerate or pathological disk tissues could be
implemented. Another potential limitation of the current model includes the assumption
of linearity and elasticity for the solid phase of the NP as a biphasic material, although
intrinsic viscoelasticity and nonlinear effects have been well documented for the NP
extracellular matrix [153, 154]. Chemical and electrical effects were also expected to be
considered in order to construct more realistic predictions of cell-level stimuli to analyze
cell mechanobiology.
2.2.4.2 Cell Volume Regulation Simulation
Previously, Boyle-van’t Hoff and Kedem & Katchalsky equations [39] were used
to simulate the passive cell volume response under hypotonic and hypertonic condition.
However, mechanical effects such as the cell membrane tension force or physicochemical
factors such as the solute partition effect could not be considered. A more general
approach mixture theory approach [40] was developed to incorporate these factors.
Fundamental governing relationships for mechano-electrochemical transduction effects
such as streaming potential, streaming current, diffusion (membrane) potential, and
electro-osmosis could be deduced using this mixture theory. Specifically, stress, strain,
and fluid velocity fields through a membrane during a one-dimensional steady diffusion
process was simulated using this theory.

Exchange of Na+ and Ca2+ through the
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membrane were also analyzed [14]. Recently, several types of cell models were used to
simulate cell volume response of articular chondrocytes and IVD cells by defining the
cell as fluid-filled membrane or hydrogel/perfect osmometer like cytoplasm plus fluid
filled membrane using the mixture theory [41, 42]. The cytoplasm and cell membrane
were defined as a multiphasic mixture of solid phase (cytoskeleton), fluid phase
(interstitial fluid), and sometimes a solute phase (ions).
Passive volumetric response of an isolated chondron under osmotic loading in a
simple salt solution at equilibrium was simulated by defining the chondrocytes as an ideal
osmometer with triphasic PCM [42] (Figure 2.11). The chondron boundary is assumed to
be permeable to both water and ions, while the chondrocyte membrane is selectively
permeable to only water. For the case of a neo-Hookean PCM constitutive law, the
model is used to conduct a parametric analysis of the cell and chondron deformation
under hyper- and hypo-osmotic loading.

In combination with osmotic loading

experiments on isolated chondrons, model predictions will aid in determination of
pericellular fixed charge density and its relative contribution to PCM mechanical
properties [42].
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Figure 2.11 Mechano-chemical model of an isolated chondron at equilibrium in NaCl
solution [42].
Passive response of cells to osmotic loading with neutrally charged solutes was
also simulated by defining chondrocytes as fluid filled membrane. The volume response
to osmotic loading is found to be very sensitive to the magnitude of cell membrane
tension and the partition coefficient of the solute in the cytoplasm, which controls the
magnitude of cell volume recovery [41]. The theoretical predictions of this model are
comparable with experimental results available in the literature [110, 155, 156]. This cell
model could aid in determination of cell water content, hydraulic permeability, solute
permeability and partition coefficient by well experiment design [37].
Recently, governing equations for active transport across semi-permeable
membranes were formulated within the framework of the theory of mixtures. In the
mixture theory, which models the interactions of any number of fluid and solid
constituents, a supply term appears in the conservation of linear momentum to describe
momentum exchanges among the constituents. In past applications, this momentum
supply was used to model frictional interactions only, thereby describing passive
transport processes. However active transport processes, which impart momentum to
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solutes or solvent, may also be incorporated in this term. By projecting the equation of
conservation of linear momentum along the normal to the membrane, a jump condition is
formulated for the mechano-electrochemical potential of fluid constituents which is
generally applicable to non-equilibrium processes involving active transport [157].
However, until now there is no constitutive relation from the experiment describing transmembrane active transport.
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CHAPTER 3 A SPECIALIZED MULTIPHASIC MODEL FOR IVD TISSUE
3.1 Introduction
Many studies concerning the fundamentals of the theory and development of
mathematical models in the field of soft tissue biomechanics have been published [13, 14,
158-160]. Mixture theory was the most frequently used theory which considers the tissue
as a mixture of continuum material. The interaction between each phase of the mixture
determines the macroscopic behavior of the tissue.

At first, the mixture theory is

developed for deforming porous media [161] [162]. Later, the modem mixture theory
was derived and applied in soft tissue. One of them is the well-known, biphasic theory
for cartilage developed by Mow and co-workers [160], which considers tissue as a
mixture of water and solid phases.

By using this theory, biomechanical and fluid

transport behaviors in hydrated soft tissue such as articular cartilage and hydrogels have
been successfully investigated. Lai and co-workers also further developed a triphasic
mechano-electrochemical theory by incorporating a third component (the ion phase).
Therefore it could be used to describe the osmotic swelling behavior which is due to the
negative charge of hydrated soft tissue [40]. Based on the triphasic theory, there are three
phases in the soft tissue. The collagen-proteoglycan matrix was considered as the solid
phase which was treated as the negatively charged due to the charged proteoglycan in the
matrix. The interstitial water was considered as fluid phase while cation and anion were
considered as ion phase.
Tertiary-mixture theory and thermodynamics laws were used to derive the
formulation of the biphasic and triphasic theory [163] [164]. They were widely used for
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the analysis of tissue swelling, negative osmosis/pressure, electrokinetic phenomena, and
fluid and ion transport in charged soft tissue [165-176]. Moreover, Gu et al. successfully
extended the triphasic theory to describe the swelling and passive transport of multielectrolytes with polyvalence through charged hydrated soft tissues and cell membranes
[177].

Recently, Yao et al. successfully develop the specialized finite element

formulation of the triphasic theory to analyze of mechano-electrochemical signals inside
the cartilage and IVD tissue under various loading conditions [21-23]. Note that the
mechano-electrochemical signals in bones have also been analyzed [178-180].
Microcontinuum models were also developed for charged hydrated soft tissues [181183]. A similar multiphasic theory was also developed by Huyghe and Janssen for
porous media.[184, 185]
The IVD is the largest avascular structure in the human body. Nutrients supplied
by blood vessels at the margins of the disc plays a key role in maintaining IVD tissue
health. The most basic nutrients consist of glucose, oxygen and lactate. It is difficult to
measure the in vivo nutrient distribution inside the disc under physiological conditions.
Therefore, numerical simulation is essential to determine the nutrient level as well as
physical signals within the human IVD. In this study, a multiphasic theoretical model
based on triphasic theory was developed by taking nutrient solutes into consideration.
The nutrient solute transport inside human IVD under mechanical loading condition
therefore could be simulated. Furthermore, by adding a supply term in mass conservation
equation, this model is capable of taking the effect of cellular energy metabolism of IVD
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cells into consideration. In this chapter, the specialized multiphasic model and its weak
form were presented.
3.2 A Multiphasic Theory for Physical Signals and Nutrient Solute Transport in
IVD Tissue
In this section, the theory described is a specific form of the general multiphasic
theory while all the deformation is assumed to be infinitesimal [40, 177]. The multiphase
in the charged tissue consists of incompressible solid phase with fixed charges, interstitial
water phase, ion phase with two monovalent species (e.g., Na+ and Cl‾ ), and uncharged
nutrient solute phases (o = glucose, lactate and oxygen).
3.2.1 Conservation of Mass
For solid, fluid and ion phases, conservation of mass could be described as
follows under no chemical reaction assumption,

∂ρ α ∂t + ∇ ⋅ ( ρ α v α ) = 0

(α= s, w, +, −),

(3.1)

For nutrient solutes phase, conservation of mass could be described as follows by
taking cellular energy metabolism into consideration (IVD cells consumed glucose and
oxygen while producing lactate during glycolysis or oxidation),

∂ρ n ∂ t + ∇ ⋅ ( ρ n v n ) = Q n

(n= glucose, lactate and oxygen),
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(3.2)

α
n
where ρ and ρ are the apparent mass density of each component.

v α and v n

n

represent the velocity. Q are the cellular metabolism rates (consumption/production
rates) of nutrient solutes.
By neglecting the volume fractions of ions and nutrient solutes based on the
apparent mass density condition, the continuity equation of the mixture is

(

)

∇ ⋅ φ svs + φ wvw = 0.

(3.3)

Based on infinitesimal deformation assumption, the water volume fraction is
related to the deformation by [40, 177]

φ =
w

φ 0w + e
1+ e

,

(3.4)

where e is the dilatation of the solid matrix. It is related to the infinitesimal strain tensor
E by e=tr(E); φ 0w is the water volume fraction at the reference configuration (i.e., at e=0).
Assuming that the total quantity of fixed charged groups attached to the solid
matrix are not changing with the extracellular ion concentration or matrix deformation,
conservation of the fixed charge reads

(

)

(

)

∂ φ w c F ∂t + ∇ ⋅ φ w c F v s = 0 .

(3.5)

For infinitesimal deformation, the fixed charge density can be expressed with the
tissue deformation as
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c F = c0F (1 + e φ 0w ) ,

(3.6)

where c0F is the FCD at the reference configuration (e=0).
Substituting equations (3.4) into (3.6), conservation of the fixed charge can also
be expressed as

cF =

c0F (1 − φ w )φ 0w
.
(1 − φ 0w )φ w

(3.7)

3.2.2 Conservation of Linear Momentum
In this multiphasic theory, by neglecting gravitational and magnetic forces, the
gradient of the chemical/electrochemical potentials are driving forces, while it is balanced
by the frictional force caused by the interaction of each phase. Therefore, momentum
equations for the mixture (tissue) and each component can be expressed as equations
(3.8-3.12).
Tissue:

∇⋅σ = 0 ,

(3.8)

Water:

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

− ρ w ∇µ w + f ws v s − v w + f w + v + − v w + f w − v − − v w + f wn v n − v w = 0 ,
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(3.9)

Cation:

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(3.10)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(3.11)

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(3.12)

− ρ + ∇µ~ + + f + s v s − v + + f + w v w − v + + f + − v − − v + + f + n v n − v + = 0 ,
Anion:

− ρ − ∇µ~ − + f − s v s − v − + f − w v w − v − + f −+ v + − v − + f −n v n − v − = 0 ,
Nutrient Solutes:

(

− ρ n ∇ μ n + f ns v s − v n + f nw v w − v n + f n + v + − v n + f n − v − − v n = 0 ,

w
n
where σ is the total stress of the mixture (tissue); µ and µ are the chemical potentials
+
−
of water and nutrient solutes per unit mass, respectively; µ~ and µ~ are the

electrochemical potentials of cation and anion per unit mass, respectively.

f αβ is the

friction coefficient per unit tissue volume between the inter-diffusing α and β
components. Here the friction coefficients in each unit of the tissue are assumed to be
symmetric, i.e. f αβ = f βα .

3.2.3 Constitutive Relationship
The total stress of the mixture with infinitesimal deformation could be expressed
by equation (3.13). The constitutive relations for the chemical potential of water, the
electrochemical potentials of monovalent ions and the chemical potential of nutrient
solutes could be expressed as equations (3.14-3.17).
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σ = − p I − T c I + σ e = − p I − T c I + λtr( E ) + 2 µE ,

(3.13)

µ w = µ 0w + [ p − RTφTφ+ + c − + c n ) + Bw tr( E )] ρ Tw ,

(3.14)

µ~ + = µ 0+ + (RT M + ) ln (γ + c + ) + Fcψ M + ,

(3.15)

µ~ − = µ 0− + (RT M − ) ln (γ − c − ) − Fcψ M − ,

(3.16)

(

)

μ n = μ0n + (RT M n )ln γn c n ,

(3.17)

where p is the fluid pressure; Tc is the chemical expansion stress; σ e is the elastic part of
the stress in solid matrix; E is the strain tensor measured from the reference state; λ and

µ are the elastic constants of the solid matrix; µ 0α (α = w,+,−,n) is the reference
chemical potential for α component; γ + , γ − and γ n are the activity coefficients of cation,
anion and nutrient solutes, respectively; ψ is the electrical potential; φ is the osmotic
coefficient; Bw is the interphase coupling coefficient; R is the universal gas constant; T is
the absolute temperature.
3.2.4 Fluxes
The fluxes of water, cation, anion and nutrient solutes relative to the solid phase
can be expressed with the combination of the gradients of the (electro)chemical
potentials, equations (3.18-3.21).
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(

J w = φ w v w − vs

(

)

)

= −φ w B11 ρ w∇µ w + B12 ρ + ∇µ~ + + B13 ρ − ∇µ~ − + B14 ρ n ∇µ n ,

(

J + = c+ φ w v + − vs

)

= B 21 c J − c φ w ( B 22 ρ + ∇µ~ + + B 23 ρ − ∇µ~ − + B 24 ρ n ∇µ n ) ,
+

w

(

J − = c− φ w v − − vs

+

)

= B31 c J − c φ w ( B32 ρ + ∇µ~ + + B33 ρ − ∇µ~ − + B34 ρ n ∇µ n ) ,
−

w

(

Jn = cn φ w vn − vs

−

)

= B 41 c n J w − c n φ w ( B 42 ρ + ∇µ~ + + B 43 ρ − ∇µ~ − + B 44 ρ n ∇µ n ) ,

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

where Bij’s are the material coefficients that are functions of the frictional coefficients

f αβ between α and β constituents.
Substituting constitutive equations (3.14-3.17) into momentum equations (3.93.12), relative fluxes of water, cation, anion and uncharged solute were expressed as
equations (3.22-3.25), which are the well-known phenomenological relations in nonequilibrium thermodynamics [164]. For example, based on Nernst-Planck equation (ion
flux through a hydrated tissue including convection) [186, 187], we augmented the ion
flux equations (3.23-3.24). Note the activity coefficients ( γ + , γ − and γ n ) are assumed as
constant.

J w = −k∇p − kBw ∇tr (E)

[

− RTk (e + − φ )∇c + + (e − − φ )∇c − + (e o − φ )∇c 0
− Fc k (e + c + − e − c − )∇ψ ,
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]

(3.22)

J + = H + c + J w − φ w D + ∇c + − Fcφ wω + c + ∇ψ ,

(3.23)

J − = H − c − J w − φ w D − ∇c − + Fcφ wω − c − ∇ψ ,

(3.24)

Jn = H ncn J w − φ w Dn ∇ cn ,

(3.25)

where k , e α , H α , D α , and ω β (α = +, −, n; β = +, −), represent, respectively, the
hydraulic permeability of the water, the transport factor of the solute, the hindrance factor
of the solute for the convection, the intra-tissue diffusivity of the solute, and the intratissue mobility of the solute [186, 188].

The relations of these phenomenological

transport parameters to the frictional coefficients are shown in Appendix D.
In Equations (3.22-3.25), the relationship between diffusivity D α and the mobility

ω α can be expressed by D α = RTω α which is known as the Nernst-Einstein or the
Einstein-Planck equation [187]. In equation (3.22), the forth term on the right side is the
electro-osmosis induced water flux. Even when the numbers of cation and anion are
identical, the electro-osmotic motion of water can still appear when e + and e − are not
identical.

Same findings were noted in the double-layer theory of the electro-

osmosis.[189]
3.2.5 Boundary Conditions
Based on the continuity of solid displacement, total stress, the fluxes

and

(electro)chemical potential of each phases (water, ion and nutrient solutes) at the
boundaries, the boundary conditions in this specialized multiphasic model are represented
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by equations (3.26-3.27).

Due to the continuity of the (electro)chemical potentials,

discontinuous ion concentrations or fluid pressure could be predicted in the interface
between tissue and external bath solution.

+
+∗
−
−∗
w
w∗
n
n∗
u = u ∗ , µ = µ , µ~ = µ~ , µ~ = µ~ , µ = µ ,

(3.26)

σ ⋅ n = t app , J α ⋅ n = J α ∗ ⋅ n (α = w, +, −, n),

(3.27)

where * indicates prescribe values (the quantities in the bathing solution); tapp is the
traction; n represents the outward unit normal to the boundary.
3.3 Dimensional Analysis of the Multiphasic Theory
In this section, a dimensionless equivalent formulation and weak form of the
multiphasic theory were presented for finite element analysis of physic signals and
nutrient solute transport in human IVD.
3.3.1 An Equivalent Electrochemical Potential Function
Due to the nonlinear jump conditions between elements and across the boundary
of the interfaces [40, 184, 185], a simple transformation of the electrochemical potential
function for water, ion and nutrient solute phases were done as shown in equations (3.283.31).

The modified (electro)chemical potentials have the same dimension as ion

concentration, to therefore avoid the potential mathematical complexity of logarithm in
numerical implementation.
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εw =

ρ Tw (µ w − µ 0w )
RT

,

(3.28)

(

)

(3.29)

(

)

(3.30)

(

)

(3.31)

 M + µ~ + − µ~0+ 
ε = exp 
,
RT


+

 M − µ~ − − µ~0− 
,
RT



ε − = exp 

 M n µ n − µ 0n 
.
RT



ε n = exp 

In

these

formulations,

the

solid

displacement

u

and

the

modified

(electro)chemical potentials ε α (α = w,+,−,n) are opted for the primary degrees of
freedom.
3.3.2 Governing Equations
In order to derive the dimensionless variables, governing equations and
boundary/Initial conditions, three variables (length L, concentration C0 and diffusivity
n
D0 were chosen as the basic variables. The non-dimensional quantities are defined by

x=

n
2
+
−
n
+
−
y
u
t
x
z
h
c
c
c
, y= , z= , u= , t= , τ=
,c = ,c = ,c = n
h
τ
h
h
h
c0
c0
c0
H A k0

+

−

−
n
ε
ε
ε
ε = , ε = , ε = n
c0
c0
c0
+

n
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σ=

−

w
+
−
n
+
w
n
+
−
+
σ
J ⋅h
J ⋅h
D
D
D
, D = +, D = −, D = n, J =
, J =
RT c0
D0
D0
D0
H A k0
H A k 0 c0

J =

n
n
−
n
n
n
Q
Q ⋅ h2
J ⋅h
J ⋅h
Q
=
=
, J =
,
n
n
n
c0 /τ H A k 0 c0
H A k 0 c0
H A k 0 c0

where h is the thickness of the IVD, c0 is the ion concentration at bath solution, c0n are
reference concentrations of nutrient solutes at the endplate boundary respectively, H A is
the reference equilibrium modulus, k 0 is the reference permeability.
Based on the defined dimensionless variables and the equivalent electrochemical
potential function, the new formulation of the governing equations of the specialized
multiphasic theory can be obtained.
Non-dimensionalized Governing Equations:
Continuity Equations
s

w

Mixture:

∇ ⋅( v + J ) = 0

(3.32)

Water:

φw =

φow + e

(3.33)

Ion:

∂φwc

1+ e

( ) ∂t + ∇ ⋅ ( J

+

+φwc v )=0

( ) ∂t + ∇ ⋅ ( J

−

+φwc v )=0

∂φwc

+

−
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+

s

−

s

(3.34)

(3.35)

F

F

c =

c 0 ( 1 − φ w )φ 0w

( ) ∂t + ∇ ⋅ ( J

∂φwc

Nutrient solutes:

(3.36)

( 1 − φ 0w )φ w

n

n

s

n

+ φ w c v ) = Qn

(3.37)

Momentum Equations
�∙𝝈
�=0
∇

Tissue:

Water:

(3.38)

n
+
−
+
n 
−
RTk c0  w c
c
c
J =−
∇ε + + ∇ε + − ∇ε + n ∇ε 

H A k 0 
ε
ε
ε

w

+

+

Cation:

+
+
φwc D
J = c J − D0
∇ε
+
H A k0
ε

Anion:

−
−
φwc D
J = c J − D0
∇ε
−
H A k0
ε

Nutrient solutes:

w
n
n
D0 φ c D
∇ε
J =c J −
n
H A k0
ε

+

−

+

−

w

−

n

(3.40)

−

w

n

n

(3.39)

(3.41)

n

w

(3.42)

Constitutive Relation
Tissue:
n
+
−
 w
  λ+ Bw
c n
σ = − ε + φ ( c + c + 0 c ) − p 0  + 
c0

  RT c0


µ
∇ ⋅ u +
[ ∇u + ( ∇u ) T ]
RT c0
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(3.43)

w

n
+
−
Bw
p
c n
e
− φ( c + c + 0 c ) +
RT c0
RT c0
c0

Water:

ε

Cation:

ε = γ + c exp(

Anion:

ε = γ + c exp(

Nutrient solutes:

ε =γnc

=

+

+

−

−

n

n

(3.44)

Fc ψ
)
RT

(3.45)

Fc ψ
)
RT

(3.46)

(3.47)

In this study, notice that the chemical expansion stress Tc shown in equation (3.13)

was neglected here for infinitesimal strain. The hindrance factor H α and transport factor

eα (α = i, n) have not been determined for IVD tissue. The values of these parameters
were assumed to be unity in equations (3.40-3.42). The interphase coupling coefficient
Bw was also assumed to be zero in our further simulation.

Boundary Conditions

According to equations (3.26-3.27), the boundary conditions can be expressed as:

α

∗

u=u , ε =ε

α∗

∗

α

(α = w,+,−,n),

σ ⋅ n = σ ⋅ n, J ⋅ n = J

α∗

⋅n

(3.48)

(α = w,+,−,n),

(3.49)

where n is the surface normal of the boundary, and * stands for the quantities in the
bathing solution.
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3.3.3 The Weak Formulation
In this section, the finite element formulation was constructed using the standard
Galerkin weight residual method [176]. Let vector w and four scalar functions w(1), w(2),
w(3) and w(4) be arbitrary admissible weighting functions for the five main dimensionless
governing equations (3.32),(3.34-3.35),(3.37-3.38).

∫Ω w

(1)

∫Ω w

(2)

∫Ω w

(3)

∫Ω w

(4)

[∇ ⋅ ( v + J )]dΩ = 0 ,
s

w

(3.50)

[∂(φ c ) ∂t + ∇ ⋅ ( J

+

+ φ w c v ) dΩ = 0 ,

[∂(φ c ) ∂t + ∇ ⋅ ( J

−

+ φ w c v ) dΩ = 0 ,

[∂(φ c ) ∂t + ∇ ⋅ ( J

n

+ φ w c v ) dΩ = 0 ,

+

w

−

w

n

w

+

s

]

(3.51)

−

s

]

(3.52)

n

s

]

(3.53)

∫Ω w ⋅ ∇ ⋅ σdΩ = 0 ,

(3.54)

Based on the divergence theorem, equations (3.50-3.54) could be expressed as

*

T
∫Ω tr[(∇w ) ⋅ σ ] dΩ = ∫Γ t w ⋅ t dΓ ,

∫Ω w

(1)

s

(3.55)

w

∇ ⋅ v dΩ + ∫Ω J ⋅ ∇ w (1) dΩ = − ∫Γ w w ( 1 ) J

w*

J
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⋅ ndΓ ,

(3.56)

∫Ω w

(2)

( ) ∂tdΩ + ∫ J

∂φwc

+

+

Ω

+

s

⋅ ∇ w ( 2 ) dΩ + ∫Ω w ( 2 ) ∇ ⋅ (φ w c v )dΩ = − ∫Γ + w ( 2 ) J

+*

⋅ndΓ ,

J

(3.57)

∫Ω w

(3)

( ) ∂tdΩ + ∫ J

∂φwc

−

−

Ω

−

s

⋅ ∇ w ( 3 ) dΩ + ∫Ω w ( 3 ) ∇ ⋅ (φ w c v )dΩ = − ∫Γ + w ( 3 ) J

−*

⋅ndΓ ,

J

(3.58)

∫Ω w

(4)

( ) ∂tdΩ + ∫ J

∂φwc

n

Ω

n

n

s

n*

⋅ ∇ w ( 4 ) dΩ + ∫Ω w ( 4 ) ∇ ⋅ (φ w c v )dΩ = − ∫Γ + w ( 4 ) J ⋅ndΓ ,
J

(3.59)
where t * = σ * ⋅ n is the traction on the boundary of the tissue and * stands for the
quantities on the tissue boundary.
In this specialized multiphasic model, there are five primary degrees of freedom
(the solid displacement u and the modified (electro)chemical potentials ε α for water,
cation, anion and nutrient solutes). In the finite element analysis, governing equations for
each degree of freedom were solved independently. The weak formulation was solved
under PDE mode of commercial finite element software COMSOL (COMSOL Inc.,
Burlington, MA). Using Sun et al.[176] as reference, the modified Newton-Raphson
iterative procedure was employed to handle the nonlinear terms in the above set of
equations. Implicit Euler backward scheme was used to solve the resulting first-order
ordinary differential equations with respect to time.
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3.4 Summary
Based on the well-known triphasic theory, we further developed a multiphasic
model by adding the nutrient solute phase into the model. Effect of cellular energy
metabolism was considered in this model by adding a new supply term in the continuity
equations for the nutrient solutes. Therefore, this model could be used to simulate the
interaction between nutrient solute transport and mechanical loading in IVD tissue.
In this chapter, using mass, linear momentum conservation laws and thermodynamic constitutive relationships, the deduction flow for the governing equations of
each phase were presented. The dimensional analysis and finite element formulation
have also been described here.

The relationships between the phenomenological

transport parameters and the frictional coefficients have been provided in the Appendix
C. The governing equations were derived based on five primary degrees of freedom (the
solid displacement u and the modified (electro)chemical potentials ε α for water, cation,
anion and nutrient solutes). They were all solved independently in the finite element
simulation in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4 EFFECT OF CARTILAGE ENDPLATE ON CELL BASED DISC
REGENERATION: A FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
4.1 Introduction
Low back pain is a major public health problem which causes significant social
and economic burdens in the United States [1-3]. Although the exact cause for low back
pain is unclear, the degenerative changes of the intervertebral disc (IVD) have been
implicated as a possible primary etiologic factor [190, 191]. One of the factors which
may lead to disc degeneration is the nutrient supply deficiency in the IVD [57, 192]. The
nutrient environment inside the IVD has a significant effect on cell viability, proliferation
rate, and cell energy metabolism [15-18, 44, 45, 193]. A fall in nutrient supply leads to a
lowering of oxygen tension, glucose concentration, or pH (due to increased lactate
concentrations). As a result, the ability of the disc cells to synthesize matrix proteins
(e.g., collagen and proteoglycan) [194-196], and maintain its extracellular matrix (ECM)
homeostasis (synthesize/breakdown) may be impaired, thus, leading to the onset of disc
degeneration.
The IVD is the largest avascular cartilaginous structure in human body which lies
between the bony vertebral bodies. It contributes to the flexibility and load support in the
spine. To accomplish these functions, the disc has a unique architecture consisting of a
centrally located nucleus pulposus (NP) surrounded superiorly and inferiorly by cartilage
endplates (CEP) and peripherally by the annulus fibrosus (AF) [197].

The NP is

composed of rich hydrophilic proteoglycans with negative charge, which helps to sustain
axial compression. The AF is formed by a series of lamellae (concentric rings) within
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which the rich collagen fibers lie parallel. This highly organized collagen fiber bundle
helps to resist tension and shearing forces. The CEP is a thin layer of hyaline cartilage
surrounding the cranial and caudal surfaces of the disc, playing an important role in fluid
and solute transport in/out of the disc.
The nutrients in the disc are mainly supplied by the capillaries and canals in the
vertebral body [198-200]. The nutrients have to penetrate through the cartilage endplate
layer to reach the disc extracellular matrix. It is believed that the endplate route is the
main pathway for nutrition supply to the disc cell [192, 196]. Due to aging and other
pathological conditions, the CEP may calcify, which reduces proteoglycan and water
content, thus changing the transport properties (e.g., hydraulic permeability and solute
diffusivities) of the endplate [92, 201]. Convection and diffusion through the calcified
endplate is likely to be stinted thus affecting the nutrition supply to the disc [196, 202].
Therefore, under physiological loading conditions, the calcification of the CEP may
significantly affect the nutrient concentrations within the disc.
Since the in vivo biomechanical response, transport of solutes, and cellular
activities in the human IVD are difficult to measure, numerical simulation using finite
element models (FEM) became an essential tool to help understand the biomechanical
and nutrient environment in the IVD. Earlier studies have been limited to analyzing
diffusion of the nutrient solutes inside the disc without considering the mechanical
loading [19, 20]. Based on the mixture theory, we developed a multiphasic mechanoelectrochemical finite element model to study the effects of static and dynamic loading
on fluid and solute transport inside the human IVD [21-24]. Most recently, cellular
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energy metabolic rates were considered in finite element models to predict the nutrient
environment within the IVD [24, 203, 204]. In these studies, the consumption rates of
oxygen and glucose, as well as the production rate of lactate, were coupled with local
oxygen concentrations and pH values. In addition, the relationship between cell viability
and glucose concentration was also incorporated into the finite element models of the
human IVD [193, 205, 206]. However, to our knowledge, the effect of cartilage endplate
calcification on nutrient transport (diffusion and convection) inside the human IVD has
not been fully elucidated under physiological loading conditions (i.e., day-night cyclic
loading). Recently, the injection of IVD cells/stem cells in the NP region has been
proposed for IVD regeneration in cell based therapies for low back pain treatment [2527]. The success of this therapeutic approach first depends on the cell viability after the
injection. Usually, the nutrient transport in degenerated discs is hindered by the calcified
endplate. The increased nutrient demand due to the increase of cell density may further
deteriorate the nutrient environment in the degenerate disc. Without restoring the nutrient
environment, this procedure may accelerate the process of degeneration [26]. However,
the impact of a cell injection coupled with already present degeneration on the nutrient
environment of the disc has not been determined.
Therefore, the objective of this study was to further develop a multiphasic
mechano-electrochemical 3D finite element model of human IVD by considering the disc
cell energy metabolism. This model was then applied to examine the effects of endplate
calcification and the injection of IVD cells on the nutrition environment inside the human
IVD under physiological loading conditions. The effect of endplate calcification was
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simulated by a reduction of the tissue porosity (i.e., water volume faction). The effect of
a cell injection was simulated by increasing the cell density in the NP region. The role of
physiological mechanical loading in regulating the disc nutrient environment was also
clarified

by considering

strain-dependent

transport

properties (e.g.,

hydraulic

permeability and solute diffusivities). This study is important for understanding the
pathology of IVD degeneration and provided new insights into cell based therapies for
low back pain.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Theoretical Formulation
The theoretical framework used in our simulation was based on the specialized
multiphasic weak formulations developed in Chapter 3. The human disc was modeled as
an isotropic inhomogeneous mixture consisting of an intrinsically incompressible elastic
solid (with fixed charge), water, ions (Na+ and Cl−), and nutrient solute (oxygen, glucose
and lactate) phases. Moreover, in this study, the following experimentally determined
constitutive relationships were used for strain-dependent hydraulic permeability (k) and
solute diffusivities ( Di , D n ):

φw b
)
1 −φw

(4.1)

b2
α
α
D = exp − ( r )
 a2

α
k 
D0


(4.2)

k = a1 (

1
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where D0α and r α (α = ions and nutrient solutes) are the diffusivity in aqueous solution
and hydrodynamic radius of ions and nutrient solutes. a and b are material constants
related to tissue composition and structure (Table 4.1). Since the tissue porosity was
related to the tissue dilatation and the porosity at the reference configuration, the
hydraulic permeability, ion diffusivity, and nutrient solute diffusivity were all straindependent.
The energy metabolic rates of the disc cells were taken into consideration based
on the experimental results in the literature. The consumption rate of oxygen (equation
4.3) depended on oxygen concentration, as well as pH value [17]. The rate of production
of lactate (equation 4.4) was based on that of NP cells in the literature [16]. A linear
relationship between the pH value and lactate concentration (equation 4.5) was used to
calculate the pH values in the disc [16, 203]. The glucose is primarily consumed through
the process of glycolysis, in which one molecule of glucose is broken down into two
lactate molecules [194, 207]. Thus, the consumption rate of glucose was set as half of the
lactate production rate in this study (equation 4.6). The following constitutive relations
for the disc cell metabolic rates were used in this study:

Q

oxy

=−

V max (pH − 4.95) c
ρ
oxy cell
'
K m (pH − 4.59) + c
'

oxy

(4.3)

lac
Q = exp( −2.47 + 0.93 pH + 0.16[ Q 2 ] − 0.0058[ Q 2 ] 2 ) ρcell

(4.4)

pH = −0.092 clac + 7.33

(4.5)
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Q

glu

1
= − Qlac
2

(4.6)

where the unit of oxygen consumption rate Q n (n = oxygen, glucose, and lactate) is
nmol/l/h, the unit of oxygen concentration coxy is µM, V 'max is 5.27 nmol/million cells/hr
in the NP region and 3.64 nmol/million cells/hr in the AF region. K 'm is 3.4 µM in the
NP region and 12.3 µM in the AF region, the unit of oxygen tension [Q2] is kPa which
could be converted into to µM using oxygen solubility in water (1.0268 µmol/kPa100ml), the unit of lactate concentration clac is mM, the units of lactate production rate
Q

lac

and glucose consumption rate Q glu are nmol/l/h. Note that the single cell metabolic

rates in the CEP were assumed to be equal to the values in the NP due to the lack of
experimental data in the CEP.
4.2.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions
The human IVD was modeled as an inhomogeneous material with three different
regions (NP, AF and CEP, Figure 4.1a). Responses of nutrient solute transport in the
human lumbar disc to unconfined compression (cyclical loading) were analyzed. For this
3D problem of interest, only the upper quadrant of the sample was modeled due to the
symmetry with respect to plane X=0 and plane Z=0.
Initial conditions:
t = 0, u = 0, ε w = ε w* , ε i = ε i* , ε n = 0

(4.7)

x = 0: u x = 0, σ x y = σ x z = 0, J w = 0, Jα = 0

(4.8)

Boundary conditions:
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z = 0: u z = 0, σ zx = σ zy = 0, J w = 0, Jα = 0

(4.9)

Top CEP surface: u = -u(t), ε w = ε w* , ε i = ε i* , ε n = εTn*

(4.10)

Lateral AF surface: σ ⋅ n = 0, ε w = ε w* , ε i = ε i* , ε n = ε n*
L

(4.11)

(α: ions and nutrient solutes)
Here ux and uz are the components of the solid displacement u in X and Z directions,
respectively. –u(t) is the pre-described displacement history (Figure 4.1d) to simulate
physiological loading during the day and night.
4.2.3 Finite Element Analysis
A human lumbar IVD was modeled as an inhomogeneous material with three
distinct regions: NP, AF and CEP (Figure 4.1a). The size and geometry of the human
IVD in the simulation are based on previous experimental results [23, 208].

The

thickness of the IVD sample was 10 mm. The thickness of the CEP was 0.6 mm [57,
209]. To investigate the effect of the CEP thickness on the nutrient environment, a thin
calcified CEP with the thickness of 0.3mm was also defined and simulated. The IVD
sample was initially equilibrated under pre-loaded conditions to maintain the original disc
thickness. The solute concentrations at the boundaries were: cNaCl is 0.15 M, cglu is 4 mM
at the CEP boundary and 5 mM at the lateral AF surface, clac is 0.8 mM at the CEP
boundary and 0.9 mM at the lateral AF surface, coxy is 5.1 kPa at the CEP boundary and
5.8 kPa at the lateral AF surface. The IVD sample was then subjected to a cyclical
loading between the two endplates (Figure 4.1d). The amplitude of the compressive
strain on the whole disc for the cyclical loading was 10%. The cyclic loading included
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16-hour compression and 8-hour recovery to mimic the physiological diurnal disc height
changes [20]. The boundary of CEP was permeable to both water and solutes.
The 3D weak form of the finite element formulation was based on the previous
work [23, 202, 210]. COMSOL software (Version 3.4, COSMOL Inc., Burlington, MA)
was used to solve this 3D initial- and boundary-value problem. The program was set to
the weak form mode. The upper right quadrant of the disc was modeled with 7016
second-order, tetrahedral Lagrange elements (Fig. 4.1a). As for the cyclic loading, the
maximum time step for beginning each ramp compression was 10 seconds. The time step
used in cyclic loading ranged from 5 seconds to 100 seconds. The convergence of the
numerical model was examined by refining the mesh and tightening the tolerance. The
numerical accuracy of this study was validated with the results of the 3D stress relaxation
cases published in the literature [22, 23].
In this study, the effect of endplate calcification on nutrient solute transport was
simulated by a reduction of the tissue porosity (i.e., water volume faction), since the
hydraulic permeability and solute diffusivity are related to the tissue water content, see
equations (4.1-4.2). The tissue porosity of normal CEP was 0.6, while this value in
calcified endplate was 0.48 (i.e., a 20% reduction) [57, 201]. In addition, the cell density
in the NP region was increased by 50%, 100%, and 150% in order to analyze the effect of
cell injections in cell based therapies for low back pain treatment.
properties for the AF, NP, and CEP were summarized in Table 4.1.
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The material

4.3 Results
The biomechanical response (strain, stress, water flux, and water pressure),
electrical signals (ion concentrations and ion current/potential), and nutrient solutes
transport (oxygen, glucose, and lactate concentration) in the human IVD under the
physiological loading were simultaneously obtained from this multiphasic finite element
model of the IVD. Only the results for the oxygen, glucose, and lactate concentration
profiles were reported here.
4.3.1 Effect of Diurnal Cycle Loading
The human IVD was subjected to a diurnal cyclic loading, including a 16-hour
compression and 8-hour recovery.

The oxygen, glucose, and lactate concentration

distributions in the normal IVD at the end of the day (i.e., the end of compression), as
well as at the beginning of the day (i.e., the end of recovery), were shown in Figure 4.2.
It was apparent that the nutrient concentration profiles remained almost identical during
the day and night. The changes of the concentration profiles were less than 1% under the
diurnal cyclic loading.

Although the nutrient concentration levels were different

compared to the IVD with a normal CEP, the concentration profiles also remained almost
identical during the day and night in the IVD with a calcified CEP (results not shown).
The nutrition concentration distributions were not uniform in the human IVD
(Figure 4.3). Generally, the oxygen and glucose concentrations decreased moving away
from the blood supply at the margin of the disc. In contrast, the lactate concentration
increased toward the center of the disc. Significant nutrient concentration gradients
existed inside the disc with a normal CEP. The posterolateral region of the disc within
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the AF possessed the lowest glucose concentration of 0.540 mM, compared to the
concentration of 5mM at the lateral boundary of the AF. This region also had the highest
lactate concentration of 5.207 mM, compared to the concentration of 0.9mM at the at the
lateral boundary of the AF. The center region of the disc within the NP possessed the
lowest oxygen concentration of 0.3 kPa, compared to the concentration of 5.1 kPa at the
boundary of the CEP.
4.3.2 Effect of CEP Calcification
The calcification of the CEP dramatically decreased the glucose and oxygen
concentrations and increased the lactate concentration inside the IVD (Figure 4.3). There
were 69.3% and 33.9% decreases in minimum glucose and oxygen concentrations in the
disc with a calcified endplate, respectively. In contrast, there was a 7.3% increase in
maximum lactate concentration in the disc with the calcified endplate. Moreover, the
nutrient concentration levels in the NP region, compared to the AF region, were more
significantly affected by the calcified CEP (Figure 4.4). There were 23.0% and 23.7%
decreases in the mean concentrations of oxygen and glucose in the NP region, while 5.1%
and 8.2% decreases were found in the AF region. Meanwhile, a 16.5% percent increase
of mean lactate concentration was found in the NP region while an 8.7% increase was
found

in

the

AF

region.

The

mean

concentration

α
α
c mean = ∫∫∫v c dxdydz/ ∫∫∫v dxdydz , α = oxygen, glucose, and lactate.
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was

calculated

by:

4.3.3 Effect of NP Cell Injection
The increase in cell density within the NP region due to the NP cell injection
significantly decreased the extreme oxygen and glucose concentrations (lowest
concentration inside the disc), while increasing the extreme lactate concentration (highest
concentration inside the disc), as shown in Figure 4.5. The magnitude of the change of
the extreme concentrations due to the cell injection also depended on the conditions of
the CEP (i.e., normal, calcified, and thin calcified). Moreover, the condition of the CEP
had a more significant impact on the extreme glucose concentration, than on the extreme
lactate and oxygen concentrations.

Specifically, the extreme glucose concentration

sharply reached zero (Figure 4.5) when the NP cell density increased only 50% with the
calcified CEP. Glucose concentration is a limiting factor for disc cell viability [15, 44,
45]. A Critical Zone was defined as a disc region in which the glucose concentration is
lower than 0.5mM [15]. With the normal CEP, a small volume Critical Zone (0.016 cm3)
appeared in the AF region when the NP cell density increased 50% (Figure 4.6a-b). With
the calcified CEP, a 50% increase of the NP cell density caused a 105. 6% increase in the
volume of the Critical Zone (Figure 4.6c-d). With the thin calcified CEP, the increase in
the volume of the Critical zone was reduced to 75.8% (Figure 4.6e-f).
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Table 4.1 Disc tissue properties used in the numerical model.
NP

AF

CEP

0.86 a

0.75 a

Normal:
0.6 b, Calcified:
0.45

Elastic constant
λ (MPa)

0.02 c

0.2 c

0.1 d

Elastic constant
μ (MPa)

0.015 c

0.15 c

0.2 d

Cell density
(cells/mm3)

Normal:
4000 e,
Cell based
therapy:
6000, 8000,
10000

9000 e

15000 e

Parameter for
hydraulic
permeability k

a1 =0.00339
nm2 f,
b1 =3.24 f

a1 =0.00044 nm2 g,
b1 =7.193 g

h

Parameter for
diffusivity Dα
α: ions and nutrient
solutes

a2 =1.25 nm i,
b2 =0.681 i

a2 =1.29 nm i,
b2 =0.372 i

a2 =1.29 nm i,
b2 =0.372 i

Initial water content

φ

w
0

a1 =0.0248 nm2
, b1 =2.154 h

where r αs is hydrodynamic radius of ions and nutrient solutes ( r +s = 0.197 nm; r −s = 0.142
nm; r oxy
= 0.1 nm; r lac
= 0.255 nm; r sglu = 0.3 nm), D0α is diffusivity of ions and nutrient
s
s
solutes in aqueous solution ( D0+ = 1.28*10-9 m2/s, D0− = 1.77*10-9 m2/s, D0oxy = 3.0*10-9
m2/s, D0oxy = 1.28*10-9 m2/s, D0glu = 0.92*10-9 m2/s).
a

Yao and Gu, 2007.
Roberts et al., 1989; Setton et al., 1993.
c
Yao and Gu, 2006.
d
Mow et al., 2002; Yao and Gu, 2004.
e
Maroudas et al., 1975.
f
Gu et al., 2003, from agarose gels.
g
Gu and Yao, 2003, from porcine AF tissue.
h
Maroudas et al., 1975; Yao and Gu, 2004.
i
Gu et al., 2004, from porcine AF tissue and agarose gels.
b
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Figure 4.1 Geometry of the human lumbar IVD model and loading protocol in the
simulation. (a) 3D view of the disc model, (b) disc geometry, (c) test configuration, and
(d) cyclic loading on the top and bottom of the disc (Strain = cyclic displacement u(t) /
initial height of the disc h).
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Oxygen, before sleep
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Figure 4.2 Nutrient solute (oxygen, glucose and lactate) concentration distributions
inside the human IVD in the morning (end of the recovery) and at night (end of the
compression): (a) in the x-direction from the center to the lateral and (b) in the ydirection from the posterior to the anterior.
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(a)

(b

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.3 Effect of CEP calcification on 3D nutrient solute (oxygen 𝑐𝑜 , glucose 𝑐𝑔 and

lactate 𝑐𝑙 ) concentration distributions inside the human IVD: (a) (c) (e) with a normal
CEP and (b) (d) (f) with a calcified CEP. (Concentration unit: mM)
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Figure 4.4 Effect of CEP calcification on mean concentrations in the NP and AF regions.
The change of the concentration was normalized by the concentration with a normal CEP.
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Normalized Extreme Nutrient Concentration

1.2
1.0

Oxygen, normal CEP
Oxygen, calcified CEP
Oxygen, thin calcified CEP
Lactic acid, normal CEP
Lactic acid, calcified CEP
Lactic acid, thin calcified CEP
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Glucose, calcified CEP
Glucose, thin calcified CEP
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Figure 4.5 Effect of increase in cell density on the extreme nutrient concentrations
inside human IVD. Cell density in the NP region is increased by 50%, 100%, and 150%.
The simulated cases include disc with a normal CEP, calcified CEP, and thin calcified
CEP (50% of the full thickness).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.6 Effect of increase in cell density on 3D glucose concentration distribution in
the disc with a normal CEP (a) (b), calcified CEP (c) (d), and thin calcified CEP (e) (f).
The grey color regions indicate the Critical Zones in which the glucose concentration is
lower than 0.5 mM [15].
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4.4 Discussion
The object of this study was to develop a multiphasic mechano-electrochemical
3D finite element model of human IVD to investigate the effects of endplate calcification
and the injection of IVD cells on the nutrition environment inside the human IVD under
physiological loading conditions. In comparison with earlier models [19-24, 203-205],
the present study is the first to compute the 3D concentration profiles of oxygen, glucose,
and lactate in a human lumbar disc under physiological diurnal cyclic loading. For the
baseline case (i.e., no CEP calcification and no cell injection), the computed minimum
oxygen concentration of 0.3 kPa at the center region of the disc falls within measured
range of 0.3-1.1 kPa [207]. The computed minimum glucose concentrations of 0.54 mM
in the inner AF is in agreement with the measured range of 0.5-2.5 mM in the AF of
scoliotic discs [45]. The computed maximum lactate concentration of 5.21 mM also falls
within measured range of 2-6 mM [211].

These agreements between the model

predictions and experimental measurements validated the present finite element model of
human IVD to a certain extent. In addition, the values of the extreme oxygen, glucose,
and lactate concentrations in the disc with a normal CEP are also consistent with the
previous simulation studies [193, 212, 213].
The advantage of our model was that it was capable of simulating the nutrient
solute transport inside the disc coupled with mechanical loading. The strain dependent
hydraulic permeability and nutrient solute diffusivities, as shown in Equations (4.1-4.2),
were determined in previous experimental studies (Table 4.1). A decrease in water
content due to the tissue consolidation could thus reduce the hydraulic permeability and
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solute diffusivities. Consequently, the convection and diffusion could be hindered. The
human IVD experiences a diurnal cyclic loading in vivo [20]. In this study, a cyclical
loading (compression during the day then recovery during the night) was considered to
mimic the physiological loading on the IVD. Our results showed that there were no
significant differences in nutrient solute concentration distributions inside the disc
between the day and night (Figure 4.2). It indicated that the loading induced fluid flow
doesn’t alter the nutrient transport and the nutrient environment maintains stable inside
the IVD under the physical diurnal loading condition. Previous studies [214-216] have
proposed that fluid flow induced by the mechanical loading may enhance or hinder the
solute transport in the disc. However, for small solutes such as oxygen, glucose, and
lactate, diffusion is a dominate transport mechanism inside the disc since the convective
contribution by ‘pumping’ of small solutes is relatively small [20, 92, 207, 217].
Although several studies have shown that the long-term sustained static compression may
change the nutrient concentration distribution inside the IVD [21, 22, 24, 205, 206], the
present study further confirmed that the nutrient environment maintains a stable state
under the physiological diurnal loading condition. With a stable nutrient environment,
the disc cell energy metabolism also keeps a constant rate during the day and night under
the physiological condition. This may be beneficial to disc cell homeostasis.
Along with the aging process, calcification of the CEP may appear and cause
perturbation in its transport properties [92, 201]. The reduction of the fluid and solute
permeability due to the CEP calcification may impede nutrition supply to the disc [193,
212, 213]. As shown in our results, calcification of the CEP significantly changed the
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nutrient solute distribution inside the human IVD, including a significant fall of the
minimum oxygen and glucose concentrations and a significant increase of maximum
lactate concentration (Figure 4.3). Moreover, the effect of CEP calcification was more
significant in the NP region (Figure 4.4) as the main source of nutrition supply for the NP
is from capillaries and canals in the vertebral body adjacent to the endplate [198-200].
Our results also showed that the CEP calcification significantly increased the size of the
Critical Zone (Figure 4.6). Note that the Critical Zone was defined as a disc region in
which the glucose concentration is lower than 0.5mM. The glucose concentration is a
limiting factor for the disc cell viability. A previous cell culture study has shown that disc
cell death occurs if the glucose concentration is lower than 0.5 mM for more than 3 days
[44]. Therefore the CEP calcification results in a decrease of nutrient supply to the disc.
This may lead to changes in the disc cell viability and cellular metabolism, which in turn
alters the extracellular matrix homeostasis (breakdown/synthesize). The imbalance of the
matrix synthesis and degradation implies the onset of the process of disc degeneration.
In order to develop new treatments for the IVD degeneration associated low back
pain, injection of autologous NP/chondrocyte cells or mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) to
the degenerated disc has been proposed for disc regeneration [25-27]. Our results have
shown that increasing the cell density in the NP region may increase cellular metabolism,
which in turn caused further deterioration of the nutrient environment in the degenerated
disc. Even in a disc with a normal CEP, a critical zone appeared immediately once the
cell density in the NP region increased by 50% (Figure 4.5(b)). The critical zone was
doubled with the presence of a calcified CEP. Interestingly, after cutting down the
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calcified CEP to a half of its thickness, the volume of the Critical Zone was decreased to
a half of its volume with the full thickness CEP. Our results suggested that nutrient
supply was an essential factor which needs to be considered in cell based therapies for
human IVD regeneration. Unless it can be assured that a degenerate disc has a nutrient
supply which can support the implanted cells, treatment using a cell therapy approach is
both pointless and unethical [218]. Our results also suggested that reducing the thickness
of the calcified CEP could be an option to restore the nutrient environment in
degenerative discs for cell based therapies. In addition, in order to address the nutrition
supply concern, large animal species will be a more appropriate model for testing this
approach.
There are a few limitations in our finite element model. In order to improve the
accuracy of the simulation, more information about the geometry of the CEP and the
region of calcification are needed.

The simplified geometry in this study may

overestimate the size of the CEP. The mechanical and transport properties (Table 4.1)
used in this study are mainly from the animal data. These properties for human IVD,
especially for the CEP, are largely unavailable. The anisotropy of the mechanical and
transport properties need to be considered, especially in the AF region, in our future work
[219, 220]. As for energy metabolism properties in the NP and AF, there is barely any
data available for the human IVD. Consequently, bovine and porcine cell data were used
in this study. Moreover, the glucose consumption rate (GCR) was assumed to be the half
of the lactic production rate based on the glycolysis assumption. The GCR may also
depend on the oxygen level [44]. Meanwhile, the cell viability needs to be considered in
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future studies by correlating it with the pH value and glucose concentration.

The

development of a new constitutive relation for IVD cell viability, based on experiment
data, is needed to further improve our model.
The effect of mechanical strain on fix charge density was incorporated in this
model, see equations (3.4) and (3.6-3.7). Mechanical loading could alter extracellular
osmotic environment by changing the fixed charge density in the ECM. Moreover, disc
degeneration will induce loss of PG content from the matrix, resulting in change of fix
charge density and the extracellular osmotic environment. Previous studies have found
that cellular responses such as gene expression and collagen synthesis were significantly
affected by the osmotic environment [55,56]. Therefore, the energy metabolic activities
of IVD cells may also be changed due to the change in the extracellular osmotic
environment. A more accurate prediction of the nutrient distribution in the human IVD
could be expected once the effects of osmolarity on energy metabolic activities of IVD
cells are quantitatively characterized in the future.
4.5 Summary
In summary, we found that the nutrient solute distribution inside the disc was
maintained at a stable state during the day and night. The physiological diurnal cyclic
loading didn’t change the nutrient environment in the human IVD. The cartilage endplate
played a significant role in the nutrient supply to the human IVD. Calcification of the
cartilage endplate significantly reduced the nutrient levels in the human IVD. Therefore,
in cell based therapies for IVD regeneration, the increased nutrient demand by cell
injection needs to be seriously considered. Excessive amounts of injected cells may
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cause further deterioration of the nutrient environment in the degenerated disc. This
study is important for understanding the pathology of IVD degeneration and providing
new insights into cell based therapies for low back pain.
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CHAPTER 5 VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF CARTILAGE ENDPLATE
5.1 Introduction
The IVD is comprised of three major components: AF, NP, and cartilaginous endplate (CEP) (Figure 5.1). The NP is composed of randomly oriented collagen fibrils
enmeshed in a mucoprotein gel.

It is surrounded on its periphery by the AF, and

superiorly and inferiorly by CEPs. The AF is formed by a series of concentric encircling
lamellae, which are free from macroscopic ruptures. The CEP is a thin layer of hyaline
cartilage surrounding the cranial and caudal surfaces of the central regions of the disc.
The human disc is comprised mostly of water (65-90% wet weight) with significant
quantities of collagen (15-65% dry weight), proteoglycan (PG) (10-60% dry weight) and
other matrix proteins (15-45% dry weight) [221].

Differences in biochemical

composition and structure distinguish the different regions of the disc, suggesting that
each component may have a unique mechanical role [197].
The IVD is the largest avascular structure in the human body. The nutrients that
disc cells require for maintaining disc health are supplied by blood vessels at the margins
of the disc. Two possible pathways for nutrient transport into IVD include through the
CEP as well as through the periannular [12]. Most in vivo studies (using animal models)
and in vitro studies suggested that the end-plate route (perpendicular to the CEP at the
central portion of the disc) was the main pathway for exchange of fluid and solutes
between the NP (and inner AF) and surrounding blood vessels [12, 54, 207, 214, 222].
Therefore, the knowledge of transport properties of the CEP is crucial for understanding
the mechanism of disc nutrition.
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Transport of fluid and solutes (including ions) in tissue is mainly governed by
transport properties such as hydraulic permeability and solute diffusivities [40, 100],
which are all mechanical strain dependent. Although many studies have been done to
determine the mechanical and transport properties of the AF and NP, the presence of CEP
data is rare. Currently, the understanding of the mechanical and transport behaviors of
the CEP mainly comes from present knowledge of articular cartilage. However, the
finding of significant differences in the biochemical composition of the human CEP and
human articular cartilage strongly suggests that the mechanisms for viscoelastic behavior
and fluid and solute transport might be fundamentally different for the two tissues in suit
[57, 223]. Based on the biphasic theory, Setton et al studied the compressive mechanical
properties of the baboon CEP using a confined compression test [223]. The specimens
(6mm diameter) were prepared from the central portion of the CEP and loaded in the
direction perpendicular to the CEP. The compressive aggregate modulus of the baboon
CEP is similar to that of bovine and human articular cartilages; however, the permeability
of the end-plate is significantly different from human articular cartilage. To date, this is
the only study that determined mechanical and fluid transport properties of the CEP. The
transport behaviors of solutes of different sizes and conformations were studied in human
CEP by Roberts et al [92]. The partition coefficient and diffusion distance of solutes
ranging in molecular weight from 115 to 70,000d were measured. To date, mechanical
and transport properties of CEP still have not been well characterized. In this study, we
will determine the compressive mechanical properties and hydraulic permeability of the
bovine cartilage endplate and further characterize its related biochemical composition.
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5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Specimen Preparation
Bovine (2-4 years old) cartilaginous endplates were harvested from bovine tails
(C2-4) obtained from a local slaughterhouse within 4 hours of death. The discs were
opened with a scalpel, then immediately wrapped in a plastic membrane and gauze
soaked in a normal saline solution with protease inhibitors and stored at -80°C until
mechanical testing. In total, fourteen morphologically healthy bovine CEPs in the center
region and eighteen bovine CEPs in the lateral region were sectioned and used for
mechanical testing. The geometry, composition, and resting stress of the bovine caudal
disks were demonstrated to be similar with that of human lumbar disks [224, 225].
Cylindrical tissue plugs together with the bone were obtained from the center and
lateral regions of the bovine disc (Figure 5.1a), using a 5mm corneal trephine. Care was
taken when separating the disc tissue from the bone under a dissecting microscope
(Olympus SZX7). A sledge microtome (Leica SM2400) was used to remove the NP or
AF tissue above the CEP to prepare disk shaped samples with an average height of 0.6
mm and a diameter of 5mm. The thickness of the CEP has been found to be ~0.6 mm in
our histological study as well as in the literature [57].
In addition, sagittal and frontal slices were taken from adjacent tissue plugs
together with the bone from the center and lateral regions for histological study. The
segments were rapidly fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, decalcified, and paraffin
wax embedded. Ehrlich’s hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) was used with the wax sections
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(7μm) in order to study morphological characteristics and histological parameters of the
cartilage endplate, including the tissue thickness in the center and lateral regions.
5.2.2 Mechanical Characterization
A Perkin-Elmer 7e Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA) was used for the
mechanical tests of the CEP from the center and lateral regions. The DMA displacement
and force measurement precision was 0.5 µm and 0.5 mN, respectively. A test chamber
was designed for uniaxial confined compression testing (Figure 5.1b). A smooth and
stainless steel ring was used to prevent radial deformation. The specimens were then
compressed axially by the test probe (5mm diameter) on top and a rigid porous permeable
porous platen (20µm average pore size) on the bottom [226-228]. Figure 5.1c shows
schematically the mechanical testing protocol which will be described in further detail as
follows.
Similar to the mechanical testing protocol in our previous studies on IVD tissues,
hydrogels and the TMJ disc [227-229], the specimens were firstly subjected to a minute
compressive tare load (0.01 N) to measure initial height for all mechanical tests. Then
PBS (pH 7.4) was carefully injected into the testing chamber and the equilibrium
swelling pressure of the specimen (after ~40 minutes) was measured with the strain held
constant at the initial height. Due to the unique swelling property of CEP in PBS,
interdigitation between the porous platen and the specimen was ensured and the specimen
was fully confined at its periphery. Secondly, a creep test (2 hour) was performed by
applying a stress equal to 1.2 times the equilibrium stress at the initial height. The
criterion for choosing the amplitude of load for the creep test was based on the fact that
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the resultant creep strain at the end of the creep test was on average 3-4% of the initial
specimen height. This small creep strain was chosen to satisfy the hypothesis of the
linear biphasic theory for following curve fitting. It was also proved that a steady state of
creep was achieved after 2 hours of compression in all samples.
By curve-fitting the creep data to the biphasic theory developed by Mow et al. [160], the
equilibrium compressive aggregate modulus ( H A ) and hydraulic permeability coefficient
( k ) were determined for the CEP in both the center region and lateral region.
5.2.3 Biochemical Analysis
CEPs from the center and lateral regions, and NP and AF (control groups) from
six bovine caudal disks were lyophilized to measure the dry weight, and the water content
was determined using the difference between the wet and dry tissue weight.

The

lyophilized tissue was then assayed for total collagen and glycosaminoglycans (GAG)
content. A modified chloramine-T hydroxyproline assay (Bergman and Loxley, 1970)
was used to determine the total collagen content (μg collagen/μg dry tissue, unit: %).
Collagen standards (Accurate Chemical and Scientific Corporation, Westbury, NY) were
chosen for a more direct comparison instead of using hydroxyproline standards. The
Blyscan Glycosaminoglycan Assay kit (Biocolor, Newtonabbey, Northern Ireland) was
used to determine the total glycosaminoglycans (GAG) content based on 1,9dimethylmethylene blue dye binding, with standards provided by the manufacturer.
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5.2.4 Statistical Analysis
Regional differences between the biphasic viscoelastic properties of the CEP and
biochemical quantities of CEP, NP and AF were examined using SPSS statistic software.
Student’s t-test and One-way ANOVA (Tukey’s post hoc tests) were performed to
determine if significant regional differences existed in the mechanical properties of CEP
and the biochemical properties between CEP, NP, and AF. Statistical differences were
reported at p-values < 0.05.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Macroscopic and Histological Appearance
Eighteen bovine discs were dissected and morphologically analyzed for
degeneration grade. All of them could be classified as grade Ι based on the Thompson
grading system [230]. The lamellae structure in the AF region was visible and the
nucleus was gelatinous. A thin hyaline cartilage layer called the CEP was found between
the interface of the disc and bone. CEP swelled immediately once exposed to PBS
solution, as well as NP and AF tissue. Based on our histology study, the cell density in
the CEP layer was much higher than that in both the NP and AF regions (Figure 5.2). The
collagen fibers in the NP region were arranged parallel to the NP/CEP interface, while
those in the AF region were at an angle to the AF/CEP interface. The collagen fibers
from the disc also seemed to continue into the endplate. However, the collagen fiber
content in the endplate appeared to be much higher than in the NP and AF regions. In
addition, the thickness of the endplate did not vary significantly with the regions, with a
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value of 0.60±0.08 mm in the center region and 0.61±0.05 mm in the lateral region (n=6
each region).
5.3.2 Creep Compression Behavior
The initial heights of the CEPs were measured before the creep test and the values
were also consistent with the initial height measured in our histological studies (Table
5.1).

The creep data were well fitted to the biphasic theory in determining the

equilibrium compressive aggregate modulus and hydraulic permeability (Figure 5.3). A
significant regional difference was found for the aggregate modulus in the CEP;
0.23±0.15 MPa in the center region was approximately 1/3 of that in the lateral region
(0.83±0.26 MPa). No significant regional differences were observed for the hydraulic
permeability in the CEP (center region: 0.13±0.07×10-15 m4/Ns and lateral region:
0.09±0.03×10-15 m4/Ns).

A significant regional difference was also found for the

swelling pressure in the CEP (center region: 0.09±0.05 MPa and lateral region: 0.21±0.07
MPa) (Table 5.1).
5.3.3 Biochemical Composition
Mean and standard deviation values of the water content (% wet weight), total
collagen content (% dry weight), and total GAG content (% dry weight) of bovine CEP as
well as NP and AF were shown in Figure 5.5. A significant regional difference was
found for water content in the CEP between the center and lateral regions (center region:
75.6±3.1% and lateral region: 70.0±1.8%).

Compared with that in the NP region

(79.7±2.1%), the water content was significantly lower in the CEP.
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A significant regional difference was also found for GAG content in the CEP
between the center and lateral regions (center region: 20.4±3.1% and lateral region:
11.8±2.1%). Compared with that in the NP region (26.8±6.2%), the GAG content was
significantly lower in the CEP. For collagen content, a significant regional difference
was also found in the CEP between the center and lateral regions (center region:
41.1±9.5% and lateral region: 73.8±10.8%). Compared with that in the NP and AF
regions (NP: 28.5±5.0% and AF: 54.2±12.9), collagen content was significantly higher in
the CEP at the center and lateral regions, respectively.
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Table 5.1 Results (mean ± SD) of biphasic viscoelastic properties for bovine CEP in the
central and lateral regions. Statistical differences were found for the aggregate modulus
between the central and lateral regions of the endplate, while no statistical regional
difference was found for the permeability between the regions.

Central region (n=14)
Initial height (mm)

Lateral region (n=18)

0.60±0.07

0.59±0.08

0.23±0.15

0.83±0.26

0.13±0.07

0.09±0.03

0.09±0.05

0.21±0.07

Aggregate modulus HA
(MPa)
Permeability k
(10-15 m4/Ns)
Swelling pressure (MPa)
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Figure 5.1

(a) Schematic of specimen preparation.

specimens are shown.

The region and size of test

(b) Schematic of a uniaxial and confined compression test

chamber. (c) Schematic of the mechanical testing protocol.
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Figure 5.2 Histological section of bovine C2-3 (original magnification ×10), showing
(a) the nucleus pulposus (NP), the cartilage endplate (CEP), and the vertebral body (VB)
and (b) the annulus fibrosus (AF), the CEP, and the VB.
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Figure 5.3 Typical biphasic creep behavior of a bovine CEP. A good agreement is
shown between the theoretical prediction and the experimental result.
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of (a) aggregate modulus HA (b) permeability k of bovine CEP
determined in this study (CEP-Center and CEP-Lateral) and bovine IVD tissue found in
the literature (NP and AF) [231]. For the aggregate modulus, a significant regional
variation was detected in the CEP between the center and lateral regions (*p < 0.05).The
aggregate modulus of the CEP in the center and lateral regions were consistent with that
of the NP and AF regions, respectively ([*] p < 0.05 [231]). For hydraulic permeability,
no significant regional variations were detected in the CEP between the center and lateral
regions. Compared with that in the NP and AF [231], the permeability in the CEP is
found to be much smaller.
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Figure 5.5 Results (mean ± SD) of biochemical assays measuring (a) water, (b) total
collagen, and (c) total GAG content for each region of bovine IVD. Significant regional
differences were detected for water, collagen, and GAG contents between the NP, AF,
and CEP. Regional differences were also found for water, collagen, and GAG contents in
the CEP between the center and lateral regions (*p < 0.05).
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5.4 Discussion
The objective of this study was to investigate the viscoelastic properties of bovine
cartilaginous endplate. The linear biphasic model (Mow, 1980) was used to curve fit the
confined compression results with an average R2 value of 0.989. It indicates that this
method is reliable to characterize the viscoelastic properties of bovine cartilaginous
endplate. In this study, the biphasic mechanical properties of bovine CEP in the center
and lateral regions were in the same range of that in bovine NP and bovine, canine, and
human AF, respectively (Figure 5.4a) [232-235]. A regional variation was found for the
aggregate modulus between the center and lateral regions in the CEP, indicating that the
lateral region of the bovine endplate is much stiffer and might share a greater portion of
the load. The average hydraulic permeability of bovine CEP in this study is substantially
different from the properties observed in the NP and AF (Figure 5.4b). No significant
regional variation was found for the hydraulic permeability of bovine CEP. The average
hydraulic permeability of bovine CEP is 0.13×10-15 m4/Ns, which is 1/5 of that in bovine
NP, 1/2 of that in bovine and human AF, and 1/5 of that in bovine articular cartilage [235,
236]. It indicates that, due to the small hydraulic permeability, the cartilaginous endplate
blocks rapid solute convection and allows pressurization of the interstitial fluid in
response to loading, which plays a significant role in the loading support and nutrient
transport within the IVD.
The center region of bovine CEP had a lower aggregate modulus and swelling
pressure than that in the lateral region, which may be due to the higher water content and
lower collagen content in the center region of the CEP. This trend was in contrast to the
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GAG content of the samples. These results are consistent with the inverse relationship
with the water content and GAG content found in the literature [231]. Therefore, this
observation supported the hypothesis that water content and collagen content are
generally a stronger determinant of material properties than the GAG content. In this
study, no significant correlation between hydraulic permeability and its biochemical
composition was determined, which is in contrast with reported values in bovine NP and
AF, and porcine AF [231, 237, 238]. Compared with that in the NP and AF regions, a
smaller hydraulic permeability was also found in bovine CEP, which may be due to its
unique collagenous networks and high collagen content as shown in our histological and
biochemical studies (Figure 5.2 & 5.5b).
The average water, GAG, and collagen contents of bovine NP and AF measured
in this study were consistent with that in the literature [224, 231]. The biochemical
composition of bovine discs was found to be similar to the human disc [51, 83]. In the
literature, it is also reported that the biphasic mechanical properties of bovine AF were in
the same range of that in the human AF [233-235]. Therefore, the bovine disk could be
considered as a good animal model for the study of biphasic mechanical properties of the
cartilage endplate [224]. We used a 0.01 N contact force to make sure the loading probe
was fully touching the testing sample, which was also justified by measuring the initial
thickness of the CEP with a custom-designed current sensing digital micrometer (the
initial thickness of CEP: ~0.60 mm under the micrometer, 0.60±0.08 in DMA). In this
study, the confined swelling condition, instead of the free swelling condition, was chosen
to represent the physiological water content in the CEP. The low strain rate and 3-4%
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creep deformation were used to decrease the nonlinear response of the tissue and satisfy
the linear biphasic theory.
The surface of the confined ring in the chamber for the confined compression test
was designed to be smooth to reduce friction between the sample and the chamber.
During the sample preparation, we found that the CEP may swell dramatically once
immersed in the PBS or even thawed in the air under room temperature. Therefore,
attention needed to be paid while we moved the sample into the confined chamber once
the preparation of the sample was done under the microtome. There may have also been
a small amount of GAG leakage from the tissue into PBS solution after the confined
compression test. This may have introduced some error to the measured mechanical
parameters, however this effect was expected to be small [231]. In our histological study,
the thickness of the CEP was found to be close to 0.60 mm, which is consistent with that
in the literature (the human CEP: 0.62±0.29 mm and thickness of baboon CEP: 0.81±0.26
mm) [57, 223]. Therefore, attention was taken while we prepared the CEP samples for
mechanical and biochemical testing to maintain the initial thickness of the sample as
close to 0.6 mm. This thickness also approached the lower limit of the sample thickness
for the confined compression testing under the DMA.
5.5 Summary
In summary, the regional biomechanical and biochemical characterization of the
bovine CEP was conducted to address the lack of data on bovine CEP tissue currently
available in the literature. First, our gross observation, histological, biochemical, and
mechanical characterizations confirmed that a layered structure of hyaline cartilage exists
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on top and bottom of the bovine disc. Second, due to the higher aggregate modulus and
swelling pressure found in the lateral region of the CEP, the lateral bovine endplate was
much stiffer than the central endplate and might share a greater portion of the load. This
characteristic of the lateral CEP may be due to the lower water content and GAG content
as well as the higher collagen content determined. This observation confirmed a previous
hypothesis that the water content and collagen content are generally a stronger
determinant of tissue material properties than GAG content [231]. Third, compared with
the NP and AF, a smaller hydraulic permeability was found in the CEP, which could be
due to its higher collagen content and unique collagenous network. In conclusion, our
results indicated that the CEP could block rapid solute convection and allowed
pressurization of the interstitial fluid in response to loading. The CEP also played a
significant role in nutrient transport within the IVD. Calcification of the CEP with aging
or degeneration could affect the nutrient supply to the disc cells and further alter disc
homeostasis which may lead to disc degeneration.
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CHAPTER 6 ENERGY METABOLISM OF HUMAN IVD CELLS
6.1 Introduction
As previously discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, the nutrients that disc cells require
for maintaining disc health are supplied by blood vessels at the margins of the disc.
There are two possible pathways for nutrient transport into the IVD, one route is through
the CEP and the other is through the periannular [12]. While nutrients diffuse through
the tissue, cells utilize these solutes for energy metabolism and matrix synthesis, and
produce waste products that must be removed. The balance between the rate of nutrient
transport through the matrix and the rate of energy metabolism by the disc cells
determines the local nutrient environment, which needs to be maintained in a healthy
IVD. As shown in the results of our numerical simulation in Chapter 4, IVD cells deep
within the tissue are subjected to a low nutrient, high pH environment. Calcification of
the cartilage endplate and injection of NP cells in cell based regeneration therapies would
significantly impede the nutrient pathway resulting in development of a steeper solute
gradient in the IVD under physiological loading conditions.
Glucose is an essential nutrient for energy production and serves as a building
block for cellular growth. Lactate is a waste product of energy metabolism during
glycolysis.

Oxygen is also regarded as an important factor directly affecting cell

biological activity [239]. Previous studies have found that matrix turnover and cell
viability can be significantly affected by lack of oxygen and glucose [96]. In bovine and
porcine IVD cells, the energy metabolism has also been found to be closely correlated
with the local ECM environment. The rates at which disc cells metabolize glucose,
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consume oxygen, and produce ATP depend on the local acidity and concentration of
nutrients [16, 24]. For porcine and bovine IVD cells, they obtain their energy primarily
through glycolysis, even in the presence of oxygen. Nevertheless, IVD cells, as well as
chondrocytes, require oxygen to function [16-18]. The pathways of oxygen utilization by
chondrocytes and IVD cells remain obscure. Moreover, in some studies, low oxygen has
been observed to diminish the rate of glycolysis, which is known as a negative Pasteur
Effect. However, the opposite phenomena has been found in other studies. The rise of
glycolysis rates during low oxygen is known as a positive Pasteur Effect [95, 96]. The
reasons for these differences are also still unclear. Note that, it is also found that an
acidic pH level significantly reduces the rate of glycolysis and the rate of oxygen uptake,
and hence the production of ATP [95, 97]. Other factors such as growth factors, changes
in the stresses in the surrounding matrix, and the osmotic environment have also been
observed to influence the energy production rates [98].
To our knowledge, although there are some studies on articular cartilage
chondrocytes and IVD cells in animal models [15-18], there is no study examining
human disc cell energy metabolism until now. In this chapter, we will: a) characterize
the OCR of human IVD cells at various glucose levels; and b) study rates of glucose
consumption and lactate production of human IVD cells at various oxygen levels for each
disc region. The measured kinetics of oxygen and glucose consumption in this study will
provide fundamental understanding of the mechanisms underlying human IVD cell
energy metabolism. Furthermore, it could provide realistic biological parameters for the
multiphasic finite element model of the human IVD which was described in Chapters 2
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and 3. In order to obtain a realistic prediction of the in vivo nutrient distribution inside
the human IVD, energy metabolic rates of disc cells were taken into account in our
theoretical model. Therefore measuring the energy metabolic rates of disc cells is crucial
for precise theoretical analyses of nutrient transport in the human IVD under both
physiological and pathological conditions.
6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Specimen Preparation
Human lumbar IVD tissues were obtained as to-be-discarded surgical waste from
patients undergoing surgery for degenerative disc disease (total n=10 patients, aged 43–
62 years old, degeneration Grade 3 or 4). Disc tissues were well rinsed and grossly
separated into AF, NP, and CEP according to anatomic appearance.

Samples were

washed 3 times in 1% antibiotic/mycotic PBS, resuspended in 0.25% Trypsin-1mM
EDTA for an hour, and then digested overnight at 37°C in an enzyme solution in high
glucose (25 mmol/L) Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; Invitrogen Corp.,
Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Invitrogen Corp.). For
the AF tissue, the enzyme solution contained 1 mg/mL of collagenase (Worthington
Biochemical Corp., Lakewood, NJ) and 0.6 mg/mL of protease (Sigma Chemical, St.
Louis, MO). For NP tissues, it contained 0.5 mg/mL of collagenase and 0.3 mg/mL of
protease. Digestions were strained through a 70um filter, washed, and re-suspended in
DMEM

supplemented

with

10%

FBS

(HyClone

Laboratories,

Inc),

1%

penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco Brl) and 25 ug/ mL ascorbic acid. Cells released from the
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three regions were then cultured in high glucose (25 mM) DMEM with 10% FBS. Cells
for all experiments were obtained after two passages.
6.2.2 Oxygen Consumption Rate
Before the OCR measurements, cells from each region of the IVD were separated
into 3 groups that were incubated in DMEM with glucose concentrations of 1, 5, and 25
mM for another 24 hours (media contained no FBS, pH 7.4 with NaOH). The oxygen
consumption rates of the IVD cells were then measured in a stirred, water-jacketed
chamber maintained at 37°C (Instech Laboratories, Plymouth Meeting, PA) (Figure
6.1a,b). First, cell suspensions (1 million cells per mL) were placed into the metabolism
chambers. After the chamber was sealed, real time dissolved oxygen concentration in the
medium was then recorded every 30 seconds by a fiber optic oxygen sensor (Ocean
Optics, Dunedin, FL). O2 tension is measured with a fiber optic needle probe coated with
a captured fluorescent dye.

A reading is generated from the intensity spectrum by

calculating the area under the curve (centered around 600nm). Note that, at the end of the
experiments, the glucose concentration and pH of the culture medium were measured.
The decrease in glucose concentration and the change in pH were found to be minimal.
Experiments were stopped when oxygen concentrations fell below 0.1% (0.95 µmol/L).
The equation defining the functional relationship between the oxygen consumption rate R
and the oxygen concentration C is given by:
dC
V max
= −Q =
ρ cell
dt
Km +C

(6.1)
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Where Q is the rate of nutrient consumption (unit: nmoles/hr), ρcell is the cell density in
the chamber (unit: million cell/ml). Integrating Equation 6.1, we can determine the
oxygen concentration in the chamber over time:

t=

Km
V max ρ cell

ln(

C0
C −C
)+ 0
C
V max ρ cell

(6.2)

Where C0 is the initial (t=0) oxygen concentration in the chamber. By fitting the recorded
oxygen concentration data to Equation 6.2, the Michaelis-Menten kinetic coefficients
Vmax and Km were obtained to establish the functional relationship between the oxygen
consumption rate R and the oxygen concentration C.
Note that, the chamber for measuring oxygen concentration consists of two
titanium 500 µL chambers with an acrylic sealing plug that creates a seal via the fluid
column and hydrostatic pressure. The medium used in the metabolism chamber had been
preheated to 37°C and stirred in air for 10 minutes to establish a constant initial dissolved
oxygen concentration. Micro stir bars were set to a low speed setting to prevent stagnant
fluid layer development and evenly distribute solutes in the chamber. Chambers were
calibrated before experiments with a 0% O2 standard solution (Oakton Instruments, IL)
and fully oxygenated media.

The concentration of dissolved oxygen in the culture

medium at 37°C and atmospheric pressure was 200 µmol/L (or 6.4 mg/L).
6.2.3 Rates of Glucose Consumption and Lactate Production
Before the GCR and LPR experiments, cell suspensions in DMEM with a glucose
concentration of 5 mM from each region of the IVD were placed into 24-well plates.
They were then separated into 3 groups and incubated in the micro-incubators which had
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been preset at 1.5, 5, and 21% O2 prior to plating of the IVD cell suspensions. Glucose
and lactate concentrations were then measured using the YSI 2700 Select Biochemistry
Analyzer after 4 and 18 hours. Glucose consumption and lactate production rates were
calculated from the resulting concentration difference, cell densities, and time. At the
end of the experiments, the explant pieces were fully digested and the cell viability was
examined via trypan blue exclusion (greater than 90% viability).
Note that, glucose and lactate concentrations were measured with the YSI 2700
Select Biochemistry Analyzer (YSI Inc., OH). The instrument works by removing 15µL
of the downstream solution and mixing it with a buffer solution in a test chamber. A
probe on either side holds a membrane with immobilized oxidase enzymes specific to the
substrate of interest which reacts with the solution in the chamber. The substrate diffuses
through membrane, reacts with the enzymes and produces hydrogen peroxide.

The

hydrogen peroxide is oxidized at a platinum electrode to produce electrons which is
measured as current.

The electron flow is proportional to the hydrogen peroxide

concentration and the initial substrate concentration.

The instrument is capable of

measuring glucose and lactate within the ranges of 0-9g/L and 0-2.67g/L.
6.2.4 Statistical Analysis
Regional differences between the rates of oxygen, glucose consumption, and
lactate production of NP, AF, and CEP cells at different nutrient environments were
examined using SPSS statistic software. Student’s t-test and One-way ANOVA (Tukey’s
post hoc tests) were performed to determine if significant regional differences existed in
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IVD cell energy metabolism due to a glucose effect on OCR and an oxygen effect on
GCR. Statistical differences were reported at p-values < 0.05.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Cell Morphology
Cells from the three regions can be morphologically distinguished under a
transmission light microscope using both phase contrast and DIC techniques (Figure 6.2).
The cells from the AF region are fibrochondrocyte-like cells, while the cells from CEP
region are chondrocyte-like cells. The cells from NP region are uniformly circular and
grow slower than cells from the CEP and AF.
6.3.2 Oxygen Consumption Rate
A typical curve-fit of the recorded oxygen concentration data with equation 6.2 is
shown in Figure 6.1c. Good agreement was found between the experimental data and
theoretical curve-fitting with R2=0.992±0.005 (n=54), indicating that the relationship
between the oxygen consumption rate and oxygen concentration can be well expressed
using the Michaelis-Menten equation with the two parameters Vmax and Km. The Vmax is
the maximum oxygen consumption rate at high oxygen tension, and the Km is the oxygen
tension at which the oxygen consumption rate decreases to 50% of the Vmax . Vmax and Km
determined for NP, AF, and CEP cells are shown in Table 6.1. The averaged OCR of NP
cells was higher than those of AF and CEP cells (Figure 6.5). However, no regional
significant differences in Km was found (Figure 6.4). No significant glucose effect was
found in Km, while significant effects due to the glucose level were found for Vmax in all
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three regions (Figure 6.4). Furthermore, the cells cultured in the highest glucose medium
(25 mM) exhibited an average 46.9% percent smaller Vmax than those cultured in the
lowest glucose medium (1 mM), Table 6.1.
The relationship between the oxygen consumption rate and oxygen concentration
in the three disc regions are plotted in Figure 6.5 using the Michaelis-Menten equation
with averaged Vmax and Km. The oxygen consumption rate was relatively constant and
fairly independent of oxygen tension until the oxygen tension fell below 5%. Below 5%
oxygen, the rate fell in a highly concentration-dependent manner.

Based on the

Michaelis-Menten equation, the sensitivity of the oxygen consumption rate to the oxygen
tension is solely controlled by the parameter Km. The average Km in all three regions are
relatively small, 65.1 µmol/L in the AF, 69.9 µmol/L in the NP, and 61.7 µmol/L in the
CEP. Note that, relative to the saturation oxygen condition (21% oxygen tension), 1%
oxygen is equal to 9.5 µmol/L.
6.3.3 Rates of Glucose Consumption and Lactate Production
Glucose concentrations were measured at 4 and 18 hour time points and glucose
consumption rates (GCR) were determined from the resulting concentration difference,
cell densities, and time. The results showed the trend of increasing GCR with decreasing
oxygen.

Specifically, a significant oxygen effect on GCR was found when oxygen

concentration decreased from 21% to 5%, as the average GCR was 106.7 nmol/million
cells/hour for 21% oxygen level, 252.7 nmol/million cells/hour for 5% oxygen level in
NP cells, and 74.0 nmol/million cells/hour for 21% oxygen level, 134.0 for 5% oxygen
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level in AF cells. It is also found that the average GCR of NP cells is 1.3 times higher
than that of AF cells (Table 6.2).
Lactate production rates (LPR) were measured in a similar manner as the GCR.
The results showed the trend of increasing LPR with decreasing oxygen. Specifically, a
significant oxygen effect on LPR was found when the oxygen concentration decreased
from 21% to 5%, as the average LPR was 69.0 nmol/million cells/hour for 21% oxygen
level, 229.0 nmol/million cells/hour for 5% oxygen level in NP cells, and 1.2
nmol/million cells/hour for 21% oxygen level, 73.6 for 5% oxygen level in AF cells. It is
also found that the average LPR of NP cells is 1.9 times higher than that of AF cells
(Figure 6.7). The average ratio of lactate production to glucose consumption increased
with a decrease of oxygen tension (Figure 6.7). It is also found that the average ratio of
LPR and GCR of NP cells is 1.8 times higher than that of AF cells (Table 6.2).
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Table 6.1 Vmax and Km of Human IVD Cells.
AF

NP

CEP

CGlucose
mmol/L

Vmax

Km

Vmax

Km

Vmax

Km

nmol/106
cells/h

μmol/L

nmol/106
cells/h

μmol/L

nmol/106
cells/h

μmol/L

1

102.9±25.0

14.6±11.0

95.3±11.0

8.2±9.2

83.1±14.5

9.6±9.5

5

52.1±18.6

12.6±9.5

62.2±6.6

12.6±8.1

47.6±6.2

16.2±6.9

25

40.2±5.7

8.9±8.3

52.1±19.6

10.5±6.6

54.5±10.8

11.2±7.5

Average

65.1±16.4

12.0±9.6

69.9±12.4

10.4±8.0

61.7±10.5

12.3±8.0

* CGlucose: glucose concentration in the medium.
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Table 6.2 GCR and LPR of human NP and AF cells under different oxygen levels.
NP

AF

Coxygen
GCR

LPR

GCR

LPR

mmol/L

nmol/106
cells/h

nmol/106
cells/h

nmol/106
cells/h

nmol/106
cells/h

21

106.7±12.6

69.0±5.0

0.7

74.0±8.5

1.2±0.6

0.02

5

252.7±73.6

229.0±17.9

0.9

134.0±25.5

73.6±15.3

0.6

1.5

73.8±9.5

124.7±17.2

1.7

122.5±9.5

153.5±17.1

1.3

Average

144.4±31.9

140.9±13.4

1.1

110.2±14.5

76.1±11.0

0.6

Ratio

* COxygen: oxygen concentration in the medium. Ratio: LPR/GCR.
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Figure 6.1 (a) OCR measurement system (water circulate system, plastic chamber, and
fiber optic oxygen monitor). (b) Configuration for OCR chamber. (c) Typical OCR curve
fitted to Michaelis-Menten model.
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AF

CEP

NP

Figure 6.2 Top view of degenerated human IVD from lumbar spine. The disc tissue
from the transition zone between AF and NP regions was discarded. The thin layer of
CEP on the surface of the disc was carefully separated from the NP and AF according to
anatomic appearance.
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Figure 6.3 Light microscopic images of cultured human IVD cells from (a) AF, (b) NP,
and (c) CEP regions. The cells from the AF region are fibrochondrocyte-like cells (d),
while the cells from CEP region are chondrocyte-like cells (e). The cells from NP region
are uniformly circular and grow slower than cells from the CEP and AF.
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of (a) Vmax and (b) Km among AF, NP, and CEP cells cultured
in the media with different glucose concentrations (n=6 for each group). Significant
effects due to the glucose level were found for Vmax in all three regions while no
significant differences were found in Km.
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of OCR over the range of 0% to 20% oxygen tension determined
in this study (human) and those found in the literature (animal). The averaged OCR of
NP cells was significantly higher than those of AF and CEP cells. The OCR of human
IVD cells measured in this study are about 5-6 times higher than porcine and bovine IVD
cells.
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Figure 6.6 Effects of extracellular oxygen level on cell energy metabolism rates. (a)
GCR varied by oxygen level from 21% to 1.5%. (b) LPR varied by oxygen level from 21%
to 1.5%.
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Figure 6.7 The ratio of glucose consumption to lactate production rates. It is found that
the average ratio of lactate production rate to glucose consumption increased with a
decrease of oxygen tension.

During glycolysis, 1 glucose molecule results in the

production of 2 lactate molecules produced. In this study, the ratio is closed to 2 at the
1.5% oxygen level.
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6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Oxygen Metabolism
In human IVD cells, it is found that the consumption of oxygen depends on the
local oxygen tension. It is consistent with previous studies on articular chondrocytes
[240, 241] and IVD cells [242, 243]. It was also determined that the nucleus pulposus
(NP) cells have a higher oxygen consumption rate than the annulus fibrosus (AF) cells
and cartilage endplate (CEP) cells. This is also consistent with previous studies on
porcine and bovine IVDs [96, 243, 244]. The regional difference may due to the different
cell types in the different regions as shown in our cell morphology studies. Generally,
chondrocytes exhibit a higher rate of glycolysis in high glucose culture medium.
Inhibition of cellular respiration due to the high rate of glycolysis, described as the
Crabtree Effect, has been demonstrated in porcine AF cells, but not in porcine NP cells
[2]. Low glucose did not stimulate oxygen consumption for either bovine AF or NP cells
[1,3]. In this study, it is found that the Crabtree Effect existed in human IVD cells from
all three regions.
The oxygen consumption rate (OCR) of the human IVD cells was measured in a
sealed metabolism chamber. This approach has been used to investigate the effect of
oxygen tension on the oxygen consumption rate of isolated articular chondrocytes [240]
and porcine IVD cells [243]. Those studies have shown that the relationship between the
oxygen consumption rate and oxygen tension can be modeled by the Michaelis-Menten
equation with the two parameters Vmax and Km. Our results revealed that the kinetics of
the oxygen consumption rate of human IVD cells can also be well expressed by this
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equation. Due to a small Km, the oxygen consumption rate of the TMJ disc was relatively
constant until the oxygen tension fell below 5%. Below 5% oxygen, the rate fell in a
concentration-dependent manner. This finding is similar to the association between the
oxygen consumption rate and oxygen concentration for articular chondrocytes [240, 241]
and animal IVD cells [243].
Compared with vascularized tissues, such as the liver or kidney, the oxygen
consumption rate of human IVD cells are ~5-10 times lower [245]. Previous studies
showed that articular chondrocytes [239, 246] and animal IVD cells [247] obtain their
energy primarily through the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway (i.e., glycolysis),
even in the presence of high oxygen tension [239, 246, 247]. Therefore, our study further
supports that the oxygen consumption rate of human IVD cells is low due to its energy
metabolism type.
Compared with porcine and bovine IVD cells, the OCR of human IVD cells
measured in this study are about 5-6 times higher. The differences between human and
animal IVD cells might be attributed to intrinsic differences between species, as well as
degenerated samples and monolayer culture techniques adopted in this study. Recent
studies have shown that the oxygen consumption of isolated articular chondrocytes
increases with in vitro culture duration [248].

Oxygen consumption increased

exponentially in that previous study within the first week and had doubled within the first
24 hours.

The increase in oxygen consumption capacity could not be negated by

culturing the cells under reduced oxygen atmospheres (2% and 5% O2), thought to fall
within the physiological range of oxygen tensions[249].
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6.4.2 Glucose and Lactate Metabolism
In this study, it is found that the glucose consumption rate (GCR) in AF cells
decreased when the oxygen level increased, which indicates a positive Pasteur Effect.
The lactate production rate (LPR) also decreased at a higher oxygen level. It is found
that the LPR/GCR ratio increased when the oxygen level decreased. During glycolysis, 1
glucose molecule results in the production of 2 lactate molecules. In this study, the ratio
approaches 2 at the 1.5% oxygen level (Figure 6.7). Coupled with the results of a higher
OCR at a higher oxygen level it suggests that human IVD cells utilize glycolytic
pathways for energy needs at low oxygen and glucose levels and may switch towards
oxidative phosphorylation at higher oxygen and glucose levels.
In this study, human NP cells showed a larger prevalence toward glycolytic
pathways compared to human AF cells. Coupled with the higher OCR found in NP cells,
it indicates that NP cells could be more active and ATP dependent under high oxygen and
glucose conditions. As discussed in Chapter 2, different cell phenotypes were found in
the NP and AF regions (NP cells: chondrocyte-like cells; AF cells: fibrochondrocyte-like
cell), which may explain the difference in cellular energy metabolism found in this study.
Compared with other cartilaginous tissues and animal IVD cells, the oxygen consumption
rate, glucose consumption rate, and lactate production rate data suggest that the human
cells have a higher metabolic rate. The significant difference in energy metabolism
between cartilage types may be due to different cell phenotypes, degenerated samples,
and monolayer culture techniques.
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Due to the difficulty of measuring nutrient concentrations in vivo, mathematical
models have been used to evaluate them in cartilaginous tissues. The results of these
numerical calculations indicate that there is a steep gradient of glucose, lactate, and
oxygen in normal cartilage and the concentration can be as low as 1% [240]. The normal
adult human IVD is a large avascular structure [250-252], although some research has
shown the presence of vasculature in young animals [253] and human discs [254], as
well as degenerated human discs [255]. Considering the high cell density and long
diffusion distance, a steep nutrient gradient could also be indicated in the human IVD.
Such a steep nutrient gradient would make this tissue uniquely vulnerable to any
pathological event which impedes nutrient supply, such as the calcification of the
endplate. The rates of glucose/oxygen consumption and lactate production of human
IVD cells in different extracellular nutrient conditions provided essential data for the
mathematical model to precisely predict the nutrient environment inside the human IVD.
6.5 Summary
The positive Pasteur Effect and Crabtree Effect found in this study indicated that
human IVD cells prefer a more prevalent glycolytic pathway for energy needs at harsh
nutrient environmental conditions and may switch towards oxidative phosphorylation
once the glucose and oxygen levels increase. Human NP cells showed a more prevalent
glycolytic pathway and active energy metabolism under high oxygen and glucose
conditions.

Compared with other cartilaginous tissues and animal IVD cells, the

metabolic activity of human IVD cells were also found to be more active due to the
different cell phenotypes, degenerated samples, and monolayer culture techniques. Our
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studies also showed that human IVD cells are highly adaptable based on the nutrient
concentrations supplied.

In summary, this study outlined the energy metabolism

properties of human IVD cells in different nutrient environments and provided more
evidence to further analyze the driving nutrient metabolic mechanism in the human IVD.
The results of this study also provided valuable data for theoretically predicting the
nutrient transport and distribution inside the human IVD.
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CHAPTER 7 A NOVEL MULTIPHASIC SINGLE CELL MODEL FOR CELL
HOMEOSTASIS
7.1 Introduction
Previously, Boyle-van’t Hoff and Kedem & Katchalsky equations [39] were used
to simulate passive trans-membrane water and ion transport under various osmotic
conditions. However, mechanical effects such as the cell membrane tension force or
physicochemical factors such as the solute partition effect could not be considered. A
more general mixture theory approach [40] was developed to incorporate these factors.
Fundamental governing relationships for mechano-electrochemical transduction effects
such as streaming potential, streaming current, diffusion (membrane) potential, and
electro-osmosis could be deduced using this mixture theory. Specifically, stress, strain,
and fluid velocity fields through a membrane during a one-dimensional steady diffusion
process was simulated using this theory.

Exchange of Na+ and Ca2+ through the

membrane were also analyzed [14]. Recently, several types of cell models were used to
simulate passive cell volume response of articular chondrocytes and IVD cells by
defining the cell as fluid-filled membrane or hydrogel/perfect osmometer like cytoplasm
plus fluid filled membrane using the mixture theory [41, 42]. The cytoplasm and cell
membrane were defined as a multiphasic mixture of solid phase (cytoskeleton), fluid
phase (interstitial fluid), and sometimes a solute phase (ions).
Passive volumetric response of an isolated chondron under osmotic loading in a
simple salt solution at equilibrium was also simulated by defining the chondrocytes as an
ideal osmometer with triphasic PCM [42]. The chondron boundary is assumed to be
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permeable to both water and ions, while the chondrocyte membrane is selectively
permeable to only water. For the case of a neo-Hookean PCM constitutive law, the
model is used to conduct a parametric analysis of the cell and chondron deformation
under hyper- and hypo-osmotic loading.

In combination with osmotic loading

experiments on isolated chondrons, model predictions will aid in determination of
pericellular fixed charge density and its relative contribution to PCM mechanical
properties [42]. Passive response of cells to osmotic loading with neutrally charged
solutes was also simulated by defining chondrocytes as fluid filled membrane. The
volume response to osmotic loading is found to be very sensitive to the magnitude of cell
membrane tension and the partition coefficient of the solute in the cytoplasm, which
controls the magnitude of cell volume recovery [41]. The theoretical predictions of this
model are comparable with experimental results available in the literature [110, 155,
156].

This cell model could aid in determination of cell water content, hydraulic

permeability, solute permeability and partition coefficient by well experiment design
[37]. However, until now, there is no single cell model for trans-membrane ion transport
coupled with water transport and membrane tension under cell homeostasis.
In this chapter, we developed a single cell model based on mixture theory. The
IVD cell was defined as a fluid-filled membrane, while the membrane was considered as
a multiphasic mixture which includes a solid phase (cytoskeleton), a fluid phase
(interstitial fluid), and sometimes a solute phase (ions). Active ion transport processes,
which impart momentum to solutes or solvent, were also incorporated in a novel supply
term which appears in the conservation of linear momentum. In the mixture theory,
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which models the interactions of any number of fluid and solid constituents, a supply
term appears in the conservation of linear momentum to describe momentum exchanges
among the constituents. In past applications, this momentum supply was used to model
frictional interactions only, thereby describing passive transport processes. However
active transport processes which impart momentum to solutes or solvent, could also be
expressed by this unique term. By projecting the equation of conservation of linear
momentum along the normal to the membrane, a jump condition is formulated for the
mechano-electrochemical potential of fluid constituents which is generally applicable to
non-equilibrium processes involving active transport [157]. Therefore, this single cell
model was capable of simulating the interactions of solid, fluid, and solutes (ions and
neutral solutes) constituents in the cell membrane during the cell homeostasis. These
models could help to track the behavior of the cells over time, allowing a better
understanding of IVD cell behaviors as a result of various loading and environmental
changes. These predictions may help researchers to understand IVD cell etiology related
with human IVD degeneration and further develop possible therapeutic and regenerative
treatments.
7.2 A Multiphasic Single Cell Model for Cell Homeostasis
In this section, the single cell model described is developed based on the
multiphasic theory in chapter 3. The specific forms of the single cell model are deduced
from the mass conservation, linear momentum conservation, the constitutive relationship
based on thermo-dynamic laws. The cell was modeled as a fluid-filled multiphasic
membrane.

The multiphase of the cell membrane consists of incompressible and
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neutrally charged solid phase, interstitial water phase, ion phase with two monovalent
species (e.g., Na+ and Cl‾ ), and uncharged nutrient solute phase.
7.2.1 Passive Volume Response
For passive cell volume response, the governing equation for interaction between
solid phase, water phase, ion phase and uncharged solute phase could be derived as
follows.
7.2.1.1 Momentum Conservation

)

(

Solvent/Solutes: − ρ α ∇µ α + ∑ f αβ v β − v α = 0 ,
β

(7.1)

Water:

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(7.1b)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(7.1c)

− ρ w ∇µ w + f ws v s − v w + f w + v + − v w + f w − v − − v w + f wn v n − v w = 0 ,

(7.1a)

Cation:

− ρ + ∇µ~ + + f + s v s − v + + f + w v w − v + + f + − v − − v + + f + n v n − v + = 0 ,
Anion:

− ρ − ∇µ~ − + f − s v s − v − + f − w v w − v − + f −+ v + − v − + f −n v n − v − = 0 ,
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Uncharged Solute:

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

− ρ n ∇ μ n + f ns v s − v n + f nw v w − v n + f n + v + − v n + f n − v − − v n = 0 ,

(7.1d)

w
n
where µ and µ are the chemical potentials of water and uncharged nutrient solutes
+
−
per unit mass, respectively; µ~ and µ~ are the electrochemical potentials of cation and

anion per unit mass, respectively; f αβ is the friction coefficient per unit tissue volume
between the inter-diffusing α and β components. Here the friction coefficients in each
unit of the tissue are assumed to be symmetric, i.e. f αβ = f βα .
The momentum equation 7.1 could also be written as:

(

)

β
s
α
α
∑ [ f αβ − d α δ αβ ] v − v = ρ ∇µ
β

(7.2)

where δ αβ is the Kronecker delta and d α = ∑ f αβ . This equation could also be cast in
β

matrix notation:

{ρ

α

}

{

∇µ α = [A] v α − v s

}

(7.3)

where [A] is 4*4 matrix, with components, Aαβ = f αβ − d α δ αβ .

{ρ

α

}

{

∇µ α and vα − v s

}

are 4 column vectors. Solving for {vα − v s } from equation 7.3, we can deduce the [A]-1
as follows,
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{v

α

}

− v s = [A]

−1

{ρ

α

}

{

}



∇µ α = [B ] ρ α ∇µ α = ∑ Bαβ ρ β ∇ μ β 
β



(7.4)

Water:

(

J w = φ w v w − vs

(

)

)

= −φ B11 ρ ∇µ w + B12 ρ + ∇µ~ + + B13 ρ − ∇µ~ − + B14 ρ n ∇µ n ,
w

w

(7.4a)

Cation:

(

J + = c+ φ w v + − vs

)

= B 21 c J − c φ w ( B 22 ρ + ∇µ~ + + B 23 ρ − ∇µ~ − + B 24 ρ n ∇µ n ) ,
+

w

+

(7.4b)

Anion:

(

J − = c− φ w v − − vs

)

= B31 c − J w − c − φ w ( B32 ρ + ∇µ~ + + B33 ρ − ∇µ~ − + B34 ρ n ∇µ n ) ,

(7.4c)

Uncharged Solute:

(

Jn = cn φ w vn − vs

)

= B 41 c n J w − c n φ w ( B 42 ρ + ∇µ~ + + B 43 ρ − ∇µ~ − + B 44 ρ n ∇µ n ) ,

(7.4d)

where Bij’s are the material coefficients that are functions of the frictional coefficients

f αβ between α and β constituents.

The detailed expressions of Bij are shown in

Appendix D.
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7.2.1.2 Constitutive Relation

[

]

Water: µ w = µ 0w + p − RTφ (c + + c − + c o ) + Bw tr (E) ρ Tw ,

(7.5)

 γ+ c + 
+
+
~
 + Fc ψ M + ,
Cation: µ = µ 0 + (RT M + )ln
+
k
c
 + 0

(7.6)


 − Fc ψ M − ,



(7.7)

 γ c−
Anion: µ~ − = µ 0− + (RT M − )ln − −
 k − c0

 γn c n
Uncharged solute: μ = μ + (RT M n )ln
n
 k n c0
n

n
0


 ,


(7.8)

Substitute equations (7.5-7.8) into equations (7.4),

J w = −k∇p − kBw ∇tr (E)

[

− RTk (e + − φ )∇c + + (e − − φ )∇c − + (e o − φ )∇c 0

]

(7.9)

− Fc k (e c − e c )∇ψ ,
+

+

−

−

J + = H + c + J w − φ w D + ∇c + − Fcφ wω + c + ∇ψ ,

(7.10)

J − = H − c − J w − φ w D − ∇c − + Fcφ wω − c − ∇ψ ,

(7.11)

Jn = H ncn J w − φ w Dn ∇ cn ,

(7.12)
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where k , e α , H α , D α , and ω β (α = +, −, n; β = +, −) have the same physical meanings
as shown in chapter 3. Their detailed expressions are shown in Appendix 4.
7.2.1.3 Boundary Conditions for Thin Cell Membrane
Based on the continuity of contraction, water, ion and uncharged solute chemical
potentials in the interfaces (membrane-external solution; membrane-cytoplasm),
boundary conditions could be expressed as follows,
1o Interface (Membrane-Cytoplasm)

Contraction Continuity: − PT + σ Trr = − Pi

(7.13)

α

β

Interface Permeable to Water: PT − RT ∑ φ cT = Pi − RT ∑ φ ci

(7.14)

+
+
 RT  γ + cT Z + F c Ψ T  RT  γ + ci Z + F c Ψ i
+
=  +  ln + + +
Interface Permeable to ion:  +  ln
+
+
+
M
M
 M  k + c0
 M  k i c0

(7.15)

−
−
 RT  γ − cT Z − F c Ψ T  RT  γ − ci Z − F c Ψ i
+
=  −  ln − − +
 −  ln
−
M−
M−
 M  k − c0
 M  k i c0

(7.16)

α ≠ s,w

β ≠ s,w

n

Interface Permeable to Uncharged Solutes:

n

cT ci
= n
n
k
ki
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(7.17)

2o Interface (Membrane-Extracellular)

Contraction Continuity: − P B + σ rrB = − Pe

(7.18)

α

β

Interface Permeable to Water: P B − RT ∑ φ c B = Pe − RT ∑ φ ce
α ≠ s,w

β ≠ s,w

(7.19)

+
+
B
 RT  γ + c B Z + F c Ψ
 RT  γ + ce Z + F c Ψ e
ln
+
+
=
Interface Permeable to ion:  +  ln
(7.20)


+
+ +
+
+
+
M
M
 M  k + c0
 M  k e c0

 RT  γ− c−B Z − F c Ψ B  RT  γ− ce− Z − F c Ψ e
+
=  −  ln − − +
 −  ln
−
M−
M−
 M  k e c0
 M  k − c0

n

(7.21)

n

c B ce
Interface Permeable to Uncharged Solutes: n = n
k
ke

(7.22)

where pi , p e , p T and p B are the fluid pressure in the cell cytoplasm, external solution
and inner and outer side of the cell membrane, respectively; ciα , ceα , cTα and c Bα are the
concentration in the cell cytoplasm, external solution and inner and outer side of the cell
membrane, respectively; k iα , k eα and k α are the partition coefficient of the solute in the
cell cytoplasm, external solution and cell membrane, respectively.
Based on the conservation of linear momentum for the whole mixture of cell
membrane,

− ∇ p + div σ e + FT = 0

(7.23)
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where σ e is the stress tensor in the membrane; F T represents tension force in cell
membrane.
For thin cell membrane with thickness of h, the pressure and concentration
gradients during the trans-membrane transport process could be expressed by scalar form
along the normal direction of membrane ( ∇ p⋅ n ≈ − Δp/h; ∇ c α ⋅ n ≈ − Δc α /h ), therefore
equation 7.23 could also be written as,

∆ p − σ err −

2T
=0
a

(7.24)

where σ rre is the normal effective stress in the radius direction; T is the surface tension in
the membrane, a is the radius of cell sphere.
Thus from the boundary conditions, equation 7.13-7.22,

Δp = pT − p B = pi − pe + RT ∑ φ Δ cα − RT ∑ (ciα − cαe )
α ≠ s,w

α ≠ s,w

T
B
pi − pe = p − p − ( σ Trr − σ rrB ) = Δp − Δ σ err =

2T
a

(7.25)

(7.26)

γ + cT+
γ + c +B
γ + ci+
γ + ce+ Z + F c
Δ c = c (ln
) = (ln + + − ln + + +
(Ψ i − Ψ e ) − Z + F c ∇ Ψ) c + (7.27)
− ln
+
+
k + c0
k + c0
RT
RT
k i c0
k e c0
+

+

γ − ce− Z − F c
γ − cT−
γ − c −B
γ − ci−
) = (ln − − − ln − − +
(Ψ i − Ψ e ) − Z − F c ∇ Ψ) c − (7.28)
Δ c = c (ln
− ln
−
−
RT
RT
k − c0
k − c0
k i c0
k e c0
−

−
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Δ c n = cTn − c nB = k n (

n

n

ci c e
− n)
n
ki ke

(7.29)

7.2.1.4 Governing Equations
Substitute equation (7.25-7.29) in to the momentum equations (7.9-7.12) under
thin membrane conditions,

Jw =

+

α
 α α ciα

k  2T
k
e Zα Fc
α
α 
α
+
−
+
−
−
RT
(
)
RT
(ln
)
( Ψ i − Ψ e )
∑
∑
c
c
e
c
i
e 
e
c

α

α ≠ s,w
h a
h α ≠ s,w,n 

ki
Mα


RTk en k n cin
( n − cen )
h
ki

(7.30)

+


φ w D + c  ci+
ln + − ln ce+ + Z + F c ( Ψ i − Ψ e ) ,
J =H c J +

RT
h
 ki

+

+

+

w

−


φ w D − c  ci−
J =H c J +
ln − − ln ce− + Z − F c ( Ψ i − Ψ e ) ,

h
RT
 ki

−

−

−

(7.31)

w

J n = H ncn J w +

φ w D n k n cin n
( n − ce ) ,
h
ki

(7.32)

(7.33)

As for the whole cell, by integrating the continuity of mass equation of mixture
and solutes, the governing equation for cell volume change and solute transport yields,
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 2 T
dv

= − AJ w = − A L p 
− RT ∑ ( ciα − cαe )
α ≠ s,w
dt

 a
α
α
n



c
e
c
+ RT ∑ eα cα (ln iα − cαe ) + Z α F c ( Ψ i − Ψ e ) + A L p RT en k n ( in − cen )
α ≠ s,w,n 
ki
ki
Mα



(7.34)

+

+
+

d ni+
c
= − A J + = − A H + c J w + p + c ln i+ − ln ce+ + Z + F c ( Ψ i − Ψ e )  ,
dt
RT
 ki



(7.35)

−
 − − w

d ni−
ci
− −
−
= − A J = − A H c J + p c ln − − ln ce− + Z − F c ( Ψ i − Ψ e )  ,
dt
RT
 ki



(7.36)

n
n


d nin
c
= − A J n = − A H n c J w + p n ( in − cen ) ,
dt
ki



(7.37)

where L p =

α
k
φ w D α k α α 1 cαi
n
; pα =
; c = ( α + cαe ) ; ciα = wi ; v is the volume of the cell;
2 ki
h
h
ϕi v

A is the area of the cell; L p is the membrane hydraulic conductivity; niα is the number of
the moles of solute inside the cell; pα is the solute membrane permeability; cα is the
average concentration between cytoplasm and external solutions (α = cation, anion and
uncharged solute).
7.2.1.5 Convergence Validation
For non-permeable solute only, governing equation of cell volume change
(equation 7.34) could be written as equation 7.38 which is the form of classical Boy-van’t
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Hoff equation [39]. Note that surface tension in the cell membrane T was assumed as
zero.

dv
= − A J w = − A L p RT ∑ ( ciα − cαe )
α ≠ s,w
dt

(7.38)

As for permeable solute, governing equation of cell volume change (equation 7.34) could
also be written as equation 7.39 which is the form of classical Kedem & Katchalsky
equations [39].

Note that H n = 1 − σ p and k in = 1 were assumed and σ p is the

Staverman’s reflection coefficient.

dv
= − A J w = − A L p RT ∑ ( ciα − ceα )
α ≠ s,w
dt

(7.39)

d nin
1

= − A J n = − A (1 − σ p )( cin + cen ) J w + p n ( cin − cen )
dt
2


(7.40)

7.2.2 Active Volume Regulation
The governing equations described in previous sections were for passive transmembrane water, ion and solute transport. However, in biological membranes, there are
also two types of active transport. Primary active transport is mediated by the ion pumps
in the membrane which are driven by a supply of energy generated from the hydrolysis of
adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Secondary active transport is mediated by the transmembrane carriers driven by the free energy from electrochemical gradient of solutes. In
previous classical field of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, active transport process
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through ion pumps, exchangers or transporters were incorporated into the force-flux pairs
by adding an additional driving force in the flux [48, 256]. In contrast, the driving force
for the ATP-driven active transport is considered as the affinity of the phosphorylation
reaction [47, 257]. In this section, we will provide a novel approach by using the
framework of the mixture theory as shown in chapter 3. A novel supply term was
incorporated in conservation equations of linear momentum developed based on the
mixture theory. In past applications, this momentum supply was used to model frictional
interactions only, thereby describing passive transport processes.

However, active

transport processes which impart momentum to solutes or solvent could also be expressed
by this unique term.
7.2.2.1 Momentum Conservation

(

)

Solvent/Solutes: − ρ α ∇µ α + ∑ f αβ v β − v α + pαa = 0
β

(7.41)

Water:

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

)

(

− ρ w ∇µ w + f ws v s − v w + f w + v + − v w + f w − v − − v w + f wn v n − v w + paw = 0 , (7.41a)
Cation:

(

)

(

)

− ρ + ∇µ~ + + f + s v s − v + + f + w v w − v + + f + − v − − v + + f + n v n − v + + pa+ = 0 ,
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(7.41b)

Anion:

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(7.41c)

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(7.41d)

− ρ − ∇µ~ − + f − s v s − v − + f − w v w − v − + f − + v + − v − + f − n v n − v − + pa− = 0 ,
Uncharged Solute:

(

− ρ n ∇ μ n + f ns v s − v n + f nw v w − v n + f n + v + − v n + f n − v − − v n + pna = 0 ,
α

where p a (α: water, cation, anion and uncharged solute) represents active transport term.
Therefore, based on equations 7.4 and constitutive relation (equation 7.5-7.8), the transmembrane flux are shown as follows,

J w = − k ∇ p − kBw ∇ tr(E)
− RTk (e + − φ)∇ c + + (e − − φ)∇ c − + (e o − φ)∇ c 0 + ∑ S α 


α

(7.42)

^

− Fc k(e + c + − e − c − )∇ ψ + W ,

J + = H + c + J w − φ w D + ( ∇ c + + S + ) − Fc φ w ω + c + ∇ ψ ,

(7.43)

J − = H − c − J w − φ w D − ( ∇ c − + S − ) + Fc φ w ω − c − ∇ ψ ,

(7.44)

Jn = H ncn J w − φ w Dn ∇ cn ,

(7.45)

^

where W =

ρT

w

ρ

w

w
pa ; S α =

1 Mα α
p .
RT ρα a

Based on boundary conditions between the

interfaces (equation 7.13-7.22), the governing equations are shown as,
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Jw =

α
 α α ciα

k  2T
k
e Zα Fc
α
α 
α
α
−
RT
(
−
)
+
RT
(ln
−
+
)
+
(
−
)
∑
∑
c
c
e
c
S
Ψ
Ψ
i
e
i
e
e
c


α

α ≠ s,w
h  a
h α ≠ s,w,n 
ki
Mα


RTk en k n cin
k ^
+
( n − cen ) + W
h
h
ki

(7.46)

+


φ w D + c  ci+
J =H c J +
ln + − ln ce+ + S + + Z + F c ( Ψ i − Ψ e ) ,

h
RT
 ki

+

+

+

w

(7.47)

−


φ w D − c  ci−
J =H c J +
ln − − ln ce− + S − + Z − F c ( Ψ i − Ψ e ) ,

h
RT
 ki


(7.48)

φ w D n k n cin n
J =H c J +
( n − ce ) ,
h
ki

(7.49)

−

n

−

−

n n

w

w

7.2.2.2 Governing Equation
As for the whole cell, assuming Na+, K+ and Cl- pass through the cell membrane
due to passive and active transport mechanism, the governing equations for cell volume
change and solute transport yields,
Cell Volume:

 2 T
dv

= − A J w = − A L p 
− RT ∑ ( ciα − cαe ) + S α 
α ≠ s,w
dt

 a
n
α
α
^ 


c
e
c
+ RT ∑ eα cα (ln iα − cαe ) + Z α F c ( Ψ i − Ψ e ) + RT en k n ( in − cen ) + W 
α ≠ s,w,n 
ki
ki
Mα
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(7.50)

Na+ Flux:

+
 Na + Na + w ~ Na  ciNa +
 
+
+
+
d niNa
Na +
= − AJ
= − A H c J + p ln Na + − ln ceNa + S Na + Z Na F c ( Ψ i − Ψ e ) 
dt
RT

 ki
 
,
(7.51)
+

K+ Flux:

+
+
 + k +
+
~ K
d nik
w
k
k
= − A J = − A H c J + p
dt


+
 cik
 
+
+
Zk+ Fc
( Ψ i − Ψ e )  ,
ln + − ln cek + S k +
RT
 k ik
 

(7.52)
Cl- Flux:
−
−
−

−
−
~ cl
d ncl
cl
w
i
cl
cl
= − AJ
= − A H c J + p
dt


−
 
 ccl
−
−
Z cl − F c
i
cl
cl
ln
ln
(
)
−
+
+
−

ce
S
Ψ i Ψ e 
−
RT
 
 k cl
i

(7.53)
Uncharged Solute:

 n n w n cin n 
d nin
n
= − A J = − A H c J + p ( n − ce ) ,
dt
ki


~ α

− α

(7.54)

^

where p = p α C ; W represents measure of the momentum supply of solvent from
^

trans-membrane transport with the unit of force / area or energy / volume. W represents
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measure of the momentum supply of solute from trans-membrane transport with
dimensionless quantity [46].
7.3 Summary
IVD cells were defined as a fluid-filled membrane using mixture theory [41, 42].
Ion transport through the membrane was incorporated in the model by adding the
(electro)chemical potential for ions. The active ion transport process, which imparts
momentum to solutes or solvent, was also incorporated in a supply term as appears in the
conservation of linear momentum.

The interactions between solid, fluid and solute

constituents (ions and neutral solutes) in cell membranes could be simulated during
homeostasis. The trans-membrane transport parameters (i.e hydraulic permeability and
ion conductance) could be measured from the single cell experiments in Chapter 8. This
novel single cell model could help to further illuminate the mechanisms underline IVD
cell homeostasis. In addition, effects of fixed negative charge (impermeable intracellular
macromolecular anions) and active transport on IVD cell homeostasis could be further
analyzed.
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CHAPTER 8 QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF WATER AND ION
TRANSPORT DURING IVD CELL HOMEOSTASIS
8.1 Introduction
Changes in both the extracellular osmotic and nutrient environment may affect
cell homeostasis (volume regulation) [29-31]. In turn, the triggering of cell homeostasis
mechanisms due to environmental perturbations also serves as a signal for cell behaviors
such as cell proliferation and matrix synthesis [28]. In previous studies, passive cell
volume response under osmotic loading was measured in articular chondrocytes (AC) at
room temperature while the phenomenon of active cell volume regulation was detected in
AC at body temperature [28, 32-36]. Furthermore, extracellular matrix (ECM), cartilage
degeneration, cell culture conditions, and osmotic loading types were all found to have a
significant effect on AC volume response under osmotic loading [28, 33, 101, 106].
Previous studies also showed that interactions between the cytoskeleton, water
and ion flux through cell membrane could be the key mechanism by which cells regulate
homeostasis and adapt to their rigorous environment. Different mechanisms including
Ca2+ dependent Na+-K+-Cl- cotransporter (NKCC), actin in the cell cytoskeleton, and
Na+-H+ exchanger have been proposed for regulating AC and IVD cell homeostasis [3436, 38, 137], however, until now, the mechanism for cell homeostasis has remained
unclear. Moreover, compared to AC, different cell volume response phenomena have
been observed in porcine IVD cells which may indicate different cell volume regulation
mechanisms [35, 38].
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In order to further illuminate the mechanism of IVD cell homeostasis, a cell
model which quantitatively simulates the interactions between different phases in the cell
environment (cytoskeleton, water and ions) during homeostasis was developed in Chapter
7.

In order to determine the parameters for this numerical model, quantitative

characterization of the water and ion transport properties during cell homeostasis was
needed.

Recently, the cell membrane properties of hydraulic permeability and the

diffusivity of neutral solutes at room temperature were quantitatively calculated by curve
fitting real time cell volume data using Boyle-van’t Hoff and Kedem & Katchalsky
equations in bovine articular chondrocytes [37]. To our knowledge, until now, there
exists no quantitative data for these water and ion transport properties (hydraulic
permeability and ion conductance) in IVD cells.
In this chapter, we will quantitatively characterize the water and ion transport
through the porcine IVD cell membrane during cell homeostasis (steady state) at room
temperature. The hydraulic permeability and ion conductance of porcine IVD cells will
be determined from passive cell volume response experiments and whole cell patch
clamp experiments. Furthermore, the Resting Membrane Potential (RMP) of porcine AC
and IVD cells will be measured. As a hallmark of membrane ion transport, RMP is the
potential at which a cell’s membrane must be held to produce no net ion flow across the
membrane. The RMP of a cell is a manifestation of the differential intra and extracellular
ionic concentrations as well as the individual ionic conductances (Goldman equation).
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8.2 Materials and Methods
8.2.1 Cell Culture and Sample Preparation
IVD cells were obtained from lumbar spine of acute (3 month old) male pigs
weighing ~35-45 kg. During the dissection, annulus fibrosis (AF) and nucleus pulposus
(NP) regions in IVDs were carefully separated, minced, and washed 3 times with
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 1% antibiotic (A/A). The tissue was then
incubated in 0.25% trypsin for 1 hour and then digested by enzyme solutions (AF: 1.0 mg
collagenase type II and 0.6 mg protease type I; NP: 0.1 mg collagenase type II) in the
high glucose (25 mmol/L) Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic (A/A) for 20 hours at
37oC. The cells were then filtered using a 70 µm cell strainer and washed 3 times with
PBS and plated at a concentration of 3x105/mL in culture flasks containing full media
composed of DMEM, 10% FBS, 1% PBS, 1% nonessential amino acids, 25 µg/mL
ascorbic acid, 1% HEPES and pH 7.4 with NaOH. All the primary cells were used for
experiments in one week. No significant phenotype change was found during this period
based on studies in literature [37].
8.2.2 Cell Volume Response
Before the cell volume response experiment, cells were suspended and cultured in
perfusion chambers (RC 22, Warner Instruments, CT) for 30-60 minutes with isotonic
solution (140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 10 HEPES; unit: mM; pH 7.4 with NaOH;
~295 mOsm). In order to reduce the effect of fluid flow on cell attachment and cell
volume response, one thin layer of gauze micro-grid was fixed on the bottom of the
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chamber by a rhombic metal ring. The hypertonic solution (isotonic solution + 300 mM
sucrose; ~605 mOsm) was then perfused through the chamber with the speed of 1
mL/min by two syringe pumps (Genie Touch, Kent Scientific, CT).

Note that the

capacity of the chamber was 200 µL. It took ~10 s to exchange all the solution and reach
osmotic equilibrium within the chamber based on our preliminary fluid perfusion tests of
the chamber. The osmolality of the solutions was measured using a vapor pressure
osmometer (model 5520, Wescor Inc., Utah). All the volume response experiments were
conducted at room temperature. The volume response was imaged using a differential
interference contrast (DIC) objective lens (40x, 0.75 NA) with an inverted microscope
(Axio Observer A1, Carl Zeiss Inc., NY) and recorded using a Zeiss MRm camera with
Axiosuite time lapse software (Zeiss). The time lapse data was analyzed by fitting the
volume time rate of change to the modified van’t Hoff equation to extract the membrane
hydraulic permeability and intracellular fraction of osmotically active water, see equation
8.1-8.3 [37].

dv
= A L p RT ∑ ( ciα − cαe )
α
dt

α
ci =

(8.1)

α

ni

(8.2)

φ iw v

φ iw = 1 − ( 1 − φ iwr )

vr
v

(8.3)
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where ν is the cell volume; A is the volume dependent cell surface area (A=3ν/a where a
represents cell radius); L p is the membrane hydraulic permeability;

R and T are

universal gas constant and absolute temperature, respectively. cir and cer are the internal
and extracellular osmolyte concentrations; niα is the number of moles of the internal
osmolytes; φ iw and φ irw are the real time and initial volume fraction of osmotically active
water in the cytoplasm, respectively.
A Matlab program was developed to dynamically detect the cell edge and
calculate the cell volume (Figure 8b) from the acquired time lapse DIC images. During
the cell edge detection process, following general steps were used: we extracted an
annular region of interest around the cell boundary in the source image; enhanced the
edge and detected it

with a custom-written radial edge detection algorithm which

mapped an annular region from the radial direction into a two dimension matrix of pixel
intensity and detected the cell edge using dynamic programming which calculated the
location of the maximum of the second derivative of the best fit sigmoid curve of the
pixel intensity as the edge. We then calculated the radius, area and volume of the cell
(see figure 8.2) [112]. Furthermore, Calcein-AM was used to stain for cell viability.
Additionally, confocal microscopy was used to capture real time fluorescent cell images
in different focal planes under hypotonic and hypertonic conditions. The 3D image
reconstruction technique within Amira (commercial software) was also used to build real
time 3D cell images and calculate the cell volume change. These results were used to
validate our assumption of spherical cell shape for circular cells and the resulting of 2D
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cell volume approximation method which is much faster and more convenient than other
methods.
8.2.3 Membrane Current and Resting Membrane Potential Recordings
Before the patch clamp experiments, the cells were rinsed and plated onto
coverslips at a density of 3x104 cells/mL and incubated for an additional 12 hours prior to
measurement. Under voltage clamp, trans-membrane current was measured in the whole
cell configuration of the patch-clamp technique using an Axopatch 200B amplifier
(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) and data were acquired through the Digidata 1440A
digital board (Axon Instruments) with a digital current sampling frequency of 10 kHz.
Patch electrodes were fabricated from borosilicate capillary glass with filament (1B150F4, World Precision Instruments) and pulled using a Brown Flaming type pipette puller
(model P-97, Sutter Company) to a tip resistance of 5-12 MΩ when filled with the
internal solution composed of (mM): 115 K-aspartate, 25 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2, 10
EGTA, 10 HEPES and titrated to pH 7.2 with KOH (290 mOsm). The standard external
solution was composed of (mM): 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 10 HEPES and
titrated to pH 7.4 with NaOH (295 mOsm). Ag-Cl ground and inner pipette electrodes
were used and seal resistance before patch rupture ranged from 5 to 10 GΩ.
The generation of voltage-clamp protocols and data acquisition was controlled by
pCLAMP software (version 10.2; Axon Instruments, Inc., Foster City, CA). The protocol
of stimulation consisted of 200ms square voltage pulses of -120 to + 70 mV in steps of 10
from a holding potential of -60 mV (Figure 8.3). By using this protocol with step
function, trans-membrane currents were recorded for 200 ms during each voltage steps.
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Resting membrane potential (RMP) was calculated from the current and voltage curve for
each cell. Furthermore, a voltage ramp protocol from -120 to + 70 mV in 250 ms was
used to stimulate the cell and measure the current and voltage relation and RMP in a
separate manner. By using current mode, the RMP was also estimated as the voltage at
which zero current flows, in order to validate the RMP measurements from step and ramp
protocols under voltage clamp mode.
8.2.4 Capacitance Measurements
After establishing a whole cell patch, membrane capacitance was measured from
a +10 mV test pulse from a holding potential of -60mV by the CLAMPEX module of the
pCLAMP software. The membrane capacitance was calculated on-line by fitting a time
constant to the decaying phase of the capacitive current. The time constant was divided
by the membrane resistance, which was subsequently calculated from the difference
between the steady state current and the basal current (before the onset of the pulse)
divided by the pulse amplitude. The holding currents were not digitally subtracted by the
P/N method as to avoid the introduction of artifacts into the measurement of the resting
membrane potential.
8.2.5 Statistical Analysis
Regional differences between the capacitance, RMP and conductance of AC, AF
and NP cells were examined using SPSS statistic software. Student’s t-test and One-way
ANOVA (Tukey’s post hoc tests) were performed to determine if significant difference
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between AC and IVD cells and regional differences in IVD cells existed in transmembrane transport properties. Statistical differences were reported at p-values < 0.05.
8.3 Results
No active volume response was found in porcine AF cells under hypertonic
loading conditions at room temperature as shown in Figure 8.4b. Therefore based on the
modified Boyle-van’t Hoff equation, a typical curve-fit of the recorded cell volume
response during hypertonic condition was shown (Figure 8.1b). Good agreement was
found between the experimental data and theoretical curve-fitting with R2=0.910±0.007,
indicating that the relationship between the cell volume change and the osmotic
environment can be well expressed using the Boyle-van’t Hoff equation with the two
parameters L p and φ irw , where L p is the membrane hydraulic permeability and φ irw
represents the initial fraction of osmotically active water in the cell cytoplasm. As shown
in the figure 8.4c, the hydraulic permeability L p for porcine AF cells is 1.37±0.42*10-14
m3/N.s and φ irw is 0.42±0.09.
In our patch clamp experiments, it was found that the cell membrane capacitances
for primary cultured AC, AF, and NP cells were 10.2±0.9 pF, 11.6±0.8 pF and 19.1±2.6
pF, respectively (Figure 8.5), with a significant difference existing between three cell
types. NP cell showed the largest capacitance compared to AF cells and AC. Our results
also indicated that the resting membrane potential for AC, AF, and NP cells were -38.1±
1.9, -39.1±1.6 and -26.1±3.9 mV, respectively (Figure 8.6). The RMP in NP was found
to be significantly smaller than that in AC and AF. The current voltage relationship for
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AC, AF and NP cells in Figure 8.7, all demonstrated outwardly rectifying currents
activated when the clamp voltages through the cell membrane were larger than RMPs in
all three cell types.

Furthermore, significant difference in the magnitudes of these

outward currents were observed between AC, AF and NP cells with the NP cells
possessing the smallest and the AF cells the largest with the AC in between the two. In
contrast, small currents were found when the clamp voltages through the cell membrane
were lower than the relative RMPs (Figure 8.7). In addition, both inward and outward
currents possessed a linear region of conductance as shown in Figure 8.7. Therefore by
fitting the linear [258], the conductances (L1 and L2) were estimated for all three cell
types as shown in Table 8.1. We found that the conductances for AF, NP and AC cells
were very close when the clamp voltages through the membrane were lower than the
RMPs. In contrast, when the clamp voltages were larger than the RMPs, significant
higher conductance was found in AF (672.6±161.0 pS/pF) compared to that in NP
(63.7±19.5 pS/pF) and AC (390.4±71.2 pS/pF).
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Table 8.1 RMPs, capacitances and conductances of AC, AF, and NP cells. Statistical
differences were found for the RMPs, capacitances, and conductances (Lp2 and Lp2Lp1) between the AC, AF, and NP cells, while no statistical difference was found for
conductance (Lp1) for these three cell types.

Note that Lp1 represented the ion

conductance when the voltage applied on the cell was lower than the relative RMP, while
Lp2 represented the ion conductance when the voltage applied on the cell was higher than
the RMP.
RMP

Capacitance

Lp1

Lp2

Lp2-Lp1

Unit

mV

pF

pS/pF

pS/pF

pS/pF

AC

-38.1±1.9

10.2±0.8

56.3±10.2

390.4±71.2

330.6±51.6

AF

-39.1±1.6

11.6±0.8

50.2±9.7

672.6±161.0

618.9±116.4

NP

-26.1±3.9

19.1±2.6

52.1±10.1

63.7±19.5

12.7±9.5
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Figure 8.1

Schematic for perfusion and patch clamp system.

The isotonic and

hypertonic solutions were perfused through the chamber mounted in the microscope stage
with the speed of 1 mL/min by syringe pumps. A temperature control system was added
to the perfusion system which was capable of well control the temperature of the solution
in the chamber as well as that of the infusion solutions. Meanwhile, a patch clamp
system (pipette electrodes, head stage, amplifier, and digitizer et al.) was developed to
measure the current / voltage through the cell membrane.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

Figure 8.2 Schematic of cell edge detection from DIC image. (a) The wide annular
region that was created encloses the cell boundary. Two points were manually picked
from the top and bottom of the cell boundary to briefly calculate the radius of the cell
( r*cell ). The radius for the internal and external circles were set as 0.85 r*cell and 1.15 r*cell ,
respectively.

(b) The pixels of the annular region which were mapped into a two

dimension matrix. By using dynamic mapping technique [112], more accurate results of
cell edge detection were achieved as shown in the rectangular region in the right. (c)
Results of dynamic mapping for cell edge detection and superimposition on the original
image.
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Ramp Protocol

Step Protocol:
V lt

Step Protocol: Current

Figure 8.3 Protocols (ramp and step) for patch clamp experiments. The ramp protocol
of stimulation consisted of voltage pulses of -120 to + 70 mV in 250 ms while the transmembrane current was recorded simultaneously. By using the step protocol, the voltage
pulses were increased from -120 to + 70 mV while trans-membrane currents were
recorded for 200 ms during each voltage steps. Resting membrane potential (RMP) was
calculated from the current and voltage curve for each cell.
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Figure 8.4 Hydraulic permeability and initial water content in porcine AF cells. (a)
Typical passive cell volume response of a porcine AF cell under hypertonic condition. A
good agreement is shown between the theoretical prediction and the experimental result.
(b) Mean and standard deviation of passive cell volume response of porcine AF cells
under hypertonic condition. (c) Results of curve fitting (hydraulic permeability and
initial water content of AF cells) from the passive cell volume response curve, by using
modified van’t Hoff equations.
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Figure 8.5 Cell membrane capacitance of porcine AC, AF, and NP cells. Significant
difference was found between three cell types, while NP cell showed the largest
capacitance compared to AF cells and AC (*p < 0.05).
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Figure 8.6

Cell resting membrane potential of porcine AC, AF, and NP cells.

Significant difference was found between NP cell, AF and NP cells, while NP cell
showed the smallest resting membrane potential compared to AF cells and AC (*p <
0.05).
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Figure 8.7 The current-voltage relationship of porcine AC, AF, and NP cells measured
by step voltage protocol. Outwardly rectifying currents were found to be activated when
the clamp voltages through the cell membrane are bigger than RMP in all three cell types.
NP cells possessed the smallest current while the AF cells possessed the largest with the
AC in between the two. In contrast, smaller currents were found when the clamp voltage
through the cell membrane was lower than the relative RMP.
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Figure 8.8 Effect of potassium channel blocker (TEA) on voltage activated current in
porcine AF cells.

The reversible manner was also found (the similar magnitude of

voltage activated current can be seen after replacing the TEA solution with normal
external solution).
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8.4 Discussion
In this study, the assumption of spherical cell shape was used in the cell volume
calculation which was consistent with previous studies in the literature and further
validated by our confocal fluorescent imaging. It was also found that that during the
hypertonic loading, only passive cell volume response exists in porcine AF cells at room
temperature. The active cell volume regulation component was insignificant which was
consistent with the concept that ion pumps or transporters for active ion transport through
the cell membrane are inactive at room temperature which is significantly lower than
body temperature as reported for AC cells in the literature. This is consistent with the
observation that under osmotic loading conditions, no significant active cell volume
regulation phenomena could be observed at room temperature [33, 101].
Our studies showed that the hydraulic permeability of porcine AF cell was ~0.40.7 times smaller than that of bovine AC cells. However, the initial active water content
in the cytoplasm of porcine AF cell was ~0.2-0.35 smaller than that in bovine articular
chondrocyte. This indicated that the IVD cell may have quantitatively different transport
characteristics and homeostasis phenomena from AC due to its unique phenotype as
discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 6.
In our patch clamp experiments for characterization of trans-membrane ion
transport properties, the RMP of AC was consistent with that found in previous studies in
other animal models (rabbit: -41.4 mV; canine: -38.1 mV; mouse: -46.0 mV) [259-261].
Significant different RMPs and capacitances were found between AC, AF and NP cells.
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It may indicate different ion transport properties in the cell membrane from articular
cartilage, AF and NP cells.
In this study, significantly larger voltage dependent currents found in both AC
and AF cells indicated that there existed voltage active ion channels in these two cell
types. By using tetraethylammonium (TEA, K+ channel blocker), we found that voltage
active ion channels in AC and AF cells are blocked in a dose dependent and reversible
manner (Figure 8.8). It indicated that these voltage activated channels were K+ channels.
This finding is consistent with the voltage dependent K+ channel found in the canine AC
in the literature [260]. In addition, it was found that Cl- channel in AC was calcium
dependent [262].

In this study, the calcium concentration in both intracellular and

external solutions is too low to activate the Cl- channels.

It further validated our

conclusion that the voltage activated channels in this study were mainly K+ channels.
Therefore the value of L1-L2 in table 8.1 represented the conductances of voltage
activated K+ channel in both AC and AF cells. In contrast, the value of L1 represented
the combined conductance of Na+ and Cl- channels.
Moreover, significant difference was found in voltage activated K+ conductances
between AC, AF and NP cells. Based on Goldman equation developed by Hodgkins and
Katz, significantly larger voltage activated K+ conductance found in AF and AC could
result in a more negative RMP which was consistent with our finding in RMPs (Figure
8.6). In addition, in NP cells, the K+ channel was found to be less voltage dependent.
Different capacitance and RMP were also found in NP cells compared to AC and AF
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cells. It indicated that NP and AF cells may have quantitatively different trans-membrane
transport properties and different cell homeostasis phenomena.
Note that, all the measurements in this chapter were under room temperature.
Based on previous studies, AC behaved as perfect osmometer and followed van’t Hoff
relation under room temperature. It indicated that hydraulic permeability of AC kept
constant during passive cell volume response.

Our study further validated this

assumption in IVD cells. Therefore, the hydraulic permeability of IVD cells could be
used for the cell model of homeostasis under steady state (isotonic condition), as well as
passive volume response process. As for ion conductances, previous studies showed
several swelling or stretch activated ion channels found in AC [124, 263]. Volume
sensitive ion conductance could be expected during non-steady state of cell homeostasis.
Therefore, the ion conductances measured in this study were only appropriate for the cell
model of homeostasis under steady state. In order to further analyze the mechanism of
IVD cell homeostasis, water and ion transport under body temperature needs to be
characterized in the future. Ion pumps and cotransporters involved in the active volume
regulation of the IVD cells also need to be further characterized. By changing nutrient
levels in the culture environment for both normal and degenerated IVD cells, effects of
nutrition on cell homeostasis could be quantitatively analyzed to help further understand
IVD degeneration in the future.
8.5 Summary
In summary, this study quantitatively characterized the water and ion transport
through the cell membrane in porcine IVD cells. Compared to AC cells, significantly
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different hydraulic permeability and ion conductance were found, as well as RMP and
cell capacitance. In addition, voltage activated K+ channel was found in AF cells while
there was no significant sign in NP cells. It indicated that IVD cells may have different
cell homeostasis phenomena and mechanisms compared with AC cells.

The region

difference between AF and NP cells also needs to be further analyzed in the future. In
addition, the quantitative parameters measured in this study could be used in the
multiphasic single cell model in Chapter 7 to quantitatively simulate the cell homeostasis
and further analyze its mechanism in the future.
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CHAPTER 9 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
9.1 Conclusions
The major impact of this work was the development of a novel multi-scale
analytical model by incorporating experimentally determined IVD tissue and cell
properties. It helped to predict the ECM nutrient environment and further analyze its
effect on cell energy metabolism and homeostasis. First, the biomechanical and nutrient
transport properties of CEP were characterized. Second, energy metabolism properties
(consumption/production rates) of human IVD cells were measured in this study. Third,
during the homeostasis, water and ion transport properties in the cell membrane in IVD
cell was quantitatively analyzed.

Meanwhile, the multiphasic FEM models were

developed in both tissue level and cellular level. These studies supported our general
hypothesis that CEP regulates the ECM osmotic and nutrient environment which further
regulate IVD cell energy metabolism and homeostasis. By bridging biomechanics with
cell physiology, this study helped to better understand IVD nutrition and cell
homeostasis. Furthermore, it helped to establish a solid foundation in understanding the
mechanism of IVD degeneration and provided new insights into cell based IVD
regeneration therapies for low back pain.
Chapter 3: In this study, a multiphasic mechano-electrochemical finite element model of
IVD was developed based on triphasic theory. Detailed formulation of the specialized
triphasic theory for charged IVD tissue was presented. The IVD tissue is modeled as a
mixture with four phases: solid phase with fixed charges, interstitial water phase, ion
phase with two monovalent species (e.g., Na+ and Cl‾), and uncharged nutrient solute
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phase. In this chapter, fundamental governing equations for the mixture, such as electroneutrality condition, continuity equations, linear momentum equations and constitutive
equations are also given.
Chapter 4: In the study, the weak form formulations of mixture model developed in
chapter 2 were used for finite element analysis of physical signals and nutrient solute
transport inside human IVD.

The numerical results of this study showed that

calcification of the cartilage endplate could significantly reduce the nutrient levels in
human IVD. It also shows that in cell based therapy for IVD regeneration, excessive
numbers of injected cells may cause further deterioration of the nutrient environment in
the degenerated disc.
Chapter 5: The biphasic mechanical properties of cartilage endplate were measured to
characterize its mechanical and transport behaviors which were also correlated with its
histological and biochemical properties. The results of this study showed that CEP could
block rapid solute convection and allow pressurization of the interstitial fluid in response
to loading. The CEP also plays a significant role in nutrient transport within the IVD.
Calcification of the CEP with aging or degeneration could affect the nutrient supply to
the disc cells and further alter disc homeostasis which may lead to disc degeneration.
Chapter 6: The oxygen consumption rates of human IVD cells were measured in
different glucose environmental conditions. Meanwhile, glucose consumption rates and
lactate production rates of human IVD cells were measured under different oxygen
conditions. These studies showed that consumption rates were significant and dependent
on the nutrient environment. This study outlined energy metabolism properties of human
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IVD cells at different nutrient environments and provided more evidence to further
analyze the nutrient metabolism mechanism in the human IVD. The results of this study
also provide valuable data for theoretically predicting the nutrient transport and
distribution inside human IVD.
Chapter 7: A multiphasic single cell model was developed to simulate trans-membrane
water and ion transport based on multiphasic theory. The IVD cells were modeled as a
water-filled membrane with solid phase, water phase, ion phase and neutral solute phase.
This is the first single cell model for cell homeostasis which is capable of simulating the
interaction of mechanical tension force and ion transport.

Furthermore, active ion

transport during cell homeostasis was also incorporated in the model by adding a unique
source term in the momentum equations.
Chapter 8: Trans-membrane water and ion transport during cell homeostasis were
quantitatively characterized by cell volume response and patch clamp experiments.
Hydraulic permeability and initial water content for IVD cells were quantitatively
measured. Furthermore, by using articular chondrocytes as a reference, the capacitance,
RMPs, and ion conductances of AF and NP cells were also measured under voltage or
current clamp in the whole cell patch clamp mode. The results of this study indicated
that trans-membrane transport properties in IVD cells are different from articular
chondrocytes due to its unique cell phenotype. In addition, this study also provided
valuable data for numerically analyzing the effect of change in extracellular environment
on cell homeostasis.
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9.2 Challenges
Chapter 3&4: In our multiphasic model, by choosing (electro)chemical potential as the
primary degree of freedom, the jump conditions between elements and across the
interface boundary are satisfied automatically. This feature allows this model to deal
easily with the discontinuous material properties of the inhomogeneous and anisotropic
human IVD tissue. However, due to lack of anisotropic material properties, the human
IVD was considered as isotropic material in this study. In the future, it is necessary to
use the anisotropic constitutive relationship in our theoretical model and simulation. In
addition, due to lack of accurate shape of CEP, an approximate geometry of CEP was
used in this simulation.

Therefore, real image-based CEP needs to be used in our

simulation in order to predict the ECM nutrient environment more accurately.
Chapter 5: Due to the high PG content in IVD tissue, the swelling pressure of CEP is
relatively large while immersed in the PBS solution. This unique material property of the
tissue caused a fatal error of the instrument in our preliminary characterization its
dynamic viscoelastic properties under Perkin-Elmer 7e Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer
(DMA). In the future, care should be taken while designing the mechanical testing
protocols with an emphasis on new mechanical testing instrumentation.
Chapter 6: Due to the rarity of human IVD tissue and large amount of cell consumption
in the energy metabolism experiments, second passaged degenerated human IVD cells
cultured in high glucose DMEM were used. Effective passage and culture conditions
needs to be further analyzed. Effect of degeneration of human IVD on its energy
metabolism rate also needs to be studied once the normal human IVD tissue is available.
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Chapter 7: We have successfully developed a novel single cell model to analyze the ion
transport through the cell membrane based on multiphasic theory and classical nonequilibrium thermodynamics. However, until now, there is no constitutive relation for
the new source term in the momentum governing equations. Further studies are needed
to experimentally determine the source term for active ion transport in order to
numerically analyze the effect of change in extracellular environment on the cell
homeostasis.
Chapter 8: Porcine IVD cells were used in this study to establish the testing system and
protocol as the primary animal model for characterization of trans-membrane water and
ion transport. In the future, similar techniques could be applied to human IVD cells to
validate the animal model. In addition, in order to further analyze the mechanism of cell
homeostasis and IVD degeneration, the effects of changes in extracellular nutrient
environment on cell homeostasis need to be addressed.
9.3 Future Goals
Low back pain is a major socio-economic concern in this country [1]. Although
the exact cause for low back pain is unclear, the degenerative changes of the
intervertebral disc (IVD) have been implicated as a possible primary etiologic factor
[221, 264]. The broad, long-term objectives of this study are to (1) elucidate the etiology
of disc degeneration, (2) develop strategies for restoring tissue function or preventing
further disc degeneration, and (3) develop novel, less-invasive diagnostic tools for disc
degeneration. The detailed future goals are as follows:
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ECM Environment Prediction: We hope to further study the anisotropic mechanical
and transport properties of the human CEP with emphasis on comparing porcine and
human samples. Future work can be done to investigate the effect of age and gender on
mechanical and transport properties.

Histological studies to further correlate tissue

structure and composition with material properties would also provide insight into human
CEP function.
For cell energy metabolism of IVD cells, we only determined the rates of glucose
consumption and lactate production of human IVD cells at 5% glucose level. Therefore,
it is necessary to investigate the effect of glucose on the rates of glucose consumption and
lactate production in a future study. It will also be valuable to study the coupling of
oxygen consumption, glucose consumption, and lactate production to fully understand the
energy metabolism in the human IVD cells. One method for testing this would be to
block mitochondrial activity to limit energy metabolism entirely to glycolysis. By further
characterizing the energy metabolism behavior of normal human IVD cells and
comparing with the results in this study, effect of IVD degeneration on IVD cell energy
metabolism could be analyzed and therefore help us to further understand the mechanism
of IVD degeneration
By

incorporating

these

experimentally

determined

anisotropic

mechanical/transport and cell energy metabolism properties into our multiphasic finite
element model, we could predict a more accurate ECM biomechanical and nutrient
environment of the human IVD. The model will help us understand both physiological
and pathological loading conditions that could elucidate the mechanisms of human IVD
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degeneration. Furthermore, additional magnetic resonance images (MRI) and motion
tracking data of human IVD and spine could help to build a more accurate numerical
model and serve as the patient specific diagnostic tool for IVD degeneration.
Cell Homeostasis: We hope to further study trans-membrane transport in IVD cells
during homeostasis with emphasis on comparing porcine and human cells. By analyzing
the effect of the change in extracellular nutrient environment on cell homeostasis as a
result of IVD degeneration, we hope to reach insights into the key role of cell metabolism
and homeostasis during tissue degeneration/regeneration process.

Furthermore, the

normal and degenerated human IVD cells could serve as unique tools for us to build and
validate the new hypothesis for the mechanism of degeneration in cellular/molecular
levels in the future. In addition, we hope to quantitatively analyze the active ion transport
through the cell membrane and eventually establish quantitative constitutive relationships
to describe it. By incorporating these experimental determined trans-membrane transport
properties and constitutive relationships into our novel multiphasic single cell model, we
could build a numerical tool to predict cell homeostasis and further analyze the
mechanism. It will help to provided new insights into IVD degeneration mechanism and
further guide cell based IVD regeneration in tissue engineering or clinical therapy.
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APPENDIX
A Saturation Condition

φ s + φ w + φ + + φ − + φ n = 1,

(1)

Note that, the volume fraction is defined as the volume ratio of the component to the total
tissue ( φ α = dV α dV , α: s, w, +, -, n). In Equation (1), φ s and φ w are the solidity and
the porosity of the tissue respectively; φ + and φ − are ion volume fractions; φ n is the
volume fraction of nutrient solute. Under physiological conditions ( φ + , φ − and φ n are
very small), Equation (1) could also be rewritten as φ s + φ w = 1 .

B Apparent Mass Density Condition

ρ s = ρ Ts φ s ,

(2)

ρ w = ρ Twφ w ,

(3)

ρ + = φ w c + M + = ρ T+φ + ,

(4)

ρ − = φ w c − M − = ρ T−φ − ,

(5)

ρ n = φ w c n M n = ρ Tn φ n ,

(6)
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Note that, the apparent mass density ρ α is defined as mass per unit mixture volume in
this study, while the true mass density ρ Tα is usually defined as mass in each unit volume
of α-component.

In Equation (4-6), c + , c − and c n are defined as the molar

concentrations of cation, anion and nutrient solute respectively, while M + , M − and M n
are defined as the corresponding molecular weight. In this study, molar concentration
represents moles of the component in each unit water volume.

C Electro-neutrality Condition

c+ = c− + cF ,

(7)

In this study, the net charge in any infinitesimal volume of the mixture is assumed
as zero. In equation 7, cF represents the absolute value of negatively fixed charge
density. Note that, the electroneutrality condition is a good assumption for the biological
tissue except at the boundary [177]. In application of mixture theory under cellular level,
the whole cell membrane could also be assumed as electro-neutral, while the net charge
on cell surface may not be zero.

D Relationship between Friction Coefficient and Transport Parameters
The functional relationships between the material coefficients (Bij) and the
frictional coefficients ( f αβ ) are given by Equation (8-24).
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B11 =

1
(f + w + f + s )(f − w + f − s )(f nw + f ns ) ,
F

(8)

B12 =

1
f + w (f − w + f − s )(f nw + f ns ) ,
F

(9)

1
B13 = (f + w + f + s ) f − w (f nw + f ns ) ,
F

(10)

1
B14 = (f + w + f + s )(f − w + f − s ) f nw ,
F

(11)

B 21 =

f +w
,
f +w + f +s

(12)

B 22 =

1
,
f +w + f +s

(13)

B 23 = 0 ,

(14)

B 24 = 0 ,

(15)

B 31 =

f −w
,
f −w + f −s

(16)

B 32 =

1
,
f −w + f −s

(17)
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B 33 = 0 ,

(18)

B 34 = 0 ,

(19)

B 41 =

f nw
,
f nw + f ns

(20)

B 42 =

1
,
f nw + f ns

(21)

B 43 = 0 ,

(22)

B 44 = 0 ,

(23)

F = (f ws + f + w + f − w + f nw )(f + w + f + s )(f − w + f − s )(f nw + f ns )
− (f + w ) 2 (f − w + f − s )(f nw + f ns ) − (f + w + f + s )(f − w ) 2 (f nw + f ns )

(24)

− (f + w + f + s )(f − w + f − s )(f nw ) .
2

Note that, the frictional coefficients between nutrient solute and ions ( f n + and f n − ) and
between cation and anion ( f + − ) are assumed to be negligible.
The relations of the phenomenological transport parameters to the material
coefficients (Bij) are given by Equation (25-29).

k = (φ w ) 2 B11 ,

(25)
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e + = B12 B11 ,

e − = B13 B11 ,

H + = B 21 ,

D + = RTω + = RTφ w c + B 22 ,

(27)

H − = B 31 ,

D − = RTω − = RTφ w c − B 32 ,

(28)

H n = B 41 ,

D n = RTφ w c n B 42 .

(29)

e o = B14 B11 ,

(26)

where k , e α , H α , D α , and ω β (α = +, −, n; β = +, −), represent the hydraulic
permeability of the water, the transport factor of the solute, the hindrance factor of the
solute for the convection, the diffusivity of the solute in the tissue, and the mobility of the
solute [186, 188], respectively.
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